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We are extremely excited to invite our
readers to visit our newly relaunched online
content portal at PharmasAlmanac.com.
Following an updated web design, we are now able to provide a more
streamlined and engaging experience for our wide online readership,
giving us new opportunities to match insightful thought leadership
content with our audience.
We hope you enjoy our fresh approach to past and current Pharma’s Almanac
content on our revamped platform!
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e are excited to kick 2019

ties. As such, we also present a number

off with this oversized is-

of articles focused on cutting-edge tech-

sue, which features an

nology and big data initiatives, including

unprecedented

number

leveraging artificial intelligence for drug

of contributors, many of whom are making

development, operational design simu-

their first appearance in our pages. We are

lations, cell and gene therapy, next-gen-

thrilled to expand our thought leadership

eration PCR technology and continuous

community and to provide a forum for the

manufacturing.

promotion of new ideas and evolving busi-

Additionally, we pause to look back at

ness models.
As this is our “Business” issue, one of our

nac content with our “Most Impactful

S T RAT EG I C CO NT ENT M AN AGE R
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primary areas of focus is business develop-

Thought Leadership of 2018” article, a
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ment — most notably in a dedicated Busi-

kind of informal awards show recognizing

ness Development section, which features

some of the most influential articles, com-

insight from a number of thought leaders

panies and contributors of 2018.

M A R K E T RESEARCH ANALYSIS DIRE CTOR
Kshitij Ladage | tj@thatsnice.com

with backgrounds in private equity, adviso-

In concert with the publication of our
Q1 2019 issue of Pharma’s Almanac, we

S C I E N T I F I C RESEARCH ASSOCIATE S
Cesar Benjumea | cesar@thatsnice.com

ry and consulting, as well as commissioning, discussing issues related to invest-

are also relaunching our online content

ment, M&A, and best business practices.

portal PharmasAlmanac.com. The new

This issue additionally includes a number

design of the website will provide a more

of contributions from top executives at

streamlined and engaging experience for

outsourcing services companies sharing

our wide online readership, giving us new

their strategies for growth and expansion.

opportunities to match insightful thought

In industries like pharma, biopharma

leadership content with the most relevant

and their supporting service sectors, it

and engaged audience. And with that,

is essential to strive to balance fiduciary

we urge you to enjoy the issue and, if you

concerns with the interests of the even-

haven’t already, register on our website

tual end users — patients — and as such it

to access all of our content, including ex-

is critical that companies working in this

clusive online articles, and to receive our

space continually evolve their principles

thrice-weekly newsletter featuring the lat-

of ethical conduct to best serve the patient

est content delivered straight into your in-

population. We highlight some of the ways

box. We hope you enjoy our fresh approach

pharma companies and other stakehold-

to past and current Pharma’s Almanac con-

ers are updating their ethical visions going

tent on our revamped platform!
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Nice Insight is the market research division of
That’s Nice LLC, A Science Agency, leading marketing
in the life sciences.
The print version of Pharma’s Almanac is delivered
to a targeted group of 20,000 leaders from all
sectors of the industry who are implementing new
strategies and technologies creating collaboration
models with drug developers to deliver on the global
mission to provide the reliable supply of safe effective
pharmaceuticals and therapeutic agents worldwide.
The custom print distribution includes individuals
across big pharma, the biotechs, mid-sized and
specialty pharma, virtual pharma–biotechs, as well
as regulatory and governmental agencies, academia,
and consumer patient touchpoints.

forward, most notably in our Nice Insight
overview and feature articles, although
patient-centric concerns represent a common thread interwoven throughout the articles in this issue.
Innovation and the incorporation of
new technologies and high-throughput ap-

Pharma’s Almanac Online

proaches continue to be significant driv-

Nice Insight’s Content Community

ers of progress, creating new therapeutic

www.PharmasAlmanac.com

modalities and new business opportuni-

And stay tuned for
more original Nice
Passion content.

last year’s most exciting Pharma’s Alma-
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Our First Nice Passion Project:

Passion, in its various forms and definitions, is what drives us.
To work hard. To overcome. To love. To appreciate.

From the creative minds of the science
agency, That’s Nice, came a twelve-day
road trip from Cambridge, Massachusetts
to the BIO International Convention in
San Diego, California. We did it in a V12
Lamborghini — and a beaten-up RV. Along
the way, our team connected with client
and locals from all walks of life, overcoming
all obstacles: 6446 miles, 100 hours of
driving, 19 state lines crossed, 33 fuel stops.

For some of us, realizing passion is a lifelong ambition. For others, it’s
something we’re fortunate to do every day — whether it be through our
careers, relationships, hobbies or pastimes.

Road to BIO

This is our journey — from the heart of one
biotech community to another.

Nice Passion was born from a desire to bring these passions to light — to
discover the motivating forces that define who we are as individuals with the
goal of inspiring others to fulfill their unique ambitions. As an agency, That’s
Nice has long been in the business of storytelling, but it’s the stories that
come from outside the confines of 9–5 that are often most enlivening — and
have inspired us to capture and share them here, with you.

This is our Road to BIO.
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NICE INSIGHT OVERVIEW: FROM COMPLIANCE TO SUSTAINABILITY AND BEYOND

to see how compliance can be converted
from a cost-generation activity to one of

PHARMA
TACKLES
THE

BIG
ISSUES
By Nigel Walker, Nice Insight

E

thical concerns are a key component of corporate
missions and positioning. In addition to ensuring
the quality, safety and efficacy of their products,
pharmaceutical companies pursue various initiatives
to improve all aspects of their operations, from
implementing sustainable manufacturing practices to
collaborating with nonprofits and developing drugs for
orphan diseases.

–
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fines, remediation costs and reputational
damage, it ensures the sustainability of
the pharmaceutical industry.
In the future, accounting organization
Deloitte predicts that companies will improve their compliance activities by taking an enterprise-wide approach. This
includes leveraging big data and implementing continuous readiness models
to reduce the cost (and increase the effiing with regulators to emphasize quality
culture and ethical behavior and, most importantly, operating with integrity as the

Corporate Social Responsibility

sharing of these data with third parties to

norm. Firms that are successful in this en-

Corporate social responsibility (CSR), also

enable wider use of R&D investments. It

deavor will attract the best talent and may

known as corporate citizenship, encom-

also includes revealing marketing and ad-

even offer their services to firms that lack

passes business practices designed to

vertising expenditures and allowable pay-

mature compliance programs.4

support corporate social accountability to

ments to practitioners and others in the

all stakeholders, the public and the orga-

healthcare sector.1

Sustainable Manufacturing Practices

nization itself. CSR in the pharmaceutical

Transparency also provides a means

Sustainability in the pharmaceutical in-

industry is somewhat more complex than

for demonstrating the need for and le-

dustry pertains to two different business

in other sectors, given that pharmaceuti-

gitimacy of collaborations between trade

aspects: minimizing risks across all opera-

cal companies, while dedicated to helping

associations and pharmaceutical compa-

tions and lessening the environmental im-

improve the quality of life and hopefully

nies with various representatives in the

pacts of production processes.5 The latter

extend it for patients, are also for-profit

healthcare system. These collaborations

refers to the reduction of energy and raw

businesses. Even so, pharma companies

are important for promoting research, the

material consumption, as well as waste

that pursue effective CSR strategies tend

proper use of medicines and the preven-

and emission generation.

to achieve better corporate financial per-

tion of conflicts of interest.2

formance than those that do not.1

Achieving these goals is increasingly
challenging. As the pharma industry shifts

Compliance

to smaller-volume specialty drug products

should be closely linked and, when select-

The pharmaceutical industry is appropri-

that target smaller patient populations,

ed wisely and implemented effectively

ately heavily regulated, given the poten-

manufacturers must make more products

within a comprehensive risk management

tial negative consequences of low-quality,

and switch production processes more

framework, often create market value and

unsafe medications. Compliance with

frequently. More complex drug substances

differentiation. Relevant elements of CSR

those regulations is generally seen as a

are also driving the development of a wide

in the pharmaceutical industry include

cost of doing business in the sector. Per-

variety of novel delivery solutions, which

pricing, access to medicines, quality of

ceptions of integrity and reputation are

further complicates manufacturing.6

the supply chain and drug distribution,

often closely associated with the success

R&D practices, development of drugs to

of pharmaceutical brands.3

treat rare diseases or diseases preva-

Today, the industry is leveraging digi-

lent in emerging economies, appropriate

tization, smart devices, the cloud and

management of intellectual property, and

the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) to

collaboration with governments to en-

track production and quality metrics in

sure sufficient capacity for vaccines and

real time in combination with validation-

drugs that may be used in response to

friendly software, enabling live regulatory

potential terrorist threats and to develop

reporting. Drug manufacturers are also

public policy.1

able to use predictive analysis to implement more effective preventive mainte-

+

risks not only helps companies avoid

ciency) of audits and inspections, engag-

Corporate values and business ethics

+

value creation.4 Mitigating compliance

Transparency

nance programs and to rapidly respond

Transparency is relevant to many differ-

to changes in the production environment

ent business aspects and operations in

and compliance requirements.3

the pharmaceutical industry. It relates

Indeed, pharma companies are focused

to publishing of clinical trial results and

on changing the perspective and looking

Corporate values and
business ethics should
be closely linked and,
when selected wisely and
implemented effectively
within a comprehensive risk
management framework,
often create market value
and differentiation.
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Pharmaceutical companies are taking

ability was actively displayed in 2015

involves consideration of the entire life cy-

steps to increase their environmental

when companies, including Johnson &

cle of compounds that are manufactured,

performance. In small-molecule manufac-

Johnson, Patheon, Genentech and No-

from the raw materials and their origins

turing, solvents are being incinerated to

vartis, signed the American Business Act

through production to use and disposal.9

recover stored energy as heat, reducing

on Climate Pledge. As signatories, these

The result is optimization of processes

the volume of waste and lowering conven-

companies agreed to reduce their carbon/

and products. These approaches not only

tional fuel consumption. Discharge water

greenhouse gas emissions, water use and

benefit the environment. Pharmaceutical

is also being repurposed for use in cooling

waste to landfill and to increase their use

companies that have implemented green

towers and building sanitation systems,

of renewable energy.

chemistry solutions have reported sig-

8

reducing water consumption.7
In large-molecule manufacturing, the

involved in a variety of product-develop-

centives and make the system work better

ment partnerships, including those tar-

for patients.

geting the development of neglected tropical and noncommunicable diseases.15
New funding models are also being

novel drugs to treat rare diseases. In 2016,
the FDA reported receiving 582 requests

raised by philanthropic organizations

for orphan drug designation, over 100

in targeted drug development efforts.16

more than in the previous year.19 Not all

Strong collaborations between founda-

were approved, but the agency issued des-

tions such as L’Association Française

ignations for 333 drugs in development

yield and reductions in waste generation.10

Contre les Myopathies (AFM), the Cys-

in 2016. With over 7,000 conditions clas-

tic Fibrosis Foundation and Cancer

sified as rare according to U.S. standards

Research UK and the pharmaceutical

(affecting fewer than 200,000 Americans)

industry are leading examples. Wealthy

and just about 600 drugs approved, there

individuals, such as Bill Gates via the Bill

are many targets remaining for the indus-

& Melinda Gates Foundation, PayPal co-

try to pursue.

adoption of single-use technologies is

Drilling down within the concept of sus-

Many drug manufacturers have joined

reducing the need for clean-in-place and

tainable manufacturing practices leads to

the American Chemical Society’s Green

steam-in-place operations, leading to sig-

the principles of green chemistry. Green

Chemistry

nificantly reduced water consumption and

chemistry involves reduction of the use

Roundtable,11

waste-water generation.5,7 These systems

of hazardous materials and the environ-

vation in the pharmaceutical industry

also require smaller operating footprints,

mental impact of chemical processes and

through the integration of green chem-

reducing the size of facilities and con-

products. Overall synthetic routes to APIs

istry and green engineering. One of the

sequently the energy needed to operate

are developed to minimize the number of

challenges to adoption of green chemistry

ment. Consideration of patient needs, such

Napster founder Sean Parker, are also

HVAC (heating, ventilation and air condi-

steps involved. Atom economy in each re-

has been a lack of harmonization among

as ease of use and convenience, early in

funding research into next-generation

tioning) and other systems.

action is maximized, leading to incorpo-

available metrics and inconsistent start-

the development cycle are leading to new

drugs for many different diseases.

From a packaging perspective, the key

ration of a high percentage of the atoms

ing points for analysis. Representatives

dosage forms and delivery technologies.13

Taking a new approach, the Pharma-

to overcoming environmental sustainabil-

from the raw materials into the product

from several pharmaceutical companies

Clinical trials are also being changed to

ceutical Research and Manufacturers

ity challenges is taking patient needs into

and generating little or no by-products.

developed the Green Aspiration Level as a

better reflect practical implications for

of America (PhRMA) recently launched

consideration from the start of a develop-

Where possible, any by-products that are

proposed metric for enabling consistency

participants, which is leading to more ro-

The Value Collaborative™, an initiative

ment project. Combination products that

produced are recycled as starting mate-

in achieving and reporting smart green

bust and reliable results. New diagnostic

intended to bring together stakeholders

include a drug and medical device togeth-

rials for other reactions or used as fuel.

manufacturing goals and introduced the

tests and the use of wider data sources are

to discuss new innovative ways to pay for

er represent another approach receiving

The use of solvents is also minimized,

Green Scorecard as a value-added sus-

helping to identify patients most likely to

medicines and advance patient-focused

growing attention. Serialization is helping

and these materials are often reused or

tainability communication tool.12

benefit from new treatments, which is also

solutions for better health, according to

manufacturers to more effectively track

diverted as fuel streams. In many cases,

PhRMA.17 The industry is advocating for

reactions are performed continuously in

Innovation

leading to more efficient trials.13

products throughout the supply chain and
identify opportunities for simplification

flow reactors, often allowing for the elimi-

Advances in drug development are occur-

Increasing Access to Medicines

managers (PBMs) and other entities in the

and waste reduction.6

nation of solvents altogether.

ring rapidly as greater understanding of

Of course, novel medicines should not be

supply chain from having their compen-

human biology and disease mechanisms

exclusively available to the wealthy or to

sation calculated as a percent of the list

is combined with new screening tools and

patients located in mature economies. A

price of a medicine and instead use a fee

genetic engineering technologies. Novel,

combination of political, economic and

that is based on the value their services

targeted medicines — from antibody–drug

infrastructure issues often prevent peo-

provide.18 PhRMA asserts that reforms to

conjugates to cell and gene therapies and

ple in the least-developed countries from

prevent PBMs and others in the supply

immuno-oncology drugs — have the poten-

obtaining even basic medicines. Many

chain from being paid on the basis of the

tial to treat and even cure many diseases

pharmaceutical companies have become

list price of a medicine can fix broken in-

The industry’s commitment to sustain-

Nonprofit Pharma

T

wo companies have taken the
ideas of corporate social responsibility and sustainability
to the ultimate limits. Civica
Rx and Harm Reduction Therapeutics
have been established as nonprofit pharmaceutical firms with a commitment to
produce low-cost generic drugs.20
Based in Utah, Civica partners with
large U.S. hospital systems, which are
investing to the tune of $100 million in
the company. It hopes that, by establishing long-term contracts with member
health organizations for fixed quantities
of specific drugs, the overall cost can be
reduced while still providing a reasonable
profit. Of the 14 drugs the company has
initially identified as essential and its first
8 PHARMA’S ALMANAC

Green chemistry, in the broadest sense,

¢

¢

¢
¢

targets, some will be manufactured inhouse and others will be outsourced as
appropriate.
Harm Reduction Therapeutics (HRT)
is working to bring a low-cost generic
version of the overdose reversal treatment Narcan (based on naloxone) to
the market and developing low-cost
next-generation opioid antagonists.
The company recently received a $3.4
million donation from Purdue Pharma,
the manufacturer of OxyContin, which
should accelerate the development
timeline for generic naloxone. HRT
hopes to have a product on the market within two years and is petitioning
regulators for over-the-counter access
where it is not already available.

GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN TRENDS
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Separately, drug companies are investing at record levels in the development of

pursued to leverage charitable monies

nificant improvements in productivity and

Green Chemistry

Pharma companies are
focused on changing the
perspective and looking
to see how compliance
can be converted from a
cost-generation activity
to one of value creation.

Institute
which

+

Pharmaceutical
encourages

–

inno-

¢

P

founder Peter Thiel via the Thiel Foundation, and Facebook’s first president and

reforms that prevent pharmacy benefit
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that were previously considered untreatable. These targeted therapies typically
have reduced side effects. Many are personalized medicines intended to treat
patients with specific traits. Both of these
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advances reduce inefficiencies and waste
in the healthcare system.
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On the technology front, digitalization
is creating vast quantities of data that are
being leveraged with nascent machine

ing efficiency and productivity and are
expected to have dramatic impacts on the
acceleration of drug discovery and development.14
The focus on patient centricity is also
driving new approaches to drug develop-
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I N D U STRY LE AD ER I N S I G HT

S U P P LY
CHAIN

INTEGRATED CLINICAL PACKAGING,
WAREHOUSING AND TRANSPORT
SERVICES SUPPORTING PHARMA
AND BIOPHARMA
BY GUL AM JAFFER, YOURWAY

SOLUTIONS

Managing clinical trials is complex and challenging. Ensuring that the right
clinical trial materials and finished pharmaceutical products reach patients
at the right time and in excellent condition is just one of the intricate tasks
involved. Maintaining temperature-controlled shipment of biologic samples
across borders is another. Yourway offers the unique combination of highly
responsive, personalized logistics support and the full gamut of integrated
services, enabling clinical trials to run smoothly from start to finish.
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Cryogenic sample storage

G ROWI N G C LI N I C A L T R I A L C O M P LE X I T Y

Yourway couriers are available to pick

in the clinical trials space.

The number of clinical trials being con-

up shipments 24 hours a day, seven days

We also have extensive experience with

ducted around the world has grown ex-

a week, including weekends and holidays,

dangerous goods, controlled drugs, sam-

plosively. According to the National Insti-

with no cut-off times and no hidden or ex-

ple collection kits, ancillary products,

tutes of Health, the number of registered

press fees. With many means of transport

medical equipment and other materials.

studies has increased from 1,255 at the

at our disposal, including on-board couri-

Our worldwide service also includes

beginning of 2000 to 295,474 as of the

ers, private aircraft charters, helicopter

documentation support and the provi-

beginning of 2019.1 Trials have also be-

services and road transport, we are in a

sion of regulatory advice regarding coun-

come more global, with nearly 50% of

position to have all deliveries placed on

try-specific requirements. Customs fees

registered studies performed outside of

the first available flight out to their des-

are managed proactively and paid by Your-

the United States. Many require multiple

tination using only premium options, re-

way, regardless of the cost — shipments are

sites in numerous countries to achieve the

gardless of when orders are received.

never held up waiting for the client to pay

desired level of patient enrollment, par-

Once a shipment is in the air, we have

ticularly for trials involving orphan drugs

a network of experienced professionals

for the treatment of rare diseases. Many

stationed around the world waiting to

of the drug candidates being evaluated

clear and deliver shipments to their desti-

today are temperature-sensitive biologics

nations as soon as they arrive. Worldwide

that require storage and transport at de-

customs pre-clearance capabilities pro-

fined temperatures.

actively expedite delivery. If any difficul-

C

ustomers that seek to leverage our experience and
expertise to the maximum can benefit from an array of
customized solution–based offerings, including project
management support, planning and optimization
guidance, comparator sourcing, ancillary supply sourcing,
forecasting and returns/reconciliation management.

fees. Overall, Yourway’s proactive manage-
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LOCATIONS

ties are encountered, they are dealt with

R I S I N G N E E D FO R P HA R MAC E U T I C A L
LO G I S T I C S E X P E R T I S E

was estimated to be worth $3.4 billion in

immediately and effectively. All shipments

2018 and is projected to increase to $3.7

can be tracked from Yourway’s central,

Trial design can be quite challenging for

billion in 2022.4

web-based portal. The system even pro-

Mexico, the United

vides automated notifications once ship-

Kingdom, Ukraine,

ments have been delivered.

Belarus, Russia,

United States, Canada,

these studies. Drug manufacturers have

Year-on-year growth in global spending

therefore increasingly outsourced man-

for temperature-controlled logistics ser-

agement of clinical trials to contract re-

vices is estimated to be ~8% for the period

We consult with customers to review the

Colombia, Peru, Chile,

search organizations (CROs). Indeed, the

2016–2022 (compared with 2% for non-tem-

global transport requirements for their

Panama, Brazil, Israel,

value of the global market for clinical trials

perature-controlled logistics), rising from

valuable and sensitive materials, includ-

South Africa, India,

was estimated to be $40 billion in 2016,

$13.3 billion to $18.6 billion over the peri-

ing import and export requirements for

China, Australia,

and the market is expanding at a com-

od.4 In 2018, transportation accounted for

customs clearance. We offer distribution

Japan, Argentina,

pound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.7%.2

~$10.6 billion, while packaging and instru-

and controlled supply chain management

mentation were valued at $4.4 billion.

programs and can also help with sourcing

Slovakia, and Singapore

Getting clinical trial materials to pa-

and provision of active packaging systems

tients and biologic samples to labs in a

Temperature-controlled warehousing (–20, 2–8, and 15–25 ºC)

timely manner according to specifications

LO N G - T E R M T RA N S P O R T E X P E R I E N C E

without size limitations and passive pack-

can also be formidable. Thus, many trials

Over the last 20 years, Yourway has con-

aging supplies, such as insulated ship-

sponsors have also turned to clinical lo-

structed a platform for managing the ship-

pers, United Nations–certified shippers

gistics organizations (CLOs) to ensure that

ment of materials to and from anywhere in

for all ambient refrigerated and frozen

high-quality clinical trial materials are de-

the world, with no size or weight restric-

shipments, gel packs and phase-change

livered to the right locations at the right

tions. We guarantee speed of delivery with

materials, dry ice and temperature-con-

ment approach helps our customers avoid

trials can be obtained in one place. Out-

perature-controlled pallet and shelf loca-

times. In North America, the pharmaceu-

highly customized transport solutions and

trolled shipping containers and tempera-

delays of all kinds during the shipment of

sourcing to and managing relationships

tions, as well as controlled-drug storage

tical logistics market, including tempera-

work with each client and every shipment

ture monitors.

critical clinical trial materials.

with multiple organizations is no longer

areas. They also have designated receiv-

ture-controlled and non-temperature-con-

on a one-to-one basis to ensure the highest

Our team of temperature-controlled

necessary. We can source comparator

ing and shipping and pick-and-pack areas.

trolled services, is expected to grow at a

level of service. Our goal is to ensure the

transport specialists is capable of sup-

B U I L D I N G O N O U R FO U N DAT I O N

drugs and other supplies, establish opti-

In addition, the return and destruction

CAGR of close to 5% from 2018 to 2022.3

fastest, most secure and most reliable de-

porting customer needs for the shipment

Given the increasing complexity in the

mal delivery strategies across global tri-

of unused clinical trial materials can be

Globally, the clinical trial logistics market

livery possible.

of phase I, II, III, and IV materials, finished

clinical trials space, Yourway saw an op-

als and help close out studies by return-

managed at all of Yourway’s depots. Sec-

goods and production raw materials. Your-

portunity to leverage our strong Yourway

ing unused materials.

ondary packaging capabilities are also

way’s global network includes depots stra-

Transport services platform to provide

tegically located in various countries. Our

greater support to our customers. Formed

G LO BA L D E P OT N E T WO R K

ticipate in the company’s centralized web-

temperature-controlled management ser-

in 2010, Yourway BioPharma Services of-

To support international clinical trials,

based reporting system.

vices cover pick-up through delivery and

fers, in addition to our comprehensive

Yourway has invested in a global depot

Yourway offers QP services as required

include monitoring and gel pack or dry

transport capabilities, primary and sec-

network that today comprises 20 locations

by the Clinical Trial Directive 2001/20/EC

ice replenishment. We have experience

ondary clinical packaging services, ware-

in the United States, Canada, Mexico, the

and Annex 13 to the European GMP Guide.

handling ambient and controlled-ambient,

housing and distribution support, prod-

United Kingdom, Ukraine, Belarus, Russia,

Our release procedures are reviewed by

refrigerated (2–8 °C) and frozen (–20 °C to

uct return services and assistance with

Colombia, Peru, Chile, Panama, Brazil, Is-

the MHRA, and we perform QP auditing of

–78.5 °C) products using both passive and

logistics project management.

rael, South Africa, India, China, Australia,

third-party manufacturing, testing, pack-

Allentown Facility

125,000+ 15,000 30,000
S Q . F T. FAC I LI T Y
85,000 sq. ft. GMP Warehouse

S Q . F T. PAC K A G I N G

S Q . F T. O F F I C E

5,000 sq. ft. Returns

3,000 Ambient Pallet Locations

Freezer bank of -80 ºC uprights

1,500 2-8 °C Pallet Locations

100 Pallet DEA Vault

300 Pallet Locations (-20 °C)

Separate Receiving and Shipping Areas

offered at some of the depots, and all par-

active temperature-controlled systems.

Integration of all of these services sim-

Japan, Argentina, Slovakia and Singapore.

aging and labeling facilities, as required

In fact, Yourway has the largest volume of

plifies project management for our cli-

All of these facilities are GMP-compli-

in support of QP declarations for import

passive temperature-controlled shippers

ents. All of the logistics needs for clinical

ant and include both ambient and tem-

into the EU. Overall, we proactively work
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to ensure continued compliance regarding

benefits by leveraging our packaging ser-

parator sourcing, ancillary supply sourc-

and are the key to our rapid growth. They

all existing and new regulations.

vices in combination with our logistics and

ing, forecasting and returns/reconciliation

help clients avoid wasting resources and

warehousing support. We have primary

management.

ensure adoption of the most efficient clin-

WA R E H O U S I N G PA R T N E R

bottling, blistering and over-encapsulation

In addition to our logistics expertise,

capabilities. When it comes to secondary

I N N OVAT I N G FO R T H E FU T U R E

virtual pharma companies turn to Yourway

Yourway has advanced warehousing ca-

packaging, we can provide any services a

Advances in technology have made it pos-

to manage their entire clinical trial logis-

pabilities for pharmaceutical industry

customer needs, including kitting, label-

sible for Yourway to develop the custom-

tics programs.

customers, helping them to simplify their

ing, delabeling and blinding of placebos

ized solutions we offer our pharmaceu-

Time is of the essence in drug develop-

supply chains. As a warehouse partner, we

for clinical trials. These activities can be

tical customers. We therefore embrace

ment and commercialization. Being first to

make it possible for clinical trial materi-

performed under ambient conditions or in

new technology on a continual basis and

als and commercial drug products to be

a cold room or freezer if needed.

are constantly seeking opportunities to

stored within hours — or even minutes —

ical trial logistics strategies. Indeed, many

the clinic and first to market is essential
in the industry today. As such, the greatest

Primary packaging

When packaging is completed, the prod-

improve processes and create efficien-

benefit Yourway provides to our custom-

uct can be stored in the warehouse collo-

cies to drive down costs and improve the

ers, who range from small virtual biotechs

Customers that outsource their mate-

cated at the depot or transferred in bulk

patient experience. We also look to shift

rial warehousing, inventory management

to other depots as needed. Even if a job

paradigms and break out of the same old

ble to keep all patients enrolled and receiv-

is shortened turnaround times. We are

and distribution with Yourway gain access

is finished on Friday night — because we

clinical supply strategies.

ing their medications.

structured to get materials out the door to-

to a wealth of strategic global locations

control the transport — the material can

In 2018, for instance, we invested in new

and advanced management technology

be on a flight a few hours later. Arrang-

labeling software that allows Yourway to

from destinations around the world.

W

to mid-size and large pharma companies,

Services & Capabilities

Yourway is also committed to facilitat-

day — never tomorrow. We negotiate time-

ing reverse logistics, including reclama-

lines with our vendors, which allows us to

tion and value recovery, returns and recon-

turn projects around more quickly.

ciliation and, where appropriate, storage,
consolidation, destruction or disposal.

e offer distribution and controlled supply chain
management programs and can also help with
sourcing and provision of active packaging
systems without size limitations and passive
packaging supplies, such as insulated shippers,
United Nations–certified shippers for all
ambient refrigerated and frozen shipments, gel
packs and phase-change materials, dry ice and
temperature-controlled shipping containers
and temperature monitors.

BIOPHARMACEUTICAL
SERVICES
Direct to Patient

▪ Primary Packaging

ing packaging, warehousing and shipping

perform more efficient in-house labeling

with Yourway allows for much shorter lead

of clinical trial materials. The software

housing services are fully automated, al-

times than can be offered by most other

includes a language library that allows

lowing 24/7 monitoring. When combined

service providers.

clients who are conducting more than one

with our logistics support, materials can

▪ Labeling & Assembly
▪ Active & Passive TemperatureControlled Packaging

all of which were delivered on time — nearly

tient programs and leveraging smartphone

tripled. Our quality metrics for total ship-

technologies.

ments speak loudest: 99.9% accuracy.

P

T R U E O N E - O N - O N E C U S T O M E R S E RV I C E

personalized services to drive efficiency
through quality and compliance. We have
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Gulam Jaffer
President, Yourway

study to easily repurpose existing informa-

be shipped immediately on the next flight

S O LU T I O N MA N AG E M E N T

out or via ground transport as appropriate,

We take a solutions management approach

Yourway also has established capabili-

regardless of when the order is placed.

to customer service. We do not simply of-

ties in site-to-patient shipment. Patients

Customers that have combined our ware-

fer logistics, warehousing and packaging

can experience the convenience of having

housing and logistics services have re-

support: we provide customized solutions

their medicines delivered to their homes or

ported reduced overhead, field inventory

to our customers. Customers that seek to

workplaces, while clients can be assured

levels, costs and — most importantly —

leverage our experience and expertise to

that the medicines will be maintained un-

Central Lab Management & Logistics

turnaround times.

the maximum can benefit from an array

der compliant environmental conditions.

Biological Sample Shipments

of customized solution–based offerings,

We can also develop customized delivery

P R I MA RY A N D S E C O N DA RY PAC K AG I N G

including project management support,

solutions if patients will be traveling or

Drug manufacturers can gain even further

planning and optimization guidance, com-

moving to a new location, making it possi-

tion, reducing validation requirements.

example, the total shipments per month —

tigator-sponsored trials and named pa-

al logistics space, Yourway offers highly

▪ Label Design & Translation Management

Like our logistics offerings, our ware-

steadily. From June 2016 to May 2017, for

time-sensitive labeling, support of inves-

Unlike other players in the clinical tri-

▪ Secondary Packaging

without the hassle of in-house oversight.

month made by Yourway has been rising

Ancillary Materials

▪ Packaging Design & Planning

Active and passive temperature-controlled packaging available for all temperature ranges.

Other areas where we are working to
advance clinical material supply include

Comparator Drug Sourcing

Packaging

Our rapid growth reflects the value we
provide. The number of shipments per

TRANSPORT/STORAGE
& DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES

Drug Product Shipments
Integrated Project Management

Gulam Jaffer is President of Yourway, an integrated biopharmaceutical
supply chain solutions provider offering a full range of primary and
secondary clinical packaging, comparator sourcing, logistics, storage and
distribution services for the global pharmaceutical and biotech industries.
Headquartered in Allentown, Pennsylvania, with additional strategic
locations worldwide, Yourway specializes in time- and temperaturesensitive clinical drug product and biological sample shipments. Yourway
is a flexible and reliable logistics partner committed to the safe, efficient
and on-time delivery of clients’ high-value, high-priority clinical materials.
Email jaffer@yourwaytransport.com
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> INVESTMENT IN INNOVATION

OUR COMPANY HISTORY

hand, we primarily work as an ODM in

ily for ophthalmics), high-potency API

Fareva was founded 31 years ago by my

our beauty business, and are looking to

(HPAPI) production at our La Vallee site,

father, Bernard Fraisse. A salesman who

take that evolution further to operate as

and a new, $7 million analytical building

dealt in household cleaning products, he

an original brand manufacturer (OBM).

at the Excella facility. In all, we invest

became frustrated by the limitations of

On the other hand, we are in the middle

€80–100 million each year in GMP/

his suppliers and started his own manu-

of an ODM adventure in our pharmaceu-

capacity upgrades, in some cases with

facturing company focused on cleaning

tical business.

client co-investment.

products packaged in aerosols and bot-

With our large network of multi-tech-

Serialization is another area in which

tles. The company soon expanded into

nology sites, we can leverage the expe-

our agility in investing demonstrates

contract manufacturing with aerosol as

rience and expertise from one site to

the additional value that we provide to

a core technology, acquiring additional

support the others. One of our strengths

clients. These clients want to partner

technologies, branching out into beauty

is technology transfer — from the first

with CDMOs that are well prepared for

products, and adding capabilities as ap-

developmental stages to transposition/

changing regulations. With a signifi-

propriate.

scale-up — which we perform with the

cant investment, we are already past the

highest assurances of reliability, secu-

requirements and provide serialization

rity and confidentiality.

up to the pallet stage, demonstrating our

Through a series of strategic acquisitions to amass the appropriate innova-

HOW AGILE INVESTMENT
DRIVES INNOVATION

tive technology, technical and regulatory

Although we have expanded globally,

ability to stay at the forefront ahead of

knowledge, resources and people, the

we have continued to follow our original

regulations at a time when many com-

company entered the pharma market-

model. We typically enter a new country

panies are struggling to meet the basic

place. Beginning with a focus on ophthal-

with a single technology (e.g., aerosol)

mandate. Recently, Fareva has begun

Increasingly, clients are looking for full

mic therapies, we steadily introduced new

for our beauty business. In some cases,

looking into biotech and investing in

turnkey solutions, particularly because

technologies and capabilities, becoming

this first expansion step is driven by an

emerging technologies to maintain a

of the growth in products that require

a one-stop original equipment manufac-

alignment between our strategic goals

strong and influential presence in an

highly specialized technology, like ster-

turer (OEM) in Europe. This collection of

and those of a customer; we began our

increasingly dynamic market.

iles and HPAPIs. We can take a partner’s

acquired facilities operating under dif-

Brazil business because an existing cli-

ferent names needed to be united under

ent was seeking a reliable supplier in the

DIFFERENTIATING FAREVA

commercialization.

a single identity, so we chose the name

region, and we built our first facilities

Our continued growth and our willing-

can save clients time, money, resources,

Fareva, which means “makes you dream”

to meet that need. We continue to add

ness to invest in innovation set us apart

liability and responsibility. While we cur-

in the Occitan dialect spoken in our

technologies to the beauty operations at

in the marketplace. We are not limited to

rently offer turnkey services in Europe,

French hometown.

that site, then add pharmaceutical tech-

seeking partnerships on the basis of our

we plan to begin offering them in the Unit-

Today, Fareva remains a 100% family-

nology and operations until we build up

available capacity; if a client presents an

ed States by early 2019.

owned company but, in spite of its local

a full Fareva footprint, with > 200 mil-

opportunity that requires additional ca-

Ultimately, clients come to Fareva

roots, it has grown into an international

lion units in capacity and many differ-

pacity or capabilities, we are sufficiently

because of our commitment to quality,

player, with 40 factories serving a num-

ent technologies. Only once that foot-

agile to act quickly to invest to acquire the

our regulatory experience, our ongoing

ber of business categories, linking beau-

print is fully built and we have become

necessary operations. Our recent invest-

investments, our agility in responding to

ty,

contract

a leader in that country do we look to the

ments in roller compaction and lyophi-

clients and our willingness to co-invest

pharmaceutical

next expansion. Presently, we are aim-

lizers reflect this kind of investment to

on the basis of project requirements and

ingredients (APIs) and generics, with over

ing to complete our U.S. and Brazilian

meet customer demand. While other com-

shared strategic goals. We are continu-

$1.8 billion in annual turnover. Having

footprints and looking to subsequently

panies are slow to invest, we offer all of

ing to grow by offering our clients more

established a strong foothold in Europe,

expand across the Americas.

these extended capabilities to our clients

options in a variety of technologies, as

on a continuous basis.

well as product ideas.

makeup,

pharmaceutical

manufacturing,

active

Fareva is expanding operations in the
> BY THIBAUT FRAISSE, FAREVA

Americas, with a growing presence in the

INVESTING IN INNOVATION

United States, Mexico and Brazil — with

To that end, we continue to invest in new

plans to expand throughout North and

technologies to meet the evolving needs

Latin America.

of our customers, which typically involves specific new equipment — and the

As objectives and capacity become increasingly
complex, many pharmaceutical companies are turning
to outsourcing partners to provide innovation in
manufacturing. A CDMO that provides products as well
as services, from development to commercialization, and
that possesses the agility to quickly adapt and invest
in innovative technology, can serve as a single-source
provider capable of meeting an array of client needs.
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OUR CONTINUED
GROWTH AND OUR
WILLINGNESS TO INVEST
IN INNOVATION SET
US APART IN THE
MARKETPLACE.

OUR GROWTH STRATEGY

entire infrastructure to support it. One

Fareva’s overall objective is to be a one-

recent example would be roller compac-

stop manufacturer across our various

tion; while we already have this capabil-

manufacturing sectors, and to transi-

ity at the Excella site, we are currently

tion from an OEM to an original design

installing a new roller compactor that

manufacturer (ODM) whenever possible.

can process high-potency compounds

We accomplish this by building facto-

and are already engaged in discussions

ries with multiple critical and efficient

for projects to utilize this capability.

technologies, allowing companies that

Other recent technological invest-

partner with us to reduce their number

ments include that capability for pre-

of suppliers, as well as corresponding

filled syringes, processing equipment

liability issues and audits. On the one

for high-viscosity injectables (primar-

drug from early development through
Turnkey

solutions

P
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> QPCR

PCR METHODS

methods of PCR include digital PCR per-

PCR enables the amplification of a specif-

formed on a microfluidic chip or following

ic genetic sequence. In conventional PCR,

separation onto microarrays.

a sample containing a dilute concentra-

The notable difference between qPCR

tion of template DNA is mixed with a heat-

and ddPCR is that in the latter there is

stable polymerase enzyme, primers and

no need to rely on numerous amplifica-

deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs)

tion cycles to determine the amount of

in a suitable buffer.1 Through iterative cy-

template nucleic acid in each sample

cles of heating and cooling, the DNA tem-

relative to a standard curve. For qPCR,

plate is repeatedly denatured, followed by

delays in amplification (for example, due

annealing of primer oligonucleotides and

to secondary structure in DNA) can yield a

extension/elongation of complementary

false increase or decrease in target DNA

strands, leading to exponential amplifica-

quantification. Conversely, for ddPCR,

tion of the template DNA. The amplified

the distribution of positive and negative

product is typically detected using aga-

droplets used for the statistical analysis

rose gel electrophoresis, the end-point

provides an absolute quantification of

analysis to determine the presence of the

the template. ddPCR also exhibits better

target DNA in conventional PCR.

accuracy, sensitivity and precision than

In real-time/quantitative PCR (qPCR),

qPCR. It is thus ideal for the detection of

the amplified product is detected using

small quantities of target DNA or analyses

fluorescence methods in real time as

that require fine resolution, such as rare

the reaction proceeds. For qPCR, the

sequence detection, copy number varia-

target sequence undergoes rounds of

tion (CNV) analysis and gene expression

PCR

analysis of rare targets.

cycles,

exponentially

increasing

ALTHOUGH ddPCR HAS
A SLIGHTLY SMALLER
DYNAMIC RANGE THAN
qPCR, BRAMMER HAS
DEVELOPED DILUTION
STRATEGIES THAT
ENABLE US TO USE
ddPCR TO MONITOR
THE AMOUNT OF
VIRAL VECTOR DURING
THE PRODUCTION
AND PURIFICATION
PROCESS, AS WELL AS
TO CHARACTERIZE THE
FINAL PRODUCT.

the quantity of DNA copies of the tar-

DIGITAL DROPLET PCR FOR
VIRAL VECTOR ANALYSIS
>	BY DIEGO MATAYOSHI, SUSHMA OGRAM, Ph.D., SUSAN D’COSTA, Ph.D., AND RICHARD O. SNYDER, Ph.D., BRAMMER BIO

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is an essential tool for the analysis of therapeutic
viral vectors used in cell and gene therapies. Digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) offers
significant advantages over other qPCR methods, allowing for absolute, rather than
relative, quantification of the target DNA molecules present in a sample, which is
critical to a range of analytical assays necessary for viral vector production and
characterization. Brammer Bio is leveraging this technology to obtain more precise
and accurate analytics for a variety of viral vectors.
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get sequence (amplicon). Fluorescently

IMPORTANCE OF ABSOLUTE

tagged DNA probes are designed to bind

QUANTIFICATION

APPLICATIONS OF ddPCR

to the specific amplicon for a given PCR

The value of absolute quantification af-

Sample partitioning in the ddPCR system

reaction. During amplification, a propor-

forded by ddPCR cannot be overempha-

allows the sensitive, specific detection

tional amount of fluorescent reporter dye

sized. The accuracy and precision of the

of single or multiple template molecules.

is released relative to the amount of the

results obtained via relative quantifica-

These combined qualities make ddPCR

target amplicon. The quantity of target

tion using qPCR are directly correlated

suitable for a wider range of applications

DNA present in the sample is extrapolat-

with the standard/reference curves used

than conventional PCR and qPCR, includ-

ed from the fluorescence signal emitted

for these experiments. Because there is

ing liquid biopsy, copy number variation

from a plasmid DNA reference or stan-

often variability in the design and quality

(CNV), rare sequence detection, gene ex-

dard curve in this case, allowing for only

of standard curves, the accuracy of the ti-

pression and miRNA analysis, single-cell

relative quantification.

ter results will depend on how effectively

analysis, pathogen detection and next-

the standard curve has been optimized.

generation sequencing library analysis.

Digital PCR relies on statistical analysis2,3 to determine the absolute concentra-

This variability in the standard curves

tion of the target DNA independent of a

used for qPCR can in part be attributed to

PCR FOR VIRAL VECTOR ANALYSIS

plasmid DNA standard curve. The Droplet

the different architectures of the relevant

Gene and cell therapies utilize a variety of

Digital™ PCR System partitions an appro-

DNA species — circular, supercoiled ver-

viral vectors for gene transfer, including

priately diluted DNA sample into approxi-

sus linear DNA. Each form of DNA used

adeno-associated viruses (AAV), lentivi-

mately 20,000 droplets using oil as an

for the standard has different PCR effi-

ruses, retroviruses, herpes viruses, adeno-

emulsifying agent. Ideally, each oil drop-

ciencies itself, and may have efficiencies

viruses and others. AAV, adenovirus and

let contains zero or one target molecule

different than the target amplicon if it has

HSV vectors contain DNA, while lenti- and

— thus providing a binary, digital readout.

a different structure. Therefore, the use of

retroviral vectors contain RNA. PCR plays

During PCR amplification, the fluorescent

unoptimized standard curves will result

a critical role in many analytical methods

reporter dye is released, indicating the

in inaccurate quantification, which can

used to characterize and quantify these

presence of the target amplicon in the

serve as a source of significant lab-to-lab

viral vectors during production, product

droplet. The fluorescence of the droplet

variation in qPCR results.4

release and stability testing.

is measured using flow cytometry, and the

The coefficient of variation (<10%)

Vector genome titering involves quanti-

individual droplets are scored positive or

associated with ddPCR is lower than those

fication of the viral vector genome and has

negative based on the fluorescence signal.

achieved using qPCR. This provides more

largely been used for DNA-containing AAV

The distribution of positives to negatives

reliable titers of the viral vector for deter-

vectors, but also increasingly for other

in each sample (Poisson statistical analy-

mining dosing, which is critical when per-

vector types. Infectious titering is used

sis) yields absolute quantitation of the tar-

forming dose-ranging studies for toxicol-

to determine the infectivity of viral vec-

get sequence. In addition to ddPCR, other

ogy and in the clinic.

tors. To perform infectious titer assays,
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dilutions of the viral vector are “sprin-

droplets, which, in turn, affects the quanti-

kled” on cells in culture, and the infec-

fication of the target molecule.

tious virus can be detected using qPCR
as an endpoint readout. qPCR serves as a

AMPLICON DESIGN STRATEGIES

surrogate for manual observation of cyto-

Overall, the higher precision and accu-

toxic effects, such as counting the num-

racy afforded by PCR, including ddPCR,

ber of dead cells/plaques.

is largely driven by the amplicon design

BRAMMER BIO USES
qPCR EXTENSIVELY,
THOUGH IT REQUIRES
STANDARD/REFERENCE
CURVES AND THE
ABILITY TO CONTROL
THE ASSOCIATED
VARIABILITY.

methods are routine for Brammer and are
designed to ensure enhanced accuracy of
our ddPCR methods.
We have established the appropriate
parameters on the basis of the viral vector characteristics relevant to ddPCR. At
Brammer Bio, we have focused on optimizing these steps, as well as the PCR condi-

Residual DNA impurity testing is per-

and the efficiency of the amplification.

formed to quantify residual plasmid,

The amplicon is customized to meet the

host-cell and unpackaged viral DNA

specific requirements of a given assay

potentially present in the viral vector

and the viral vector involved. The design

product. The specific test(s) will be deter-

of a ddPCR assay is similar to a qPCR

mined by the type of viral vector and

assay, so development of the amplicon

resolution of the digital assay (separa-

the process used to manufacture it, as

when converting from qPCR to a ddPCR

tion between positive and negative drop-

well as the specific amplicons. Residual

method typically involves slight modi-

lets), the threshold determination, and

unpackaged viral DNA can be quantified

fications to achieve enhanced perfor-

the decrease of rain in the analysis. We

by ddPCR, and helper viruses harboring

mance, but the primers and probes are

typically are heterologous sequences not

have also built our capability to recog-

the therapeutic vector genome can be

generally very similar.

naturally present in production cell lines.

nize the optimum window of quantifica-

detected if a helper virus is used in the

tions for each assay (e.g., primer/probe
concentration,

annealing

temperature,

limits of detection and quantification).
Other optimized parameters include the

ddPCR AT BRAMMER BIO

to an appropriate range for distribution

qPCR is also applied in assays designed

selecting the right amplicon size and

Brammer Bio uses qPCR extensively,

of positive and negative droplets. If a

to detect replication-competent viruses

identifying the proper sequence and

though it requires standard/reference

sample is too concentrated or too dilute,

that have the potential to be generated

placement for the primer and probe.

curves and the ability to control the as-

the analysis will not provide accurate

during the production of viral vector

Shorter amplicons are preferred to mini-

sociated variability. We have begun con-

results. Although ddPCR has a slightly

products. To ensure patient safety, most

mize the formation of secondary struc-

verting our qPCR methods to ddPCR anal-

smaller dynamic range than qPCR, Bram-

viral vectors are engineered to eliminate

tures and to maximize efficiency. For

yses, starting with vector genome titer

mer has developed dilution strategies

their ability to replicate once adminis-

end-point PCR analyses, the amplicon

assays for AAV vectors. We are currently

that enable us to use ddPCR to moni-

tered in the human body. In the design

must complete the reaction and achieve

developing additional methods, including

tor the amount of viral vector during the

of the therapeutic vector, the viral genes

elongation. ddPCR is less affected by

vector genome titer analyses for RNA-

production and purification process, as

required for replication are replaced

secondary structures than qPCR. In

containing vectors (retroviral, lentiviral)

well as to characterize the final product.

with therapeutic genes in the therapeu-

qPCR, secondary structure of the DNA

and other vector genome configurations,

We have also focused on simplifying

tic viral vectors and supplied in trans on

target delays amplification and impacts

residual DNA impurity analyses and

assays where possible. Most residual

a separate molecule. The potential for

quantification; in ddPCR — although a

methods for the detection of replication-

host-cell DNA analyses require purifica-

recombination is monitored using assays

potential decrease in the resolution of

competent vectors.

tion of DNA using purification columns

to detect replication-competent virus. A

positive and negative droplets may be

We have adopted the Bio-Rad platform

before qPCR. The DNA purification step

qPCR assay is performed as an end-point

observed — it remains possible to differ-

— the QX200 Droplet Digital PCR — which

often results in variable recovery of the

readout following an infectious amplifi-

entiate between negative droplets and

includes the automated droplet genera-

host cell DNA, which prevents accurate

cation to confirm the absence of replica-

droplets with intermediate fluorescence

tor, thermocycler and droplet reader. Our

determination of the residual host-cell

tion-competent virus in the product.

(often referred to as rain), allowing accu-

use of the automated droplet generator

DNA concentration. We have optimized

rate quantification.

has proven to ensure better repeatabil-

sample preparation before ddPCR to

ity for droplet generation compared with

more accurately determine the amount of

manual systems.

host-cell DNA.

IMPORTANCE OF SAMPLE PREPARATION

It is critical to verify that primer–

IN ddPCR

probe sets perform when used under dif-

The preparation of the vector sample in-

ferent conditions and are appropriate

The specific steps involved in prepar-

cludes steps to reduce/eliminate exter-

for the intended purpose. Primers must

ing a sample for ddPCR analysis depend

nal, unpackaged DNA and the liberation

distinguish the genetic payload (target

on the type of viral vector and the purpose

of the viral vector genome from the viral

DNA or cDNA) from any endogenous

of the assay (e.g., impurity analysis, vector

particle. If the viral vector genome is RNA,

genes that are present in the production

genome titer). For encapsidated viruses,

a reverse transcriptase step may be need-

cell line. Vectors typically express only

it is important to ensure that nothing out-

ed. Proper sample preparation is crucial

the exonic regions of their therapeutic

side of the virion can interfere with or

to the success of ddPCR methods. Since

genes, while the endogenous cellular

skew the results before release of the viral

ddPCR is an assay based on statistical

genes contain both exons and introns.

DNA/RNA from the virion. We have devel-

analysis of target molecules partitioned

Thus, PCR amplicons in vectors are typi-

oped effective procedures for the removal

into droplets, production of a homogenous

cally designed to traverse exon–exon

of exogenous DNA and RNA before lib-

solution before droplet formation is es-

boundaries, which prevents detection

erating the viral vector genome from the

3. “Applications of Digital PCR.” Bio-Rad Laboratories. n.d.

sential to ensure even distribution of the

of endogenous sequences containing

virus. This step is followed by reverse RNA

Web.

target molecules in all droplets. This is

introns. Primers used in PCR analyses

transcription for lenti- and retroviral vec-

important, as the degree of homogeneity

can also be designed to target promot-

tors or restriction digestion for special

impacts the ratio of positive and negative

ers present in the vector genome, which

configurations of AAV genomes. These
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tion. Samples for ddPCR must be diluted

The keys to good amplicon design
include avoiding secondary structures,

production process.
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> FORM-FILL-SEAL

WHAT IS FORM-FILL-SEAL TECHNOLOGY?

MANAGING A COMPLEX PROCESS

Before we introduced FFS technology

employed in FFS and use equipment

The form-fill-seal process involves the use

FFS is a complex process that combines

into our operations, a thorough risk analy-

developed and manufactured by Grifols

of a single piece of equipment to form a

three steps into one. Establishing an ef-

sis was conducted, with a plan developed

Engineering, meaning that Grifols owns

plastic container, fill the container with the

fective manufacturing solution requires

for switching to FFS that would not dis-

the technology. With this vertically inte-

parenteral drug product and then hermeti-

extensive understanding of the materials

rupt timely activity in the plant. Forecasts

grated approach, Grifols has control of the

cally seal the container. All of the steps are

involved and the behavior of plastics. Spe-

for product needs and identification of

entire process from start to finish, ensur-

completed within a few seconds and take

cialists with knowledge of welding, injec-

potential roadblocks that could arise were

ing that all parts of the manufacturing

place without any operator involvement.

tion molding, plastic transformation and

key components of the strategy. Currently,

process are performed following the same

the incorporation of ports, connectors

each of our four FFS lines allows the pro-

high-quality standards.

WHY FFS FOR PARENTERALS?

and other features are needed to design

duction of 50 million units per year, and we

In addition to the pharmaceutical industry,

an effective FFS system. Process engi-

are investing in a fifth line that is expected

TAILORED SUPPORT FOR CUSTOMERS

FFS technology is used in food processing

neers and machine designers must also

to receive regulatory approval later in 2019.

In addition to the general benefits of FFS

and other applications. It is ideally suited

be consulted throughout. Completion of

for the production of parenteral products;

a thorough risk analysis is important, and

LEVERAGING GRIFOLS ENGINEERING

from the extensive experience we have

however, because the filling and packaging

a robust system design based on experi-

EXPERTISE

gained applying this technology for the

of the formulated drug product takes place

ence, process data and risk analysis is es-

Development of the FFS system at Grifols

production of our own products and our

under specific clean room conditions, it is

sential for achieving an efficient, reliable

involved multiple steps and the contribu-

control of the entire process. Our experi-

key to minimizing direct human interven-

process outcome that generates robust

tion of experts within our company, as well

ence helps us develop solutions that are

tion, eliminating contamination risks and

containers and connections that meet all

as our sister company Grifols Engineering

optimized for different types of products.

thus the possibility of error and maximiz-

quality requirements.

(devoted to the design of pharmaceutical

Because we manufacture our own bags,

production plants, processes and machin-

we can produce custom bags (i.e., shape,

ery for both Grifols and other pharma-

size, composition, types and positions

ing quality assurance and safety.
In general, drug manufacturers want to

INVESTING IN FORMFILL-SEAL TECHNOLOGY
> BY LLUC MERCADÉ, GRIFOLS

Extensive process understanding is required to ensure the
consistent manufacture of high-quality sterile parenteral
products. At Grifols, our use of state-of-the-art automated
aseptic processing systems, including form-fill-seal
(FFS) technology, ensures control with minimal human
intervention.
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FFS AT GRIFOLS

technology, Grifols customers benefit

achieve several fundamental goals, which

Approximately

Grifols

ceutical manufacturers) and machinery

of ports) that meet the specific needs of

can include optimizing the cost of drug

moved from glass to plastic packaging

suppliers — our goal was to achieve the

each customer project and API.

manufacturing, reducing the lead time

materials, and more specifically plastic

highest degrees of efficiency and quality

for products and ensuring patient safety

bags, because of the numerous advan-

in the process.

through the production of the highest

tages that they offer. Fifteen years ago, we

Thanks to the experience we have

The addition of our fifth FFS line will en-

quality products — FFS technologies help

moved from PVC to PP, and 10 years ago

acquired over several projects, we have

able Grifols to better meet the needs of our

manufacturers achieve all of these goals

we invested in FFS technology, as we de-

investigated and implemented different

customers going forward. We have been

for parenteral drug production. With FFS,

termined that implementing FFS would be

types of plastics (e.g., polycarbonate, poly-

receiving numerous requests for more

the container production, filling and seal-

the best way to improve the efficiency and

propylene, polyethylene, polyvinyl acetate)

specialized solutions. The design of the

ing processes are all optimized through

ensure the quality of our parenteral manu-

throughout our history. Because of this, we

newest line will afford us more flexibility

automation. Lead time is reduced because

facturing processes.

have a strong understanding of the plas-

to produce products with a wider variety of

30

years

ago,

CONTINUED INVESTMENT

three discrete steps are combined into one

In the system implemented at Grifols,

tic’s behavior under the conditions present

bag design options. In addition to this type

process. In addition, fewer starting materi-

the entire process is automated to mini-

in FFS systems. This information was key

of significant investment, we are continu-

als must be retained in stock, reducing the

mize human manipulation of the prod-

to the establishment of appropriate pro-

ously expanding our knowledge of the FFS

complexity of managing materials and re-

uct and maximize efficiency. While, for

cess controls; we also needed to ensure

process and identifying ways to enhance

quiring less storage space.

smaller processes, manual loading of the

that the FFS system we designed was

its robustness and increase the safety of

The products manufactured using FFS

plastic into an FFS system might be pru-

cleanable and could achieve the needed

the process and our products. We are very

technology are inherently safer owing

dent, at Grifols we did not want this type

sterility.

proud to be able to offer form-fill-seal tech-

to the automated nature of the process.

of rate-limiting step. Therefore, our FFS

To ensure complete control of the FFS

Elimination of human interaction in the

system is comprehensive; not only are

process, we manufacture the components

container-forming, filling and sealing pro-

bag formation, filling and sealing auto-

cesses reduces the risk of contamination

mated, so is the entire process. At the end

or error. In addition, one of the key oppor-

of the FFS process, the filled and sealed

tunities for particle generation occurs

bags are also overwrapped, loaded and

Lluc Mercadé

during the bag molding process. With

unloaded on autoclave trolleys (even load-

FFS technology, control over this critical

ing/unloading of the autoclave is auto-

Manufacturing Director, Laboratorios Grifols,
Parets del Vallés, Barcelona, Spain.

aspect of injectable solution manufactur-

mated) and packaged automatically. As

ing is now in the hands of the drug manu-

a result, the process begins with plastic

facturer.

film and ends with final product ready for

There are environmental benefits to the

shipment, with inline controls providing

process as well: lower energy consump-

real-time monitoring of process param-

tion, reduced waste generation and a low-

eters and ensuring consistent operation

er carbon footprint. Furthermore, the plas-

and high product quality. Ultimately, the

tic containers do not shatter, like glass

bags that we produce do not experience

bottles and vials, and the resins used to

human contact until boxes are opened for

form the plastic containers are recyclable.

use in their final hospital destination.

nology to our customers and help them efficiently produce high-quality products.

P
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> OUTSOURCING

ALIGNMENT CONSIDERATIONS

opment. Environmental considerations

One of the ways in which drug companies

are always factored in at the beginning of

are seeking to boost operational efficien-

the route selection process.

cy and productivity is through increased

Servier also has capabilities in formu-

outsourcing. Contract service providers

lation development and small molecule

are responding by adjusting their busi-

drug

ness models in order to better meet exist-

focused on achieving the right quality

ing and future customer needs.

for many types of dosage forms, such as

product

manufacturing;

we

are

It is important for service providers to

modified release, FDC and liquids. One

remain aligned with the current and future

of our key advantages is our experience

direction of the pharmaceutical industry

with successful technology transfer. Ser-

as they adjust their business models.1 It is

vier has a team dedicated to implement-

critical to not only consider the demand

ing new products or transferring prod-

and supply of manufacturing services and

ucts between facilities within our global

products, but the roles of supplier and

network. Additionally, Servier can meet

customer within these strategic partner-

demand for small molecule manufactur-

ships and the performance expectations

ing at all scales, from process develop-

for both.

ment to early-stage development and

Servier offers contract development

commercial production.

and manufacturing services for drug sub-

ALIGNING THE OUTSOURCING
RELATIONSHIP
> BY GWENAËL SERVANT, Ph.D., SERVIER

As outsourcing to pharmaceutical contract service providers
increases, aligning the goals of sponsors and suppliers has become
increasingly important. Servier, through its contract manufacturing
division, is responding to this market demand by prioritizing
strategic partnerships, our service offering, quality and compliance.
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IT IS CRITICAL TO NOT
ONLY CONSIDER THE
DEMAND AND SUPPLY
OF MANUFACTURING
SERVICES AND PRODUCTS,
BUT THE ROLES
OF SUPPLIER AND
CUSTOMER WITHIN
THESE STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS AND
THE PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS FOR
BOTH.

stances and drug products across 11 sites

SPECIALIZED CAPABILITIES

in France, Spain, Ireland, China, Russia,

When pharma companies outsource man-

Poland, Egypt, Morocco and Brazil. Where

ufacturing, they are often driven by the

we do not have our own facilities, we have

need to access specialized services they

established relationships with reliable

lack in-house. Serialization is one such

partners. This global network is embed-

capability currently in high demand. Oth-

ded within the Servier Group, a global

ers include continuous manufacturing of

pharmaceutical company with more than

APIs and drug products and specialized

mercial-scale flow chemistry for 20 years

60 years of experience and a presence in

analytical services.1 Our packaging servic-

— we are currently producing more than

149 countries. All of our CDMO services

es are also spread throughout our global

200 tons per year of advanced interme-

leverage the Servier Group’s knowledge,

network to meet client demands and favor

diates using the technology. We have also

quality culture and support functions (e.g.,

local market access.

introduced new flow reactors that can be

Like our clients, Servier, as a drug

used to deliver clinical-stage APIs faster

manufacturer, must be compliant with

and also limit the environmental impact

SMALL MOLECULE API AND DRUG

serialization requirements. Our CDMO

in production. Flow chemistry expertise

PRODUCT MANUFACTURING

services are embedded within the larger

resides within Servier’s Innovative Tech-

Despite the strong growth of the biologics

pharma organization, which means our

nology Department, which works closely

segment of the pharma market, demand

clients benefit from our previous compli-

with experts in chemical development.

for outsourcing support from pharma

ance investments.

Our 100-mL plugged-flow reactors allow

regulatory, supply chain, finance).

sponsors remains greatest for small mol-

We expect approximately 80% of the

effective development in a design that is

ecule intermediates and APIs.1 There is

markets we serve to have serialization/

readily transferrable to industrial scale

also growing demand for packaging ser-

aggregation regulations in place by 2021.

(20–50 L), allowing rapid commercializa-

vices and products. While demand for

We have taken a proactive approach to

tion of optimized processes.

development and manufacturing services

these capabilities, and, in 2014, estab-

are highest for solid-dosage drugs, there

lished

serialization

PreP™, our preparative chromatography

is also increasing interest in parenteral

team that developed a centralized track-

service which leverages the 30+ years of

manufacturing services.

and-trace solution maintained at all sites

experience our team has in this field. The

Small-molecule intermediate/API and

in our global network. The system is suf-

service encompasses the capability for

drug product manufacturing, including

ficiently versatile to facilitate compli-

either continuous processing using simu-

highly potent compounds, has been a

ance with different country serialization

lated moving bed or 6-column batch chro-

core expertise at Servier for more than

schemes and ensure full compatibility

matography at lab to industrial scale and

60 years. We have three sites for the pro-

and connectivity with external client sys-

can reduce time-to-market by as much as

duction of APIs and advanced intermedi-

tems. It addresses the need for both seri-

three months. Our preparative chroma-

ates, each of which includes an industrial

alization of individual product packages

tography infrastructure at the Bolbec site

research center for clinical manufactur-

and aggregation of those packages into

has been expanded to include a dedicated

ing and process development. We offer

larger bundles.

500-m2 space that includes a high-contain-

a

corporate-level

classical and novel technologies and

With respect to continuous manufac-

apply quality-by-design to process devel-

turing, Servier has been practicing com-

In October 2018, we launched Inno-

ment area for handling highly potent compounds through OEB 5.
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BIOLOGICS MANUFACTURING

ity assurance/quality control best prac-

for hidden surprises or delays. Of course,

Looking forward, it should not be surpris-

tices at all of our facilities, resulting in

the unexpected should always be expect-

ing that more pharma companies will be

the implementation of the same advanced

ed, and we work closely with our custom-

seeking biologics outsourcing partners.1

technology quality and management sys-

ers to put response protocols into place to

While many biopharma companies ini-

tems across the entire network.

manage those issues that do arise.

Jean Bléhaut

President, Manufacturing Solutions Business Unit
Novasep

VIRAL VECTORS

tially retained biologics manufacturing

Similarly, our regulatory affairs team

Furthermore, it is important for us, as a

in-house, as the sector has matured and

has a deep understanding of the specif-

CDMO, to share our development strate-

contract manufacturers have proven to be

ic requirements of different regulatory

gies with our clients. At the same time, as

reliable in this area, more companies are

agencies and strong, collaborative work-

a contract manufacturer we have the same

looking to increase efficiency and produc-

ing relationships with them. One person

need for visibility into a customer’s strat-

tivity through outsourcing biologic drug

follows a client project from start to fin-

egies. This information helps us develop

substance and product manufacturing.

ish, leading to more efficient develop-

processes more efficiently, anticipate

Servier currently outsources its biologic

ment of high-quality regulatory dossiers,

potential problems and propose long-term

drug substance manufacturing at clini-

optimal regulatory strategies and manu-

solutions. This type of sharing is essential

cal scale. In 2018, we began the construc-

facturing controls throughout the entire

in successful long-term strategic partner-

s gene and modified cell

More than Capacity Needed

opment, streamlining production and

tion of a new ~ €50-million facility for the

product life cycle.

ships and is part of building a trusting

therapies advance rapidly

Manufacturing of viral vectors is more

scale-up. We have also acquired expe-

relationship.

through the clinic to com-

complex than the production of protein-

rience in transferring the production

production of monoclonal antibodies and
cell therapies at our Gidy, France site. The

Preclinical to Nearly
Commercial Virus and Viral
Vector Manufacturing

Broad and Deep Experience at Novasep
Novasep has a track record of developing successful processes for the
production of nearly all classes of viral vectors that can be used in therapeutic applications. This experience
has allowed us to develop a platform/
thematic approach to process devel-

DEFINING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

mercialization, drug devel-

based biologics. While suspension cell

of viral vectors from adherent mode to

facility includes a workshop for clinical

While pharma companies see strategic

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

opers are looking to secure commercial

culture is appropriate for some vectors,

suspension mode, reducing the number

biologic drug substance manufacturing

partnerships with outsourcing providers

At Servier, we value our customers’ proj-

production capacity. Novasep has com-

adherent cell culture is necessary for

of constraints and enabling production

and space for the fill/finish of both clinical

as long-term relationships, some provid-

ects as though they are our own, giving

bined its extensive experience in viral

many others. The latter requires special-

of larger quantities.

and commercial products. The workshop

ers see key accounts as long-term part-

them the same attention and level of ser-

vector manufacturing with significant in-

ized equipment and expertise in process-

is expected to be operational by 2021, with

ners, while others view them on a finan-

vice we give our internal work. During the

vestments in expanded drug substance

ing conditions and is generally much

projects that span the full develop-

our fill/finish capabilities available for con-

cial/transactional basis.1 Regardless, the

first project meeting, we discuss a client’s

and fill-finish capabilities.

more labor and equipment intensive.

ment cycle from preclinical to nearly

tract manufacturing shortly thereafter.

level of integration within strategic part-

preferred performance metrics and come

nerships is important to both.

to a consensus on which to implement. Be-

In

addition,

we

have

completed

Particularly in the case of AAV (adeno-

commercial and have a full range of

associated virus), the ratio of empty to

capabilities in terms of scale, from

Servier favors strategic partnerships

cause Servier does not want clients look-

Rapid Growth in Demand for Viral
Vectors

full capsids must be minimized, requir-

low-volume up to 2000-L bioreactors.

CAPABILITIES

and takes the time to develop long-term

ing only for a “push-button manufacturer,”

The global market for viral vector manu-

ing the development of customized sepa-

We also have demonstrated the ability

Servier has the capabilities to support our

relationships. In this complex and heavily

we feel it is very important to discuss this

facturing, including retroviral vectors,

ration processes. In addition, viral vec-

to produce both viral vector drug sub-

client’s end-to-end service needs, from

regulated world, difficulties, delays and

matter and agree on performance metrics

adenoviral

adeno-associated

tors have complex structures and can be

stances and drug products for clinical

development to API to drug product manu-

increased risks can easily occur if a phar-

at the beginning of a project. This is yet

viral vectors and other viral vectors, is

very fragile (e.g., lentiviral vectors). Main-

manufacturing.

facturing, packaging and distribution. We

ma company switches from one contract

another way we prioritize and build trust

expanding at a compound annual growth

taining their structure during processing

also have a dedicated tech transfer team to

provider to another. Since we are also a

at Servier, enhancing the likelihood of our

rate of 20% from $327.8 million in 2018

(formulation, sterile filtration and filling)

Backed by Expanded Capacities

ensure the project progresses seamlessly

pharmaceutical company, we understand

partnership’s success.

to $815.8 million by 2023.

and ensuring high recovery rates and

These capabilities are being expanded

yields can be quite challenging.

with the recent investment in a €27 mil-

INTEGRATION OF MANUFACTURING

P

vectors,

1

through all stages. Indeed, collaborat-

the expectations our CDMO clients have

The promise of treating and poten-

ing over the long term with an embedded

for the partnerships we form, and, as such,

tially curing diseases previously thought

Experts in biologic manufacturing,

lion viral vector production facility at

CDMO with decades of experience in the

we behave as a contract manufacturer as

to be untreatable is leading pharma com-

as well as virology and analytic method

Novasep’s Seneffe, Belgium site. Two

pharmaceutical industry and an integrat-

we would expect contract manufacturers

panies to invest in the development of

development, are essential to the estab-

cGMP suites are included, one each for

ed, global network of facilities covering all

to behave for us as a pharma customer.

gene and modified cell therapies, many

lishment of efficient viral vector manu-

adherent and suspension cell culture

of which are proving successful and

facturing processes. Analytical scien-

of drug substances. Both are designed

advancing rapidly through the clinic.

tists must have experience with a wide

for projects in phase III and commer-

aspects of the drug development life cycle

At the beginning of each project, we

can help minimize risks while ensuring

work with customers to establish a plan

quality, facilitating access to growing mar-

forward in order to eliminate any chances
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kets and reducing time to market.
There has been a long-standing debate
among CDMOs about end-to-end offerings. For instance, is there a real mar-
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ket for end-to-end services, or is it self-

Gwenaël Servant, Ph.D.

persuasion that originates in marketing

array of methods and assays, from qPCR

cial stages. These suites are in the final

Concern Over Commercial
Manufacturing Capacity

and

stages of qualification and will be opera-

This rapid advance is leading to signifi-

od requires customized development for

cant concern that commercial manufac-

each viral vector project.

(DCAT). 2018. Web.

chromatographic

techniques

to

activity and potency assays. Each meth-

tional in the second quarter of 2019.
Novasep is also constructing a fill-finish commercial facility for manufactur-

turing capacity will be insufficient for

Gene and cell therapy companies look-

ing viral vectors and other biologics at

a potentially large number of products

ing to outsource viral vector manufactur-

the same site, which will be operational

that may be approved in the near future.

ing should seek out service providers

by the third quarter of 2019. With both

departments? We are not convinced that

Director of Business Development, Servier

there is real potential there. From the per-

Gwenaël has more than 20 years of experience in the pharmaceutical
industry, for drug substance as well as drug product. He started as
an R&D chemist at Servier’s main API production site, then moved
to the head office at the Industry Division of Servier to harmonize
relations between the corporate level and the industrial sites. Gwenaël
has contributed to the creation of the business unit “Servier CDMO.”

Biotech companies with drugs moving

that not only have the required capac-

drug substance and drug product manu-

into late-stage clinical trials are already

ity for drug substance and drug prod-

facturing co-located in the same facility,

looking to secure commercial manufac-

uct production, but the experience and

Novasep can provide standalone or inte-

turing capacity in the event that their

expertise necessary to develop optimal

grated services.

candidates receive approval. These com-

processes for their specific viral vectors.

panies are also seeking partners with

Extensive regulatory support is also

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/gwenaelservant/
Email gwenael.servant@servier.com

both drug substance and drug product

often necessary, making it important to

manufacturing capabilities in order to

find partners that have experience work-

streamline project timelines and costs.

ing closely with regulatory agencies.

spective of an outsourcer, there is a strong
barrier between drug substance and drug
product. As such, we prefer to promote our
expertise in each field — drug substance
and drug product.
Our developed global quality systems
management (QSM) infrastructure proactively assures the implementation of qual-
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> COMMERCIALIZATION

WITHIN OUR EXISTING
~225,000 SQUARE FEET
OF MANUFACTURING
SPACE, WE ARE
POSITIONED TO BRING IN
NEW BUSINESS WITHOUT
CREATING ANY CONFLICTS
WITH OUR EXISTING
CLIENT PROJECTS.

ADJUSTING INTERNAL
STRUCTURE TO BETTER
MEET DEMANDS OF
UNMET BUSINESS

advance from the proof-of-concept stage to
commercial production. At the same time,
UPM has continued to build relationships

> BY JAMES E. GREGORY, UPM PHARMACEUTICALS

with both large, well-known pharmaceutical companies and small and medium-sized
growing drug manufacturers. We have been
quite pleased to see our business grow by
~100% and expect it to double once again
within the next two to three years.
FLEXIBLE CAPACITY
As UPM has moved from a small to a me-

Founded initially as a formulation development company,
UPM has continuously invested in expanding capabilities to
support the rapid commercialization of solid and semisolid
drug products. With our technical expertise and rich
history in successful scale-up and technology transfer,
we ensure the rapid commercialization of highly effective,
customized and innovative products.

EXPANDING CAPABILITIES

production suites include the equipment

ity testing, in-process testing and product

dium-sized full-service CDMO supporting

The ongoing provision of innovative drug

required for dry and wet granulation, com-

release. The lab includes all of the neces-

small molecule oral solid and semisolid

development and manufacturing solu-

pression and encapsulation processes.

sary state-of-the-art analytical instrumen-

dosage forms, we have only begun to fill

tions requires continual investment in

Our similarly equipped pilot plant com-

tation necessary to meet current GMP

the available capacity at our Bristol facility.

advanced technologies, equipment and

prises 11 different manufacturing suites

testing requirements. Our most recent

Within our existing ~225,000 square feet

facilities. Having recognized that pharma-

for the production of up to 30–50 kg of

investment was the purchase of a mass

of manufacturing space, we are positioned

ceutical customers are seeking rapid and

product, depending on the process. Some

spectrometer and detector for inductive-

to bring in new business without creating

cost-effective proof-of-concept services

of these suites are designed to allow pro-

ly coupled plasma analysis of elemental

any conflicts with our existing client proj-

combined with GMP production capabili-

duction under low-humidity (15%) condi-

impurities.

ects. Indeed, we continue to possess sig-

ties, UPM relocated from our original lo-

tions for air- and moisture-sensitive APIs.

Three high-speed packaging lines in the

nificant flexibility to incorporate new proj-

include

plant enable bottle packaging for many

ects into the manufacturing schedule. Wait

former Pfizer manufacturing site in Bris-

granulation and high-speed compression,

products. The ability to offer final prod-

times tend to be a few weeks compared

tol, Tennessee. We then invested $12 mil-

coating and encapsulation capabilities.

uct manufacturing and packaging in one

with months at some CDMOs.

lion to expand production suites and mod-

The UPM Bristol plant is also equipped to

facility helps clients streamline their sup-

We have the capability to produce 700

ernize the facility, plus over $1 million to

perform small- and large-volume bulk pro-

ply chains and reduce time to market. For

million capsule units and 3.5 billion tablet

create a Solids Formulation R&D Facility.

duction of semisolids, including creams

clients that wish to extend support beyond

units per year. Currently, we are utilizing

At present, UPM is a full-service contract

and ointments in tubes and vials. We also

drug product manufacturing and packag-

about 30% of this production capacity and

development and manufacturing organiza-

have a long and successful track record

ing, UPM also has a separate 250,000-ft2

will reach 50% over the next two years,

tion (CDMO) capable of producing solid

of producing controlled substances and

warehouse and provides warehousing and

leaving ample room to grow with respect

and semisolid products from 100 g to ap-

potent compounds across all scales.

distribution services.

to new projects. While we are near 100%

cation in Baltimore, Maryland and into a
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commercial

facilities

Supporting all of these activities is our

While UPM is best known as an early-

capacity for production of semisolids in

Our facility in Bristol has segregated

full-service, in-house analytical labora-

stage development company with exten-

jars, we have significant capacity available

storage for non-GMP raw materials and

tory. Our laboratory allows for method

sive expertise in solid and semisolid

for semisolid products filled into tubes.

suites for R&D, pilot and commercial man-

development for raw material release, API

dosage manufacturing, over the last sev-

Furthermore, we have significant avail-

ufacturing. For solid products, four R&D

and drug product characterization, stabil-

eral years we have had numerous projects

able real estate at the Bristol site and are

proximately 1 ton annually.
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willing to partner with clients to design

of each client project to an interdepart-

ground floor. In addition, we take a col-

customized manufacturing facilities and

mental team headed by a project manager

laborative approach to our projects, with

equipment trains under the appropriate

with daily scheduling meetings, UPM is

frequent internal discussions on techni-

conditions.

able to quickly respond to changing cli-

cal issues and troubleshooting to leverage

ent and market demands. The team keeps

our knowledge and provide value-added

BROAD TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

close track of the project and provides rou-

work to our clients.

Technical flexibility is essential for devel-

tine communication with the client regard-

oping effective, safe and robust formula-

ing all activities. We also have the opera-

PROVIDING BETTER SERVICE

tions and manufacturing process solutions

tional capability to respond to unexpected

At UPM, we are excited to be growing with

for the challenging drug candidates mov-

manufacturing issues.

our clients. When we moved into the Bris-

Frederic Desdouits
Managing Director
CDMO, Seqens

HPAPI

Investing in the Future
of Potent Compounds

benefit from our full range of services,
including bench R&D, solid-state chemistry, biocatalysis, project management
and regulatory support.

ing through the pharmaceutical pipeline.

Behind everything we do at UPM is the

tol facility, many of our clients had proj-

UPM has established expertise in a num-

understanding that our clients are com-

ects in the phase I or phase II stage. Over

conduct chemistry in a contained

ber of different complex chemistries and

mitting significant monetary resources to

the years, UPM has helped take these

environment. We leverage our years

delivery technologies. This includes highly

the projects that we undertake. They have

early-stage projects into commercial pro-

potent compounds, different types of con-

timelines that must be met, and we are cog-

duction. As a result, we are now focused

hifting needs in the pharma-

France, was initiated in Q4 2018 and will

ferent types of molecules to optimize

trolled substances, oral peptide therapies

nizant of this and share their goals while

on enhancing our services for the bulk of

ceutical market are driving a

be completed by fall 2019. Our overall

routes, simplify processes and make

and modified-release technologies and

striving to minimize the risks associated

our clients, who are now involved in later-

demand for the manufacture

expansion investment is anticipated to

them more scalable.

dosage forms. We have worked on success-

with each project. We also understand that

stage development projects. In addition

of highly potent active phar-

be ~$30 million.

ful applications for particle coating, sus-

projects rarely proceed without encoun-

to supporting scale-up and the production

maceutical ingredients at a variety of

tained-release matrix tablets, tablets with

tering glitches along the way. That is why

of registration batches, we are now serv-

scales. By building a new potent unit

Safebridge Level 3 Facility

modified-release coatings and complex

UPM has designed support systems that,

ing as a primary commercial supplier for

that expands our potent compound pro-

Within the facility, our potent unit was de-

combination products.

while structured, also have the flexibility

products already on the market. Howev-

duction capabilities from small to com-

signed with the guidance of Safebridge

necessary for the rapid response needed

er, we will continue to provide early-stage

mercial scale, Seqens is expanding the

Consultants, who are industry experts in

to accommodate unexpected issues.

support for legacy clients and for promis-

scope of our contract manufacturing

potent manufacturing. The potent unit is

ing new projects.

services.

designed to maintain a maximum level

EFFECTIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
UPM’s dedicated team of technical and

At Seqens, we understand how to

of experience manipulating many dif-

Seqens will be able to support
projects across the full
development cycle from R&D
through commercialization; we
plan to expand the facility as
needed, depending on demand.

manufacturing experts has nurtured many

DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS IN

projects from the proof-of-concept stage

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

vide better service is to combine our early-

Potent Market Growth

of 100 ng/m3. This level will allow for

and into commercialization over the last

UPM employs an experienced group of

and late-stage R&D groups into one unit,

The growing oncology market and an

the production of Safebridge category 3

two years, which is a clear demonstration

scientists and engineers that work on

which more fully leverages the talents of

increasing interest in targeted thera-

potent compounds — molecules with oc-

of our extensive expertise in early-stage

technology transfer; each has a back-

our highly skilled and experienced staff.

pies is driving global attention to highly

cupational exposure limits ranging from

Meet Seqens

formulation development and commercial

ground in formulation, manufacturing

We have also established a clearer review

potent APIs (HPAPIs). According to mar-

approximately 30 ng/m3 to 10 μg/m3.

Seqens, which was formed in December

production for solid and semisolid oral

equipment, process development, scale-

process for incoming project requests to

ket research firm MarketsandMarkets,

dosage drugs, including immediate- and

up and validation. Our heads of formu-

ensure that we can give each project the

controlled-release products.

lation and manufacturing, for instance,

In fact, UPM has built-in flexibility

One of the steps we have taken to pro-

of particles in the working environment

specifically

2018, combines the contract develop-

the global HPAPI market will expand at

designed to be flexible and allow for

ment and manufacturing operations

level of attention required. Both moves

a compound annual growth rate of 8.7%,

future investments as customer needs

from our subsidiaries PCI Synthesis,

have over 40 and 30 years of experience

have helped UPM to reduce complexity

from $17.72 billion in 2018 to $26.84 bil-

evolve.

initial

PCAS, Uetikon and Proteus (biocataly-

for addressing the challenges that arise

in the industry, respectively. On average,

and allow us to better focus on the servic-

lion by 2023.1

capacity will be 10–15 tons per year,

sis). The name reflects the company’s

through process development and com-

our staff has 5–25 years of experience in

es that are becoming a larger part of our

depending on the chemistry involved. A

core synthesis activities, combined

mercialization. Although we take a struc-

formulation development and technol-

business.

Looking to Go Commercial

second, smaller train with a capacity of

with the sequencing of competencies,

tured approach that includes assignment

ogy transfer, managing projects from the

We are also excited to see the business

Seqens, previously the pharmaceutical

1–2 tons/year will fill the gap between our

molecules and technologies to take sci-

at the Bristol plant, which was originally

synthesis and specialty ingredients com-

existing R&D capabilities and the larger

ence to the next level.

owned by King Pharmaceuticals, a com-

pany Novacap, has been involved in the

train. As a result, Seqens will be able to

Our assets include 24 manufactur-

pany founded by the Gregory Brothers,

small-scale production of potent com-

support projects across the full develop-

ing plants and three R&D centers in

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

modular

Once

unit

is

completed,

the

continue to flourish for the benefit of the

pounds for many years. As an element

ment cycle from R&D through commer-

Europe, North America and Asia. Our

President & CEO, UPM Pharmaceuticals

local community. Some risk was taken by

of our growth strategy, the company was

cialization; we plan to expand the facility

core expertise is in developing and pro-

UPM when acquiring the facility, but we

seeking an opportunity to construct a po-

as needed, depending on demand.

ducing highly complex molecules using

James E. Gregory has served as the President and Chief Operating

were committed to growing our CDMO

tent unit at one of our network sites in

operations in order to reestablish a strong

Europe and the United States — in 2018,

business in the community that provides

this plan officially came to fruition.

James E. Gregory

Officer of UPM from 2004 until the present. Gregory previously worked
for King Pharmaceuticals from 1995 to 2000 as Executive Vice President
and General Manager of King’s Bristol, Tennessee manufacturing facility.
He served in various consulting capacities at King from 2000 to 2003 and
served on the Board of Directors in 2002 and 2003. Gregory served from
1982 to 1995 as a senior administrator in the court systems of Phoenix,
Arizona and Washington, D.C. He was deputy executive officer in charge
of business operations of the District of Columbia Court System from
1990 to 1995. Gregory has a B.A. from the University of Maryland and a
Masters in Public Administration from American University.
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/company/upm-pharmaceuticals-inc./
Email jgregory@upm-inc.com
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a unique set of skills and a very broad

New Capabilities for our Custom
Development and Manufacturing Services

spectrum of technologies. Particular
expertise has been developed in high-

high-technology jobs and will be an impor-

Seqens was chiefly responsible for

Seqens has a long history of providing

pressure reactions, hydrogenation, Gri-

tant contributor to the local economy for

manufacturing the clinical quantities of

excellent services in custom develop-

gnard chemistry and low-temperature

many years to come. We have turned the

our client’s potent HPAPI drug, which was

ment and contract manufacturing for

technology. With all of these capabili-

corner on successfully transitioning from

moving into phase III. This client wanted

the biotech and pharma industries. This

ties, we are an integrated global leader

an early-phase contract service provider

to keep their business with us, and build-

additional facility will provide our clients

in synthesis of active pharmaceutical

and are now eagerly cementing our posi-

ing a potent facility was a clear path to

with even more possibilities to reach the

and specialty ingredients.

tion as a full-service CDMO in support of

expanding our capacity in potent manu-

market on time. It is a perfect fit with our

late-stage and commercial development

facturing and better serving our custom-

existing R&D and production platforms.

and manufacturing of oral and semi-solid

er. Construction of our Safebridge level

Companies facing needs for high-volume

1. High Potency APIs /HPAPI Market worth 26.84 Billion USD

dosage drugs.

3 facility, which is located outside Paris,

potent active pharmaceuticals can now

by 2023. MarketsandMarkets. Apr. 2018. Web.
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E NGI N E E R I NG

Cell therapies are emerging as an important class of
next-generation medicines. As many novel treatments
move through development to commercialization,
manufacturers are challenged to construct optimal
facilities for the production of cell therapies. Modeling
and simulation at the earliest design stages have
many benefits.

EXPLODING MARKET DRIVING CAPACITY DEMAND

LEVERAGING OPERATIONAL
SIMULATIONS TO
DESIGN CELL THERAPY
FACILITIES

The number of cell therapy treatments in development has
exploded in recent years. While only a few have received
regulatory approval to date, many are moving rapidly from
late clinical stage to commercialization. From 2017–2023,
the cell therapy market — including stem cell and non-stem
cell (some modified via gene editing) autologous (personalized) and allogeneic (off-the-shelf) drugs to treat musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, neurological, oncology, dermatology, ocular and other diseases and
conditions — is expected to expand at a compound annual
growth rate of over 10%.1
Capacity for the production of cell therapies is currently
generally limited to laboratory scale, with most processes
involving highly manual operations. As the market expands
and volume demands increase, current practices must be
modified for scale-out (autologous) or scale-up (allogeneic).
New facilities will also be needed to implement larger-volume manufacturing.

> BY NIRANJAN KULKARNI, CRB USA

EMBRYONIC TECHNOLOGY
Designing new facilities for cell therapy manufacturing is
a challenging task. Commercialization remains in the nascent stage, with only a few facilities constructed to date.
Numerous uncertainties remain, from the potential demand
for any given new therapy, equipment technology and equip-
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COMPUTER MODELING
AND SIMULATIONS
FROM AN OPERATIONAL
PERSPECTIVE CAN
SUPPORT THE
DEVELOPMENT OF AN
OPTIMAL FACILITY
DESIGN THAT WILL
ENABLE CELL THERAPY
MANUFACTURERS TO
MEET THE NEEDS OF
PATIENT POPULATIONS.

guestimates” from subject matter experts

long-term decisions. To make the most

FIGURE 1: Discrete event simulation (DES) models not only help characterize uncertainty and variability

(SMEs) and laboratory research data

effective facility decisions, models must

inherent to the operations, they also help visually communicate the results.

must be established. Assumptions must

consider not only the key production unit

be made. To characterize the uncertain-

operations, but also the QC and ware-

ties involved, it is highly recommended to

housing requirements. Personnel and

use a range of values (e.g., min–max, min–

material flows should be studied as well.

mode–max) or fit the data to probabilistic

All of these operations and functional

distributions, instead of using average

areas influence and are influenced by the

values or point estimates. Discrete event

facility footprint. The information that is

simulation (DES) models are best suited

generated via these simulations enables

to capture these variabilities and uncer-

management to make data-driven deci-

tainties. Since the inputs are stochastic,

sions.

the outputs will also be probabilistic. This

Once the model has been construct-

allows end-users to make decisions based

ed, trained engineers and analysts can

on their appetite to handle risk.

conduct further operational simulations

The

baseline

model

results

must

(scenario analysis). The objectives will be

be verified and/or validated. Verifica-

different for each case, however. Start-up

tion involves getting buy-in from SMEs,

companies may use a model to determine

while validation involves statistical com-

whether they should outsource produc-

parisons of actual data to the modeled

tion or QC testing or keep it in-house;

results. After completing the verification/

while a company taking a cell therapy

ment reliability, and learning curves for

validation phase, the model can be used

from the clinic to the market may want to

the analysts and operators, to the possi-

to perform different “what-if” analyses to

quantify equipment and headcount needs

ble lead times for key raw materials, and

determine how changing different vari-

or shift strategies to deliver the projected

many more. All of these factors impact

ables affect the modeled metrics. Sen-

demands; an established company may

facility design, including plant footprint,

sitivity analysis can also be performed

be looking to optimize its existing facil-

the types and numbers of pieces of equip-

in order to challenge and fine-tune the

ity to achieve cost reductions. Some other

ment, the required staff and the flow of

assumptions/constraints.

examples of how simulations are used to
address different objectives and out-

people and materials.
One

approach

to

managing

these

MANY BENEFITS OF CELL THERAPY

comes have been previously discussed.2

uncertainties at the facility design stage

SIMULATIONS

is to develop operational models and per-

Once a model has been tested and shown

using DES is the visual communication

form computer simulations.

to be reasonable (verified and validated),

component. For example, DES allows the

simulation can serve as an excellent tool

modeler to import a facility layout, place

Because data on commercial cell therapy

personnel required to operate them. For

in a cryogenically frozen state from the

OPERATIONAL MODELING AND SIMULATION

for identifying bottlenecks and key areas

equipment in desired locations and define

production are currently limited, the in-

autologous manufacturing, a goal may be

collection site to the plant and then back

Computer modeling and simulations from

of concern. This information can then be

travel paths, among other uses. Though

puts for operational models for cell ther-

to optimize production with the minimum

to the patient once in final product form.

an operational perspective can support

used to develop risk-mitigation plans to

simulations can be used to quantify met-

apy facilities are scaled up from research

number of additional pieces of equip-

Cold-chain issues must therefore also be

the development of an optimal facility

help manage the uncertainties associated

rics, such as headcount, equipment needs

results, which introduces uncertainties.

ment; for a facility producing allogeneic

considered in any logistics simulation.

design that will enable cell therapy man-

with the design and construction of facili-

within a suite and number of trips made by

Those uncertainties will differ depend-

cell therapies, optimizing the process to

One important recommendation for

ufacturers to meet the needs of patient

ties in an emerging field.

personnel, they prove to be very helpful in

ing on the type of product that will be

minimize the number of additional per-

anyone considering the use of opera-

sonnel required could be an objective.

tional modeling and simulation for cell

Another equally important aspect of

For instance, given certain facility

visually communicating results with upper

manufactured.

The first step in modeling involves

design and operational characteristics/

management. The 3D animations can help

involve the use of cells taken from a

Beyond the four walls of the manufac-

therapies — or any drug manufacturing

defining the objectives and the metrics

constraints, it is possible to estimate the

better visualize traffic within key corri-

patient, modified and then sent back

turing facility, the logistics of cell thera-

facilities and associated activities — is to

that will be captured from the analysis.

level of throughput that can be achieved.

dors, any congestion points, adequacy of

to that patient only. To increase the vol-

pies adds additional challenges, par-

define the objectives and metrics for the

The overarching objective is to meet

On the other hand, given a desired

intermediate staging spaces, appropriate

ume of production of such personalized

ticularly for autologous therapies that

simulation as early in the project as pos-

patient demand in the most effective

throughput, it is possible to determine the

adjacencies needed, and other factors.

medicines, scale-out or numbering-up

must be returned to the specific patient

sible. It is also important to limit the num-

manner. That will require certain resourc-

resource needs (e.g., equipment, person-

Additionally, such visualization makes it

is required, which involves the addition

from whom the cells were initially drawn.

ber of scenarios to be simulated, which

es, such as equipment, personnel, utili-

nel, space, utilities) and other design attri-

easier for the SMEs to verify the model

of more, very small production systems.

Ensuring an effective cold chain (tem-

accelerates the decision-making process.

ties, logistical capabilities and space for

butes that will be required. In models with

results. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of a DES

Allogeneic or off-the-shelf cell therapies

perature controlled and monitored) while

Prioritizing a handful of scenarios leads

production, intermediate and finished

well-defined workflows and established

model with the visualization added.

are produced from a limited number of

guaranteeing chain of custody for these

to a practical project. Aiming to evaluate

goods staging and support functions (e.g.,

constraints, it is even possible to work

cell donors. Scaling up — moving to larger-

materials is absolutely crucial, and mod-

50 different scenarios is unwise, diffi-

quality assurance/control, warehousing,

backward to determine what type of facili-

FACTORS TO CONSIDER FOR AN EFFECTIVE

scale equipment — is therefore required

eling can help ensure patient safety while

cult, time-consuming and costly.

maintenance, administration).

ty and resource consumption combination

SIMULATION STUDY

to achieve higher production volumes.

minimizing lead times and any potential

will achieve an optimal cost of goods.

Effective simulation of cell therapy facili-

These factors must be taken into con-

populations.

Once the objectives and metrics have

Autologous

therapies

penalties.3

For facility design problems, simulations should ideally be performed at the

been clarified, data must be gathered to

Simulations can be built to focus on a

ties requires construction of good mod-

sideration when developing the opera-

The latter is also crucial, because

concept or even the feasibility stage in

construct a baseline model. Since most

single unit operation in great detail, or

els. As with any simulation, the model

tional model for a cell therapy facility.

these materials often only remain viable

order to determine if the right type and

cell therapies remain in clinical trials and

they can be constructed at a more strate-

will only be as good as the data inputs

They will have a direct impact on the num-

for a limited time and must be rapidly

size of facility is being considered. For

have not yet been commercialized, “best

gic level to provide assistance in making

used to build it (garbage-in–garbage-out).

ber, types and sizes of equipment and the

transported within a narrow time frame

companies looking to purchase an exist-
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ONE IMPORTANT
RECOMMENDATION FOR
ANYONE CONSIDERING
THE USE OF OPERATIONAL
MODELING AND
SIMULATION FOR CELL
THERAPIES –– OR ANY
DRUG MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES AND
ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES
–– IS TO DEFINE THE
OBJECTIVES AND
METRICS FOR THE
SIMULATION AS EARLY
IN THE PROJECT AS
POSSIBLE.

LIVING DOCUMENTS

in-depth models and simulations that

Like quality documents, simulation mod-

help customers answer questions about

els should be considered as living docu-

overall facility design and even go beyond

ments. Before making a change to a fa-

the four walls of a cell therapy production

cility or operation within it, simulations

facility to address logistics and supply

can be run to determine the impact of the

chain concerns.

change. Once any change is made, it is

We have been involved in the design,

important to modify the model to reflect

engineering and construction of many

that change. The simulation can then be

biologic production facilities, including

rerun to confirm that the desired result

facilities intended for the manufacture

was obtained. Updating the model is also

of next-generation drug products like cell

essential so that it continues to reflect the

and gene therapies. We apply this experi-

current state of the facility.

ence to the development of models that

In addition, when additional data is
obtained that can inform the model, such

incorporate the most appropriate variables and practical constraints.

as for a specific unit operation, the data

These models offer our customers

should be added to the model. The more

tremendous value with respect to under-

real data points that can be included in a

standing and quantifying facility aspects

model that was initially constructed with

— where bottlenecks might exist and what

uncertain data, the better the model will

might be done to relieve them and what

perform and the more accurate its predictions will be. For instance, once a cell

C

hina’s healthcare market is currently

Sinoexpo — who have worked together to

experiencing double-digit growth,

coordinate and co-organize the trade events,

with indications that the market

CPhI & P-MEC China 2019 uniquely represents
every sector of the pharmaceutical industry.
Attendees can look forward to broad, yet

sorts of equipment, people and supply

tion and the China Food and Drug Administra-

detailed coverage spanning the entire supply

networks need to be in place to achieve

tion have accelerated review timelines for IND

chain, with a range of industry segments, from

therapy facility has been constructed and

certain distribution goals, improve cost

APIs and excipients to finished dosage form,

is in operation, actual data on the process

of goods and enhance overall decision

and NDA applications and removed a require-

making.

ment to conduct new clinical trials in China for

natural extracts, pharmaceutical equipment

cycle time for a particular step can be fit-

drugs approved in other countries. The combi-

and machinery, lab equipment, veterinary

nation of a friendlier regulatory environment

drugs and feed, clean room and environmen-

and the extension of public health insurance

tal protection, as well as biopharmaceuticals,

policies to the vast majority of the Chinese

pharmaceutical packaging and logistics and

1. Cell Therapy Market Information: By Type (Autologous,

population has greatly enhanced the appeal of

distribution, exhibiting.

Allogeneic), Technology (Somatic Cell, Immortalized Cell,

the Chinese market to foreign pharma compa-

P

ability in and explains that data set should
then be the input to the model.

in order to be able to make the right deciCRB AND CELL THERAPY OPERATIONAL

REFERENCES

others), Cell Source (Ipscs, Bone Marrow, others), Application

MODELING

(Musculoskeletal, Neurological, others), End User - Global

COMMUNICATION IS CRITICAL

CRB is committed to providing as much in-

Forecast till 2023. Insight Pharma. Jan. 2018. Web.

Because models can only be as robust as

formation to our clients as possible. That

the data used to construct them, excellent

includes the development of models that

communication with the SMEs is another

can be used to simulate potential facil-

critical component of operational simula-

ity designs for cell manufacturing. Rather

tion. It is essential to translate computer-

than provide basic deterministic calcu-

engineering language into results that can

lations on a process level, we offer more

nies, driving new investment.

a simulation in the manner that the customer is expecting is equally important
preparing reports.
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• P-Logi China: logistics and
distribution

CPhI & P-MEC CHINA
STATS

from around the world that provide relevant

cal exhibition and networking event in Asia.

insights into the current and future state of the

Optimization of Pharmaceutical Cold Chains: A Simulation

Emerging as a sister show of CPhI Worldwide,

industry, both in China and abroad.

• “China Pharma Week” featuring
20+ specially designed
programs

Study,” Proceedings of the 2013 Winter Simulation
Conference, Washington D.C. 2013.

the global exhibition has continued to grow

in Asia. Both CPhI China, which is devoted
which focuses on pharmaceutical equipment,

Director of Operations Improvement, CRB USA

serve as industry pillars on their own and cap-

Niranjan is the Director of Operations Improvement at CRB. He

50,000 visitors from across the supply chain

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/niranjanskulkarni
Email Niranjan.Kulkarni@crbusa.com

— the audience must be considered when

• EP and Clean Tech China:
environmental protection and
cleanroom technology

3. Kulkarni, N., and Suman, N., “Multi-Echelon Network

Conference, Huntington, CA. 2015.

holds a doctorate and master’s degree in industrial and systems
engineering from Binghamton University. He is also a certified
Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt. Niranjan has over 15 years of
experience in business process and data modeling, operations and
process simulations, process improvements, layout optimizations
and supply chain management. He has worked with the
pharmaceutical, biotech, food, chemical, semiconductor, electronics
assembly and packaging, manufacturing and financial industries.

communicating the results generated by

• LABWorld China: laboratory
equipment

• 100+ conferences and activities

Niranjan Kulkarni, Ph.D.

ate experts must be recorded. Finally,

• P-MEC China: pharmaceutical
machinery and equipment

conferences and activities tailored to visitors

to pharmaceutical ingredients, and P-MEC,

verified and approved by the appropri-

• InnoPack China: pharmaceutical
packaging

China has become the premier pharmaceuti-

the model will address their needs.

an explanation of how they were vetted,

• Animal Health & Feed:
veterinary drugs and feed

Since its founding in 2001, CPhI & P-MEC

Case Study.” Proceedings of the 2015 Winter Simulation

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

assumptions must be clearly detailed and

down in Shanghai for CPhI & P-MEC China, a

• FDF China: finished dosage
formulation

Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient Manufacturing Plant: A

most significant pharmaceutical trade event

data. Documentation is also essential. All

• bioLIVE China:
biopharmaceuticals

• 3,200+ major Chinese and
international suppliers

right questions must be asked to ensure

ated model that accurately represents the

• NEX China: natural extracts

During China Pharma Week, guests can expect

and is now recognized by the industry as the

provided by SMEs into a computer-gener-

With the majority of the industry touching
concurrent “China Pharma Week” has emerged.

data on which the model will be based. The

able to properly translate the information

• ICSE China: outsourcing
services

CPhI & P-MEC China

independently over the last two decades

Similarly, the model builders must be

• CPhI China: pharmaceutical
ingredients

2. Kulkarni, Niranjan. “A Modular Approach for Modeling

be understood by the people providing the

that the right data are obtained and that

CO-LOCATED SHOWS
REPRESENTED AT CPhI
& P-MEC CHINA

• PharmaExcipients China:
excipients

is primed for further expansion.

distribution that best captures the vari-

sions when evaluating their options.

A World of Opportunity:
What to Expect from CPhI
& P-MEC China

Recent reforms at the Center for Drug Evalua-

ted to a probabilistic distribution. The

ing structure, this information is needed

CPhI & P-MEC CHINA

ture a tremendous audience together. Over
are expected to gather at the dual, co-located

The CPhI & P-MEC China Visitor Profile
The average visitor to CPhI & P-MEC China is a
high-level decision maker with a top-tier title,
such as C-suite member, manager or director at

• 50,000+ global pharma
peers representing the entire
supplier chain
• 120+ countries represented
• 200,000+ square meter space

their organization. Owing to the international
scope of the show, attendees can expect to
meet with like-minded professionals that are
globally represented, including Asia, Europe,
America and Africa, among other regions.
Of the visitors to CPhI & P-MEC China,

the ability to make decisions on behalf of their
businesses.

A World of Opportunity

19.6% identify as president, chairman, CEO or

Those that make the trip to Shanghai for CPhI

general manager, while 30.09% are described

& P-MEC China will expand their global hori-

as manager, project manager or department

zons and make interesting new connections

head. Approximately 25.78% of attendees

— including potential business partners from

work in the purchasing departments of their

across the globe. This worldwide show hosted

Simultaneous Co-located Trade Shows
and China Pharma Week

companies, 16.67% are employed in research

in China is a standout event in the industry

and development, and 21.06% work in sales

and will no doubt be an unforgettable week

With backing from prestigious global organ-

and marketing. Out of all surveyed CPhI &

for all. CPhI & P-MEC China will take place on

izations — UBM EMEA, CCCMHPIE and UBM

P-MEC China attendees, close to 50% have

June 18–20, 2019 at SNIEC Shanghai.

event, held annually at the Shanghai New
International Expo Centre (SNIEC), for the
purpose of networking, deal-making and idea
exchange.

P
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The cell and gene therapy market faces
significant gaps in terms of manufacturing and
analytical technologies, capacities and expertise.
WuXi Advanced Therapies is committed to
developing manufacturing platforms and
analytical technologies that will contribute to
the industry’s growth and increase patient
access to these novel treatments.

I ND U STRY L EA DER I N S I G HT

DRIVING GROWTH OF
THE CELL AND GENE
THERAPY SECTOR
> BY FELIX HSU, WUXI ADVANCED THERAPIES

A DEVELOPING AND EVOLVING MARKET
Unlike conventional biologics, which have been commercialized for nearly three decades, the first approvals for cell and
gene therapies in the United States came only recently, in 2017.
As such, the market for these next-generation therapies are still
emerging, and this developing and evolving industry is currently
lacking in infrastructure, people with experience and expertise
in this area, raw material availability and manufacturing and analytical technologies.
The existing manufacturing capacity for cell therapies, gene
therapies and gene-mediated cell therapies remains insufficient
at this time, but this infrastructure will likely be in place within
the next three to five years. Similarly, the number of expert individuals with experience in gene and cell therapy process development and manufacturing falls short of what the industry needs to
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AT WUXI ADVANCED
THERAPIES, WE ARE
EXCITED ABOUT THE
OPPORTUNITIES
PRESENTED BY THE
CELL AND GENE
THERAPY MARKET,
AS WELL AS OTHER
NEXT-GENERATION
THERAPIES, SUCH AS
ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES.

losophy of WuXi’s Founder, Chairman and

WUXI ADVANCED THERAPIES

therapies in-house, greatly reducing the

Chief Executive Officer Dr. Ge Li. This

WuXi has been involved in cell therapy de-

need to ship samples to third parties.

approach stems from his vision that ev-

velopment and manufacturing on a small

This integrated capability offers nu-

ery drug can be made and every disease

scale since 2004. We moved into the first

merous advantages to customers. The

can be treated if companies, regardless

new building constructed as part of a re-

primary advantage is enhanced control,

of their size, have access to the right plat-

development project within the Navy Yard

not only of analytical development, but

forms and technologies.

in Philadelphia, PA

from Camden, NJ.

also of development timelines. Eliminat-

Today, WuXi AppTec Group is a leading

Since then, we have produced over 6,000

ing the need to ship samples for testing

global pharmaceutical, medical device

successful GMP lots of cell therapies, cell

greatly reduces the opportunity for error.

open-access capability and technology

banks and biologic products.

There are multiple opportunities for

platform company with global operations.

At the end of 2013, WuXi determined

delay of timelines, including process

As an innovation-driven and customer-

that the cell and gene therapy market

development setbacks, lack of manu-

focused company, WuXi AppTec Group

would likely be an expansive market —

facturing capacity, problems with ana-

provides a broad and integrated portfolio

and made a decision to be an active and

lytical development and testing and raw

of services to help our worldwide custom-

leading player by properly investing in

material supply issues. Delay in any of

ers and partners shorten the discovery

the market. Starting in 2014, WuXi start-

these areas can adversely affect project

and development time and lower the cost

ed making significant investments in the

timelines. At WuXi Advanced Therapies,

of drug and medical device R&D through

market. In 2015, a 55,000-ft2 building for

customers know we have full control of

cost-effective and efficient solutions.

late-phase cell therapy manufacturing was

three of these four factors. For custom-

With its industry-leading capabilities in

constructed. In October 2016, the opening

ers, integration of manufacturing and

small molecule R&D and manufacturing,

ceremony was held for a new 150,000-ft2

analytical capabilities also frees up lim-

cell therapy and gene therapy R&D and

facility for the production of viral vectors

ited resources that would otherwise be

allow it to grow as quickly as it would like.

manufacturing and medical device test-

and gene-mediated cell therapies.

involved in managing third-party testing

Fortunately, many of these people are in

ing, the WuXi platform is enabling more

With the three approvals of cell and

school today and will be seeking employ-

than 3,000 innovative collaborators from

gene therapies in the United States in

ment in the next several years; others are

more than 30 countries to bring innova-

2017 and significant acquisitions in the

EMPHASIZING DEVELOPMENT

gaining on-the-job experience.

tive healthcare products to patients and

advanced therapies space (Gilead Scienc-

CDMOs that can provide enhanced de-

Raw material supply constraints are

to fulfill WuXi AppTec Group’s dream that

es’ purchase of Kite Pharma in late 2017

velopment support can better serve both

a major concern for the cell and gene

“every drug can be made and every dis-

and Celgene’s acquisition of Juno Thera-

their customers and patients. To this

therapy market, with very long lead times

ease can be treated.”

peutics in early 2018), it became clear that

end, WuXi Advanced Therapies has been

services.

existing for certain key materials. How-

WuXi is focused on developing plat-

the industry had reached a tipping point.

focused on building our process develop-

ever, suppliers are working assiduously to

form technologies that can be leveraged

At the beginning of 2018, WuXi Advanced

ment and analytical development teams,

expand their capabilities and capacities,

by our customers to streamline their pro-

Therapies was established as a separate

installing both the workforce and exper-

and this issue should also be addressed

cess development and commercializa-

business unit.

tise required to facilitate the forward

within the next few years.

tion efforts. In the cell and gene therapy

As a contract development and manu-

movement of customer projects. With

The biggest challenge lies in the areas

sector, the development of open-access

facturing organization (CDMO), we believe

regard to process development, we have

of process development, manufactur-

platforms is essential for facilitating the

it is our job to streamline the development

established platform processes for the

quality. Our investment of time, money

ing and analytical technologies. As was

growth of the industry and accelerating

and manufacturing cycle by establish-

adherent cell culture of lentiviral and

and effort to develop these platform pro-

the case for biologic drugs 30 years ago,

the timelines for new treatments to reach

ing platforms that will drive the industry

adenoviral vectors and will soon be roll-

cesses can significantly reduce develop-

multiple methods for the production of

patients in need. They provide greater

forward. As such, our vision has evolved

ing out platform technologies for suspen-

ment timelines with more robust and pre-

different viral vectors and cell therapies

predictability and simplification in pro-

from being an active player in the mar-

sion cell culture as well.

dictable processes.

exist. However, the industry is still ex-

cess development through the use of

ket to helping driving the growth of the

This work has required establishing

Similarly, we have focused on creating

perimenting to determine which platform

common materials and components, en-

advanced therapies industry. We intend

the equipment, buffers, media, plasmids

platforms for testing. Unlike monoclo-

is the best. For instance, adenovirus (AAV)

gagement with prequalified vendors and

to boost the market by enabling manufac-

and cell lines and then performing over

nal antibodies and other protein-based

vectors can be produced using triple plas-

standardized record keeping. With these

turing platforms and other technologies,

100 design-of-experiment (DoE) stud-

biologics, for which testing methods are

mid, baculovirus and other methods.

fundamental factors aligned, it is possi-

such as novel analytical methods. By do-

ies to exhaustively define a more robust

common and have been standardized,

Once the best platforms are deter-

ble to move more rapidly from early stage

ing so, we will make it possible for patients

process. We have also created standard-

methods for the different viral vectors

mined — probably one or two for each spe-

to clinical development and help clients

worldwide to gain access to these promis-

ized batch records that simplify record

often have different requirements.

cific process — and analytical techniques

get to first-in-human trials and investiga-

ing novel medicines as soon as possible.

keeping and data analysis. Through this

To reduce the complexity of analyti-

have been established, development and

tional new drug (IND) filings faster.

approach, it is possible to understand —

cal method development, where possible,

commercialization will be streamlined.

Today, there are a total of six pillars

INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING AND ANA-

with a far greater degree of predictabil-

tests that were typically semi-custom-

Such maturation is likely to occur over the

that form the overall WuXi AppTec Group,

LYTICAL CAPABILITIES

ity — how changes in key process vari-

ized have now been standardized, while

next 5–10 years.

which consists of small molecule drug R&D

WuXi Advanced Therapies is in the unique

ables will impact process performance.

some methods that previously required

and manufacturing, cell therapy and gene

position of being able to leverage analyti-

Now when we start a new project for

complete customization for each project

ABOUT WUXI APPTEC GROUP AND

therapy, drug R&D and medical device

cal development expertise in combination

a customer, if we can put their gene of

are now semi-custom assays. As a result,

SIX PILLARS

testing, biologics R&D and manufactur-

with manufacturing capabilities. In ad-

interest into our platform, we can more

we are able to complete the assay devel-

Development of open-access platform

ing, genomics and data platform, and in

dition, we can conduct the vast array of

rapidly determine the changes required

opment required for lentiviral and AAV

technologies is fundamental to the phi-

vitro and clinical diagnostics.

analytical methods required for advanced

to get to the needed levels of titer and

vectors more quickly than in the past.
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AS PART OF A LARGER
COMPANY WITH A
LONG HISTORY AS A
TESTING ORGANIZATION,
WUXI ADVANCED
THERAPIES IS IN THE
UNIQUE POSITION
OF BEING ABLE TO
LEVERAGE ANALYTICAL
DEVELOPMENT
EXPERTISE IN
COMBINATION WITH
MANUFACTURING
CAPABILITIES.
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We have also invested heavily in the

OUR STORY

development of advanced analytical tech-

Solving today’s commercialization
challenges by leveraging over three
decades of experience to deliver
tomorrow’s biopharmaceuticals

generation sequencing) and have built up

nologies (e.g., digital droplet PCR, nextthe expertise necessary for developing
novel assays required for the monitoring
and release of advanced therapies. One
particular area of focus is the development of new technologies for evaluation
of empty and full capsids, which requires
innovation and creativity.

1982	ViroMed Laboratories established
in Minneapolis, offering clinical
diagnostics with viral focus.

1988 Philadelphia (Camden, NJ) location

established as Quality Biotech,
offering biopharmaceutical testing.

	
Axios and Quality Biotech
1996–
1998 acquired by ViroMed.
St. Paul location opened.

2001	
WuXi Pharmatech is formed in

China by Dr. Ge Li. St. Paul, Atlanta,
and Philadelphia sites become
AppTec Laboratory Services, Inc.

2004	
Opened League Island 1.

Manufactured first GMP lot for cell
therapy in PHL.

2008 WuXi PharmaTech buys AppTec,
and forms WuXi AppTec.
PHL operations continue to
manufacture cell banks and
provide testing services for
biopharmaceuticals.

2014 Philadelphia begins offering

integrated advanced therapies
testing and manufacturing
services.

2015– Expanded advanced therapies
	
2016 production (clinical & commercial
scale) with the opening of two
new facilities for cell therapy
& gene therapy/viral vector
manufacturing.

2017 Launched WuXi Hyper-PRO,

Viral Vector Production Platform
for rapid entry into first-in-human
clinical trials.

	Selected as the GMP
manufacturing partner for
advanced therapies through
the California Institute for
Regenerative Medicine (CIRM)funded IQVIA Stem Cell Center.

2018	
WuXi AppTec spins out advanced
therapies manufacturing and
testing operations in the US into
a separate Business Unit; WuXi
Advanced Therapies.

	Nohla Therapeutics, a Seattlebased clinical stage cell therapy
company, entered into a
commercial agreement with
WuXi Advanced Therapies for the
production of its hematopoietic
stem and progenitor cell product.

DRIVEN BY CUSTOMER AND MARKET NEEDS

Accelerating
Progress &
Time to Market

A final important attribute of our culture at WuXi Advanced Therapies is our
constant desire to find new and better
ways to support our customers. Historically, WuXi AppTec has been tuned to our
clients and has typically been an early
adopter of new technologies and strategies. We are always actively listening to
our customers and the market and, whenever it is possible and makes sense, building out services that reflect this.
For instance, one driving impetus for
entering into lentiviral vector manufacturing was requests by customers in the
chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell
space. These customers wanted to have
just one service provider to produce the
viral vector and perform the cell processing to simplify the supply chain and accelerate the development timeline. Recently, to meet customer needs for regulatory
support, we have begun offering regulatory consulting services on the CMC side,
helping companies with the IND and biologics license application (BLA) filings.
PARTNERING
At WuXi Advanced Therapies, we are excited about the opportunities presented
by the cell and gene therapy market, as
well as other next-generation technolo-

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

gies like oncolytic viruses. We enjoy partnering with customers that are excited

Felix Hsu

about their technology platforms and

Senior Vice President, WuXi Advanced Therapies

looking for a CDMO partner committed

Felix Hsu is Senior Vice President and Global Head at WuXi

Advanced Therapies located in Philadelphia, PA. He has nearly 31
years of experience in the life sciences industry and serves as an
Advisory Board Member for the Jefferson Institute for Bioprocessing.
He has mainly held executive and senior positions at the following
companies: WuXi AppTec, Medtronic and Abbott Laboratories. He
has studied at the University of Michigan – Stephen M. Ross School of
Business with a Masters in Business Administration and Management.
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lines. We want to leverage our platform
processes and integrated programs with
their technology platforms to maximize
the benefits to customers and, ultimately,
to patients. We value working with clients
that have potential game-changing tech-

advancedtherapies.com

nologies and need a strategic partner invested in bringing their technologies to

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/ffhsu/
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to accelerating their development time-

Your leading global CDMO
dedicated to accelerating and
transforming development,
manufacturing, and
commercialization.

patients in need.
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> FORMULATION

DEVELOPING AND
CHARACTERIZING DPI
FORMULATIONS FOR
BIOLOGICS
> BY CONSTANÇA CACELA, Ph.D., AND EUNICE COSTA, Ph.D., HOVIONE

While biologic drugs offer unique new opportunities
for treatment, they present challenges associated
with patient compliance via the parenteral delivery
route. Alternative methods of administration would
make these critical medicines more convenient for
patients. Inhaled biologics is one such alternative that
can provide both targeted delivery to the lungs and
systemic delivery.

WHY INHALATION DELIVERY

difficult to successfully develop as inhaled

MORE THAN PARTICLE ENGINEERING

VALUE OF A QbD APPROACH

Traditionally, drugs delivered via inhala-

formulations, given the increased likeli-

Insights into molecular structure, physi-

The use of a QbD approach for both

tion were intended for the treatment of

hood of chemical and physical stability

cal and chemical stability, expertise in

processes and analytical methods de-

respiratory diseases, most notably COPD

challenges. For systemic delivery, reduced

formulation design and extensive analyti-

velopment allows for optimal solutions,

and asthma. These drugs were based on

bioavailability and absorption mechanism

cal capabilities for characterization of the

assuring that quality is maintained

small molecule APIs and formulated ini-

uncertainty in the lungs are also concerns

formulation components are necessary to

throughout development. This approach

tially as pressurized metered dose inhal-

for larger biomolecules.

ensure that the inhaled biologic maintains

enables a strong understanding of the

The bioactivity of biomolecules depends

its integrity, safety and activity. Knowledge

impact of critical process and method

largely on their structural integrity. Owing

of powder properties (e.g., flowability) and

parameters on their respective attri-

Researchers have continued to pursue

to their multiple conformational possibili-

final aerodynamic performance also con-

butes, defining the design space and es-

new molecules for those respiratory dis-

ties, biologics processing can lead to addi-

tribute to successful development.

tablishing an effective control strategy

eases, and recently have been expanding

tional challenges related to denaturation,

At Hovione, our expertise in particle

efforts to develop inhalation drugs for

aggregation and other forms of structural

engineering is intimately integrated with

other respiratory diseases, such as tuber-

change, with potential for loss of activity

our capabilities in characterization and

BIOPHARMACEUTICAL DPI: FROM

culosis, lung cancer and infections, as well

and increased immunogenicity.

formulation. We offer fully integrated ser-

DEVELOPMENT TO COMMERCIAL

ers, but they are increasingly being formulated as dry powders.

as systemic diseases like diabetes. This

Biologics for pulmonary delivery have

vices for DPI formulation development and

Hovione has amassed extensive histori-

translates into a growing and more diverse

been formulated as nebulizers and dry

manufacturing for clinical supplies and

cal data on spray-drying and incorporated

clinical development pipeline in inhala-

powder inhalers (DPIs), which are typically

commercial-scale drug products. An inte-

them into proprietary modeling systems

tion, including biopharmaceuticals.

more compatible with biomolecules.

grated team of scientists and engineers

that allow close correlation of laboratory

with diverse expertise support the develop-

and commercial conditions. We are thus

This increased focus on inhalation delivery reflects the benefits offered by this

ROLE OF PARTICLE ENGINEERING

ment of scalable processes and drug prod-

able to reduce the number of manufactur-

route of administration. In addition to the

Successful DPI delivery to the lungs requir-

uct manufacturing. Our team has experi-

ing runs required to establish a commer-

advantages over parenteral administra-

es an integrated strategy for inhalation for-

ence dealing with drug products, advanced

cial-scale spray-drying process. In paral-

tion, inhalation also circumvents some of

mulation development, including particle

models and methodologies, leading to lean

lel, we built and consolidated extensive

the challenges with oral. Delivery by inha-

engineering, formulation design, analytical

and efficient development, which expe-

capabilities and expertise in analytical

lation bypasses the harsh conditions in

characterization and device performance.

dites the path from early development to

characterization of challenging spray-

the GI tract, allowing the administration

Particle engineering is key to success

commercialization. This development-by-

dried formulations.

of lower doses with reduced side effects,

in the formulation of biologics for inha-

design (DbD) methodology enables us to

All this expertise at Hovione is the key

particularly for respiratory drugs deliv-

lation, but biopharmaceutical sponsors

balance development costs and risks and

to success in bridging particle engineer-

ered directly to the site of action. Delivery

typically lack that knowledge. For small

find the sweet spot between manufactur-

ing and biologics formulation for the de-

of some drug substances into the lungs

molecules, milling and wet polishing are

ability and formulation performance.

velopment of DPI biopharmaceuticals.

encourages direct absorption into the

common techniques to create optimally

bloodstream for enhanced systemic deliv-

sized particles, but these are often not

ery; this may lead to the more rapid onset

applicable for biologics. Instead, spray

of action.

drying is the most commercially ad-

There are additional benefits to developing inhalation formulations for biologic

vanced solution for particle engineering.
Unlike

traditional

DPI

formulations

drugs that are conventionally adminis-

— physical mixtures of a carrier and mi-

tered parenterally. The clearest benefit is

cronized API — biologic DPI formulations

improved patient adherence by eliminat-

require the formation of composite engi-

ing the need for injection. For biologics

neered particles in which the API is em-

targeting lung diseases, patients are also

bedded in an excipient matrix, allowing

already used to using inhalers. Inhalation

for the stabilization of the biologic and

formulations may provide greater stability

efficient pulmonary delivery. To achieve

of the biologic drug substance, particularly

these goals, an understanding of the in-

for dry powders. Dry powder inhalation for-

teractions between the active and excipi-

mulations may also eliminate the need for

ents and their impact on performance is

cold-chain storage and transport, reducing

mandatory. The drying conditions and the

the complexity and cost of production and

choice of excipients are driven by the need

simplifying logistics.

to prevent denaturation, aggregation and
dehydration caused by exposure to shear
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to reduce variability.

LARGE MOLECULE CHALLENGES

and heat stress. Excipients increase the

The pipeline of biologic molecules in devel-

stability of the amorphous matrix and the

opment as inhaled medicines ranges from

powder aerosolization. The spray drying

oligonucleotides, peptides and proteins,

process is readily scalable, ensuring that

antibodies and nanobodies, with molecu-

particles generated during development

lar weights ranging from a few kDa to more

will have the same properties as those

than 500 kDa. Larger molecules are more

manufactured in the commercial plant.
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VIRTUAL PANEL

REPRIORITIZING
TO BRING FY2020
INTO FOCUS

PI PHARMA IS A LEADER IN ANTACIDS,
SPECIALTY EXCIPIENTS AND DRUG DELIVERY
SYSTEMS. THE COMPANY RECENTLY RESTRUCTURED
FOLLOWING A STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE
BUSINESS, ESTABLISHING TWO DEDICATED BUSINESS
UNITS: ANTACIDS AND CATALYST, AND EXCIPIENTS
AND DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS (EDDS). WE SAT DOWN
WITH SEVEN EXPERTS SPANNING THE ORGANIZATION TO
DISCUSS, FROM THEIR DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES, HOW
SPI PHARMA IS LEVERAGING ITS EXISTING STRENGTHS
AND REFOCUSING ITS CAPABILITIES TO PROVIDE
NEXT-LEVEL PRODUCTS AND SERVICE GOING FORWARD.

Jeanne Thoma, President and Chief Executive Officer
When I became President and CEO of SPI Pharma, I realized
quickly that our people are a core strength of the organization.
I found a great deal of creativity and enthusiasm that, if encouraged and channeled effectively, could provide a real competitive
advantage. Also, we were spending a lot of time on the basics,
the day-to-day management of the business, while neglecting
the strategic vision. This led to a strategy review. To ensure that
we were gathering all of the good ideas across the organization,
we reached into the various departments and across our global
footprint to engage the business. This greatly enriched the end
result, while also making the strategy much more tangible to each
person in our organization.
The strategy led to a reorganization. Previously, we had managed the business as a single organization, and, while there is
strong customer overlap between the antacids and EDDS businesses, the market dynamics are quite different. We separated those businesses so that we could focus on their different
strengths, market positioning and value propositions. We also
created a third team, the Applied Innovation Group (AIG), which
provides product development and innovation, along with technical support to both business units. We have found that it is possible to create a positive tension by empowering the innovation
group and putting them on equal footing with the commercial
teams in the business unit.
Another important piece in our reorganization was the formation of a support platform that includes finance, human resources, quality and regulatory, and safety, health and environment,
among other teams. This platform will make it easier for us to
bolt on additional business units.
By implementing a continuous improvement program in conjunction with our restructuring, we have made our processes
more efficient and facilitated stronger communication across
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Global Sales Manager
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Head of HSE and
Corporate Responsibility
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different groups. There is a real sense of
collaboration taking place, which is providing knock-on benefits that we couldn’t
have anticipated.
We have been getting great feedback
from customers who have observed that
communication and collaboration have
strengthened as a result. They are pleased
that the representatives we send to interact with them are specialists who can
speak in great detail, not just about our
products, but also about the market, the
range of technologies that are available,
and the innovation taking place.
We have implemented a rigorous stagegate process that allows us to advance
promising projects faster. We are looking
to grow our product portfolio as well as our
platform solutions. As such, we will continue to invest in formulation expertise
and applications knowledge, in addition
to expanding our commercial expertise.
Ultimately, we don’t want to merely provide what our customers are seeking. Instead, we want to be constantly thinking
about our customers’ customers and what
they need, broadening our understanding
of the market and anticipating new needs,
opportunities, products and applications
before our customers even ask. Our focus
is on making a difference — in the lives of
patients, our customers, our employees
and in the communities we serve.
Sarath Chandar, Chief Scientific Officer
SPI Pharma is one of the few excipient
companies that not only develops new
functional materials, but also offers drug
and dossier development services to help
our customers accelerate time to market
launch. To Jeanne’s point regarding anticipation of market needs, we routinely
investigate niche areas and cutting-edge
applications, notably the oral delivery of
large molecules.
Our overall approach to innovation
is based on identifying major market
trends in the pharma space grouped
along five dimensions (political, socioeconomic, technology, customer strategy and regulatory) and determining
which trends we can best address using
our strengths and our toolkit.
We believe that we possess the right set
of tools to leverage our expertise in functional platforms and enhanced APIs to
deliver patient-friendly therapies to those
vulnerable parts of our population who
have had difficulties with existing dosage forms. For example, we are exploring
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sublinguals and other orally dispersible
forms as a means of enhancing efficacy
and creating 505(b)(2)-type applications to
convert injectables into oral forms to better serve aging and pediatric populations.
One example of this is our partnership
with Normaco, who have developed cannabinoids for debilitating medical conditions and antagonists to treat opioid
addiction. We are working with them to
combine their APIs with our EDDS platforms and formulation expertise to create efficacious dossiers that could be licensed to pharma companies.
We are looking to establish more strategic partnerships where we can synergize
our strengths with those of our partners to
create win–win situations. As patent cliffs
have passed and generic companies are
struggling to determine their next plays,
we are working to develop unique dossiers
and to help get products to market more
quickly, a capability that appears to be
rare among excipient companies.
Graeme Macleod, Global Director of R&D
Historically, SPI Pharma has been an innovator capable of generating new ideas,
products and applications. In the past, we
lacked an internal process through which
we could channel and funnel those ideas.
With the recent reorganization, we have
really refocused our entire R&D culture,
with the discipline of our revised processes providing the key.
Our R&D teams are primarily based in
two locations — Grand Haven, Michigan
and Bangalore, India — with an additional
team focused on antacids in Septemes,
France. With the creation of the AIG group,
we have begun to integrate our capabilities across the globe and widen the scope
of what our teams work on. The stage-gate
process Jeanne discussed keeps all parties focused on projects and deliverables,
so that we have the right combination of
technical and commercial scope overseeing each stage.
At the end of the day, we are trying to
identify what patients currently need and
what they will need in the future. At the
moment, both patient needs and regulatory guidances are trending toward more
personalized, convenient and efficacious
dose forms. In terms of our R&D portfolio,
we are continuously determining what we
need to do to provide products and applications to support these needs.
In order to enhance our customer focus
as Jeanne discussed, we have placed tech-

nical development managers on each continent to investigate new opportunities
for existing products and to better understand the megatrends affecting our customers and their markets. Close collaboration with customer formulators helps us
create opportunities for new product and
application development.
Jon Struthers, General Manager
Antacids and Catalysts
In the antacids business, customers recognize the integrity we bring, in terms of
product quality and level of service, as
well as our flexibility and our expertise
in applications. The antacids market is
well established, but customer needs
are changing and, as such, the format in
which we deliver products is changing.
We need to keep our product portfolio
current to reflect those needs, which ties
directly to the R&D team in France that
Graeme mentioned.
Our products present a range of unique
functionalities that can improve handling
or reduce blending and mixing times, providing customers with clear cost-in-use
benefits and increasing their margins.
The restructuring of the antacids business into a dedicated business unit gives
us greater ownership over the delivery of
service value, and allows us to accelerate
new ideas and opportunities through the
business in a much more dynamic way.
We definitely see the trend toward convenience and single-dose products. This
next generation of patient-centric products will require different ingredients and
formulations, requiring high concentrations of APIs, mitigating the risk of microcontamination and enhancing the patient
experience, particularly regarding mouthfeel and other organoleptics. We will continue to find new ways to extend our history of innovation to develop and provide
ingredients that will allow our customers
to keep up with end-consumer trends, remain competitive and gain strong shares
within the market.
Joe Rogus, Global Sales Manager for Antacids
SPI Pharma has long been a global leader in the antacids space, supplying more
than 50 countries for decades and maintaining robust long-term relationships
with our customers.
We are currently eyeing global opportunities for our calcium granulation
products, particularly in Asia and Latin
America, markets where calcium has not

historically been popular. We are seeing
demand increase for calcium smoothie
products globally and are promoting our
supporting products in these emerging
markets. Another growing product class is
compressible calcium for multivitamins or
calcium/vitamin D3 mineral supplements
to promote bone health in women. As Jon
discussed, we are pursuing the trend toward unit doses (e.g., stick packs), as well
as smaller sizes of tablets — two directions
that will require higher concentrations of
API. We are investigating ways to produce
micronized powders to deliver on these
evolving patient experience needs.
Customer feedback has been very
positive for our directly compressible
products (also available for aluminum/
magnesium combinations), which free up
capacity and allow customers to quickly
go to market with a product that has already been formulated.
Coralyn Gonzalez, Global Sales Manager
for EDDS
SPI Pharma has always been a customer
service–oriented company, and we are
finding new ways to continue this approach, working with our customers as a
dependable partner and understanding
their needs and market trends, particularly with regard to pediatric and geriatric
applications. This is a market that directly
benefits from the patient-friendly therapies Sarath discussed.
The restructuring process has increased focus on the EDDS portfolio and
an understanding of where our growth
is coming from. For EDDS, we created a
new marketing plan and are endeavoring
to implement it, working closely with the
marketing team to make sure that we can
access the market and reach the types of
customers who will benefit from our service and expertise.
We always want customers to understand that we are looking to work together
as a partner rather than merely as an ingredient supplier. What I like most about
working at SPI Pharma is how flexible and
agile we are as an organization, maintaining the ability to make adjustments according to customer needs.
John Creighton, Head of HSE and
Corporate Responsibility
Going back many years, building close
relationships with communities has been
a part of the corporate culture at SPI
Pharma. We have always looked to reduce

energy usage and minimize our impact on
the environment.
In the corporate social responsibility
(CSR) world, we are seeing our customers
request more information about energy
use, packaging, being a good neighbor
and other CSR issues. These are all areas
where we have been working already, an
effort that is supported by the continuous
improvement initiatives my colleagues
touched on.
The reorganization of SPI Pharma has
put more focus on HSE and CSR and created a unified focus that supports and
works as a resource for the different business units, in any area that is needed.
We are overlaying our strong existing local cultures in these areas with universal
standards and best practices for all business units and operations to follow, which
is having a major impact on improvement.
We have gained clarity on accountability within the business: determining key
areas to work on, planning and determining responsibilities and pivoting quickly
if things change. We are now more disciplined about sticking to projects that are
truly strategic, allocating more resources
and quickly recognizing when something
does not have a likely commercial benefit.
We try to remain proactive in all areas
relevant to CSR and HSE and set objectives. In most cases, our CSR agenda is
smoothly integrated with our other business objectives. As Jeanne stated, the
people are a core strength of the organization — and this extends to the communities in which we operate.
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WE WANT TO BE CONSTANTLY
THINKING ABOUT OUR
CUSTOMERS’ CUSTOMERS AND
WHAT THEY NEED, BROADENING
OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE
MARKET AND ANTICIPATING
NEW NEEDS, OPPORTUNITIES,
PRODUCTS AND APPLICATIONS
BEFORE OUR CUSTOMERS EVEN
ASK.
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THE ACQUISITION OF THE
FACILITY ANSWERS OUR
U.S. CLIENTS’ STRONG
REQUEST TO BRING
OUR INNOVATION AND
TECHNOLOGY TO THEIR
DOORSTEP AND
UNDERSCORES OUR
DEEP COMMITMENT
TO MEETING THEIR
UNIQUE MARKET
NEEDS.

> BENEFITTING U.S. CLIENTS

RENTSCHLER BIOPHARMA
SE SETS FOOT IN THE
U.S. TO STRENGTHEN
ITS WORLD-CLASS
CDMO POSITION
> BY FEDERICO POLLANO, RENTSCHLER BIOPHARMA SE

The biopharmaceutical industry is undergoing significant
change. To remain successful in an evolving marketplace, a
biopharmaceutical contract development and manufacturing
organization (CDMO) must think strategically and anticipate
future client demands to determine how to best provide
the novel technologies and regional capabilities that will be
required going forward. With the purchase of a brand new
facility in the United States, Rentschler Biopharma SE has
taken another step on its path toward the future.

PUTTING CURRENT TRENDS IN CONTEXT:

In order to ensure growth and sustain-

With our new production site, we are

the Milford site to the Rentschler family.

OUR STRATEGY 2025 INITIATIVE

ability, we will focus on three strategic

able to answer our U.S. clients’ strong

We have initiated a close and intensive

Given the rapid development of next-gen-

dimensions: geography, clients and inno-

requests to bring our innovation and tech-

communication and collaboration be-

eration therapies and new manufacturing

vation. Our Strategy 2025 initiative — with

nology to their doorstep, underscoring

tween the sites and, ultimately, begun to

paradigms for biologic drug production,

options for new technologies and busi-

our deep commitment to meeting their

implement joint administration, quality,

it is essential that CDMOs supporting the

ness models — guarantees Rentschler Bio-

unique market needs.

technical operations and other systems

biopharmaceutical industry continuous-

pharma’s role as a technology leader with

ly evolve. As an established technology

a focus on novel biomolecules and biopro-

GLOBAL REACH: IMPROVING PROXIMITY

manufacture a key product from the Shire

leader, Rentschler Biopharma is pursu-

cessing approaches that are designed to

FOR CLIENTS

portfolio and are planning to expand into

ing a proactive and forward-thinking ap-

increase efficiency and productivity. This

Our first foothold in the United States

a multiproduct site in the near future. To-

proach to providing solutions — embodied

addresses all aspects of our development

was established through the acquisition

gether with the existing leadership team,

in our Strategy 2025 initiative — to ensure

and manufacturing activities, from our

of a manufacturing facility from an affili-

we have set things in motion to integrate

that we continue to be a partner of choice

platform technologies to how our opera-

ate of Shire plc. The Milford site, with its

Milford into the Rentschler family and to-

for our clients.

tions will be managed and how our people

93,000-ft² footprint, provides both ex-

gether take the next step into our future.

will work over the coming decade.

panded capacity and a greater degree of

As a family-owned business, this is a high

partnerships

flexibility to better position Rentschler

priority for us.

helped us to gain greater insight into

with Leukocare AG and Rentschler Fill

Biopharma and, therefore, our clients.

The site’s location in an important and

the key factors driving the selection of

Solutions GmbH will also benefit from

There is also plenty of room for further

established biotechnology hub gives us

contract service providers: quality, close

Strategy 2025, as we strive to broaden our

expansion of capacity and capabilities.

access to the outstanding talent pool and

collaboration in strategic partnerships

value chain and increase the services we

The site is a modern facility with state-of-

numerous novel technologies being devel-

and transparent communication. Clients

can provide to our clients: Leukocare AG

the-art technologies.

oped in the area, which will facilitate our

want to be partners with CDMOs that can

contributes its best-in-class formulation

All of the approximately 70 employees

plans for expansion and better position

provide support throughout the devel-

development and Rentschler Fill Solutions

at the Milford site have chosen to continue

us to support our evolving clients’ needs.

opment and commercialization process

GmbH provides their state-of-the-art fill

employment under Rentschler Biopharma.

— from gene to vial and from concept to

and finish services. These collaborations

We are excited to welcome the highly quali-

OUR HISTORY — OUR FUTURE

market.

allow us to offer a one-stop-shop option.

fied, intelligent and experienced staff at

Rentschler Biopharma is one of the most

Intensive evaluation of key trends
in the biopharmaceutical industry has
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Our

existing

strategic

across both sites. We will continue to
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Milestones in Rentschler
Biopharma's History
1927	Foundation as a pharmaceutical
manufacturer

experienced biologics firms in the world.
Our company was founded in 1927 as a
privately held pharmaceutical company,
and we entered the biologics space in
1974. Since then, we have been a pioneer
in working with recombinant cell lines

1974	
Installation of the biotechnology
division

and single-use technologies at commercial scale. We have extensive experi-

1979	
Started working with

ence in the production of a wide range

1983	
World’s first market approval for

bispecific antibodies to fusion proteins,

1989	
Approval of a recombinant

tokines and growth factors.

recombinant cell lines
a natural interferon- (Fiblaferon)
interferon-y (Polyferon)

	Approval of a topical
interferon- gel

1997	
Entered the business of contract

development and manufacturing
of biopharmaceuticals

2006	
Foundation of Rentschler Inc.
2008	
Extension of manufacturing

facilities (1 × 3,000 L stainless
steel; 2 × 1,000 L single-use
bioreactors)

2013	
Implementation of own

combined head and power plant

2015	
Manufacturing starts in the first
2,000 L single-use bioreactor

2016	
Expansion of manufacturing

capacity (2 × 3,000 L twin facility,
second 2,000 L single-use
bioreactor)

2017 Strategic alliance between

Rentschler Biopharma and
Leukocare

of biomolecules, from monoclonal and
recombinant enzymes, blood factors, cyThe company became a fully dedicated CDMO in 1997, and today we pursue a
bioprocessing approach that relies on
bioinformatics,

advanced

modeling

tools and lab-scale analytics to enable
the development of optimized, robust,
reproducible and scalable cGMP-ready
bioprocesses that reduce costs, time
and effort.
Our more than 40-year track record

Passion for Performance
A world-class
biopharmaceutical CDMO
• Experts in cell culture bioprocess
development and manufacturing
• Family-owned company, thinking globally and
focused exclusively on our client projects
• Biopharma pioneer with commitment to
advanced technology and innovation leadership
• Extensive track record and
40 years of experience

New

sultation in all matters related to phase
I/II development up to market launch.

Our partners:
one contact – one contract – one quality

Our experts in project management and
regulatory affairs support our clients
throughout the entire value chain of their
products. In the future, we plan to offer

U.S.

M

more flexible business models to our clients and to adapt to their specific needs

tion, we remain a medium-sized, family-

on the level of a closer and more detailed

owned company with a 100% focus on

partnership. This will accelerate their

our clients’ projects. As a fully dedicated

path to clinic and market.

CDMO, our clients have no concerns that
their projects might compete with any in-

FULLY DEDICATED TO OUR CLIENTS

2019	
Acquisition of manufacturing site

ternal development efforts.

Rentschler Biopharma is one of the global

At Rentschler Biopharma, our goal is to

leaders focused on mammalian cell cul-

establish partnerships with our clients to

ture. We have worked with over 130 cli-

enable us to act as an extension of their

ents and 260 molecules in the last few

workbench. Our flexibility in providing

years alone. Despite this leadership posi-

tailored services that meet the specific
needs of each project and client adds
further value. As a solution provider, we
focus on understanding project objec-
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tives and the challenges our clients face
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in their biologic bioprocess, formulation
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and analytical development and optimi-
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Best-in-class formulations
provide significant
competitive advantages

zation efforts. With capabilities ranging
from cell line development through fill/
finish and global regulatory support, our
clients can rapidly achieve cGMP production of both clinical and commercial
quantities. The Milford site acquisition
greatly amplifies our ability to offer our
U.S. clients the very best of our innovative
solutions, technological advancements
and expertise moving forward.

P

Rentschler Biopharma SE
Erwin-Rentschler-Str. 21 · 88471 Laupheim · Germany
info@rentschler-biopharma.com · www.rentschler-biopharma.com
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allows us to guide our clients with con-

	Strategic partnership between
Rentschler Biopharma and
Rentschler Fill Solutions
in Milford, MA, USA

WITH ACCESS TO
DEVELOPMENT AND
MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES IN BOTH
EUROPE AND THE UNITED
STATES, WE WILL
CONTINUE TO BUILD
OUR CAPACITIES
IN ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES THAT
FACILITATE THE
ROBUST, SCALABLE
PRODUCTION
OF COMPLEX
BIOMOLECULES.

THE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ISSUE FEATURE

Evolving
Business Models
and an Ethical
Paradigm Shift
By David Alvaro, Ph.D., Emilie Branch, and Cynthia Challener, Ph.D., Nice Insight

PART 1

Balancing Ethical and
Fiduciary Responsibilities
in Drug Pricing

T

here is no single issue in the pharma-

authorization or making a patient take part in a step

ceutical industry as contentious as the

therapy system (where a patient must try other drugs

pricing of drugs. In the United States,

before a costly therapy can be prescribed).

in an environment of bipartisan govern-

Although the patient is the ultimate consumer of

ment pressure and a great deal of cover-

the drug, there is little opportunity for direct patient

age in the media, the industry has been tasked with

input in the pricing process. Decisions on pricing

reforming ethically, such that the development and

are made by physicians, who require patients to take

commercialization of life-savings therapies can con-

specific medication, and by the insurance company

tinue without pricing out those who are in need of ac-

that determines whether the patient will be allowed

cess. The industry must innovate so that the cost bur-

access to the prescribed drug.2 Though the consumer

den is shared across the supply chain and no longer

is squeezed between insurance companies and drug

fully shifted to consumers and insurance companies.

companies, neither is ultimately held accountable for

CALCULATING THE COST OF A DRUG

the consumer’s interests.

Drug pricing is a complicated process involving many

ETHICAL COMPLICATIONS

parties. The first step a company takes when deter-

That the consumer has been effectively left out of

mining an appropriate drug price is to estimate the

the drug pricing process has become abundantly

size of the market for the drug in relation to the cost

clear, especially over the last several years. Follow-

of the drug’s development. For instance, a drug for an

ing a string of highly publicized issues, public per-

extremely rare disease with a potential patient pop-

ception of the pharmaceutical industry remains low

ulation of only 1,000 people will likely be ten times

across demographic groups. According to Consumer

more expensive than one that can be used by 10,000

Reports, a total of 73% of Americans believe that the

consumers, if it costs the same to develop.1

cost of prescription drugs is unreasonable, and, with-

Before finalizing a drug price, companies consult

in that group, 76% feel that “greedy pharmaceutical

with insurance companies to determine what their di-

companies” are to blame. 4 These sentiments are even

rect competitors are charging. For instance, the price

more acute in older Americans, who likely have great-

of a new drug that performs better than the previous-

er experience with pharmaceuticals; 81% of adults

ly marketed treatment can be increased by a premium of 10–15%, on average. This is what happened with
Gilead’s hepatitis C treatment Sovaldi, which entered
the market with an $84,000 price tag, slightly higher
than the existing hepatitis C therapies.2,3

LEAVING OUT THE CONSUMER
Insurance companies are the frontline in combatting
drug prices.2 They set their budgets for the year in advance, before knowing what therapies will be offered
or at what cost. These companies also have internal

The industry must innovate so that
the cost burden is shared across
the supply chain and no longer fully
shifted to consumers and insurance
companies.

measures to keep costs low, including requiring prior
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aged 50 and up feel that prescription drug

closerine, a drug for the treatment of

the most-widely prescribed epinephrine

According to a Kaiser Health Tracking

may have some troublesome side effects.

ing organizations, simplifying the supply

prices are too high, with 9 in 10 noting that

multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, whose

auto-injector in the U.S. is part of our long-

Poll, the majority of Americans (83%) be-

It also lacks an enforcement mechanism,

chain, ensuring security of supply and

the prices are so high that the government

price increased from $500 to $10,800 for

standing commitment to advance access

lieve that the government should negoti-

such as steep fines. How is showing drugs’

meeting regulatory requirements at a fair

has a responsibility to act.4

30 pills after being acquired by Rodelis

to lower cost, safe and effective generic

ate with drug companies to lower prices

list prices supposed to work? Part of the

price.15

Drug prices have increased so much that

Therapeutics.5 Similarly, the antibiotic

alternatives once patents and other ex-

and to lower costs for those with Medi-

Trump administration’s theory seems to

If all sponsors and suppliers work to-

many consumers either compromise on

doxycycline jumped from $20 per bottle

clusivities no longer prevent approval,” it

care. Similarly, 76% believe that drug

be that by shaming drug companies they

gether, forming strategic partnerships that

dosages or go without critical medications.

in October 2013 to $1,849 by April 2014.

read.6 However, Gottlieb made his state-

companies should put limitations on pric-

might lower their prices. But nothing

allow medicines to be created and moved

Approximately 20% of Americans say they

Likewise, Valeant Pharmaceuticals raised

ment before the price was public. Teva’s

ing for drugs that treat illnesses such as

seems to shame them. Indeed, after all the

along the supply chain, reducing ineffi-

have cut medication in half or skipped a

the price of heart drugs Isuprel and Nitro-

generic version of the drug cost the same

hepatitis or cancer. Until national pricing

uproar over $600 EpiPens, EpiPens are,

ciency — and if the responsibility for prof-

dose completely due to high cost; 10% of

press 525% and 212%, respectively, follow-

as Mylan’s, remaining at $300.7

issues are resolved, 72% feel that Ameri-

well, still $600.”13 A related concern is this

its and margins is re-evaluated internally

patients prescribed a drug for multiple my-

ing their acquisition from Marathon Phar-

proposal will actually confuse audiences,

and not totally dependent on a treatment’s

eloma stopped taking it because it was too

maceuticals — this prompted government

AN INTERNATIONAL PRICE DISCREPANCY

cans should be able to buy prescription
drugs imported from Canada.12

since the actual cost of drugs is individual-

high cost — we can come closer to mak-

expensive; and 55% of adults over age 50

intervention.5

Though the EpiPen costs $300–600 in the

ized and depends on insurance coverage.

ing life-saving treatments available at fair

A high drug price seen on TV may deter

prices.

EpiPen was among the most high-pro-

United States, this is not the case every-

A CALL TO ACTION

file drug price cost increases in recent

where. The identical drug costs $69 in the

The public outcry over drug costs has

those in need of treatment, instead of en-

United Kingdom,8 $38 in Australia,9 and

prompted

couraging it.

$100 in Canada.10 The varying cost of the

though few results are apparent thus far.

same medication around the world is the

President Trump proposed that drug com-

result of a number of factors, including dif-

panies show their prices on television

ferent national regulations. The UK, Can-

ads, as a way to encourage transparency

ada and Australia ensure that all citizens

said that they did not refill a prescription
because they could not afford to do so.4

U.S.
Prescription
Drug
Spending

Batch 54321
Exp
101984
SN
56BUw257

Batch 12345
Exp
102014
SN
32AWt368

$19.6B

SOURCE
Kaiser Family Foundation
Health Spending Explorer,
U.S. Health Expenditure
from 1984-2014

1984

industry must look inwards and view access to medicines in the same regard as innovation. After all, if our medicines do not
reach the intended consumers, how can we

are granted access to drugs by refusing to

uel, chair of the Department of Medical

has been outspoken in their support of

quantify our work? Ethical responsibility

allow their sale if the price is not found to

Ethics and Health Policy at the Univer-

generic alternatives. In December, Com-

begins at the molecule and must be upheld

be reasonable.

sity of Pennsylvania, penned a reaction to

missioner Scott Gottlieb and Director

from start to finish.

this, noting the paradoxical nature of the

of the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation

change.

and Research Janet Woodcock released

sider price during approval. As long as a

Emanuel wrote, “Putting list prices on

a statement on modernizing the packag-

drug is considered safe for human use and

TV ads will not lower drug prices. And it

ing and labeling of generic medicines.14

P
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PART 2

Evolving Ethical
Conduct Concerns
in Clinical Trials

benefitting both clinical trials participants themselves and the quality of the resulting data. Although,
in most cases, a clear way forward is evident, there
remain areas in which current clinical trial practices
can be optimized to address a wider range of ethical
considerations.

UNDERREPORTING OF RESULTS

2005, and the European Union Clinical Trials Reg-

One such concern in clinical trials, which allows for

ister requires publication of trial results within one

clear remediation, is the underreporting of results —

year of completion.

specifically, the relative rarity of publication of nega-

Despite these regulatory actions, lax enforcement

tive results in which the desired outcomes (e.g., safe-

of the requirements has prevented a full reversal of

ty, efficacy) were not met. Historically, researchers

the trend of underreporting of clinical trials results.

had full discretion in regard to what results to pub-

A cross-sectional analysis of published literature by

lish. As null results have previously been considered

Jones et al. found that nearly a third of all large-scale

linical trials play a critical role in extend-

These regulations and others led to the codification

inconsequential and uninformative, they are rarely

clinical trials registered before 2009 were never pub-

ing scientific research from the laborato-

of seven principles for ethical conduct in clinical

published, in spite of the potential impact on trials

lished; 78% of these unpublished trials failed to report

ry and model systems to human biology.

research:

going forward.

1

Arguably the most critical step in taking

In reality, negative results are fundamentally as insocial and clinical value: that the relevant

formative to the broader scientific community as pos-

lected from the NIH registry failed to publish results

research question is valuable enough to justify

itive results. Failing to publish negative results can

within four years, well beyond the one year mandated

2
3

exposing human subjects to risk;

lead to unnecessary duplication of the study, thereby

by the FDAAA. In Europe, the EU Trials Tracker re-

putting additional patients at risk by exposing them

ported that 51.9% of registered trials fail to publish

to a treatment that will ultimately fail to succeed.

within the required one year, overwhelmingly due to

4
5

a drug to market, trials contribute to a

rigorously controlled, generalizable body of knowledge about biology with new treatments seeking to
improve human health. In general terms, clinical trials focus on determining the safety and efficacy of
putative treatments and drugs, both overall and in
comparison with existing treatments. Though it is
impossible to rigorously evaluate safety or efficacy
without testing in human volunteers, doing so exposes these volunteers to health risks, though in the
name of providing benefits to broader populations.
To protect clinical trial participants against exploitation, it is critical that clinical trials are subject to
stringent guidelines and that pharma companies and
contract research organizations proactively develop
and update their own ethical standards.

GUIDELINES FOR ETHICAL CLINICAL TRIALS
Following notorious cases of unethical clinical practice, the 20th century saw the enactment of many
influential codes of medical ethics and regulations,
both in the United States and internationally, notably
including the Nuremberg Code (1947), the Belmont
Report (1979), the U.S. Common Rule (1991) and the
Declaration of Helsinki (2000).

results on ClinicalTrials.gov.3 A 2014 meta-analysis by
Saito and Gill4 found that 29% of trials randomly se-

6
7

scientific validity: that the study is properly
designed to provide useful information;

Exclusively publishing positive clinical trials can

results being negative.

muddy the evidence base by obscuring important

There is a growing sentiment that researchers con-

fair subject selection: that participants be

safety and efficacy information and perpetuating

ducting clinical trials have an ethical obligation to

chosen in a way that minimizes risks and

knowledge gaps. This can retard drug development

publish their findings, regardless of whether they are

maximizes benefits across demographic

and lead to continued allocation of resources toward

positive or negative. As pharmaceutical companies

groups, without arbitrary exclusion;

developmental dead ends.2 Additionally, there are

continue the upward trend of outsourcing activities to

ethical considerations in regard to the researchers’

specialized companies along the supply chain, many

favorable risk–benefit ratio: that while some

obligations to the trial participants, who volunteered

choose to delegate the bulk of the clinical trial duties

risk is inherent to clinical research, care is

in the belief that they were contributing to scientific

taken to minimize risk wherever possible;

knowledge and helping improve lives. As such, failure

Cumulative clinical trial publication
percentage by time elapsed from trial
completion to publication3

to report trials results runs contrary to several key
independent review: that outside bodies (e.g.,

ethical principles: social and clinical value, informed

granting agencies, institutional review boards)

consent, and respect for enrolled subjects.

screen research proposals in advance and
monitor ongoing studies;

For decades, regulatory bodies — including the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the World Health Orga-

informed consent: that participants are fully

nization (WHO) — have advocated for more complete

informed about a study’s purpose, risks and

publication of clinical trials data. The real push for

benefits and their relevance to their own

transparency began in the United States in 1997 with

health status and make a voluntary decision to

the passage of the Food and Drug Modernization Act,

participate without coercion; and

which established the NIH registry ClinicalTrials.gov,
and mandated that all trials be registered within 21

respect for potential and enrolled subjects:

days of recruitment. Reporting of trial results did not

including maintaining confidentiality,

become mandatory until the passage of the Food and

monitoring welfare, allowing participants to

Drug Administration Amendments Act (FDAAA) in

withdraw from the study, and informing them of

2017. The WHO took a similar approach by creating

the results.1

the International Clinical Trials Registry Platform in

Cumulative publication percentage

C

The wide adoption of these guidelines has shaped
the manner in which clinical research is conducted,

A cross-sectional analysis of published
literature by Jones et al. found that
nearly a third of all large-scale clinical
trials registered before 2009 were never
published; 78% of these unpublished
trials failed to report results on
ClinicalTrials.gov.
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The groups that are the least fairly represented

ing environment of strategic partnerships between

in clinical trials are African-Americans in U.S. trials

There continue to be ethical complications associ-

pharma companies and CROs may create new collab-

and Africans overall in international trials. A 2018

ated with how clinical trials are advertised and pro-

orative opportunities to standardize the publication

ProPublica study found, in trials for 24 of the 31 on-

moted to prospective participants, including to those

of clinical trial results. In order to positively impact

cology drugs approved over the previous three years,

lacking medical insurance. Increasingly, uninsured

both the industry and patient lives, the industry must

less than 5% of trial subjects were African-American,

patients are drawn to clinical trials as a means to

reform from the inside and prioritize reporting.

despite black Americans making up 13% of the U.S.

access healthcare options that they are otherwise

UNDERREPRESENTATION OF DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS

population.5 This underrepresentation is made more

unable to afford. On one hand, it would be unethical

significant by the fact that African-Americans have

to exclude uninsured volunteers from participating

While significant progress has been made in recent

the highest death rate and shortest survival rates

in clinical trials, particularly given the acute medi-

decades to meet the guideline for fair subject selec-

of any group in the United States for many classes

cal need. However, their inclusion creates the pos-

tion, there continue to be issues of underrepresenta-

of cancer.6 Globally, as few as 2% of cancer clinical

sibility of exploitation, as they must accept a certain

tion in clinical trials, both for minority groups in U.S.

trials are conducted in Africa, home to 17% of the

amount of risk, receive at best only short-term ben-

clinical trials and for racial and ethnic groups inter-

world’s population.7

efits during the trial, and then are less likely than

nationally.

For the 31 drugs, which
populations are most at
risk for the cancers
treated?
White

Black

For the 31 drugs, how often
was each population the
largest group represented
in clicnical trials?
White

Black: NONE

insured patients to ultimately benefit from the re-

garding representation are even starker. In 2015, a

sults of the clinical research. One solution currently

new drug for multiple myeloma was approved by the

being explored by pharmaceutical companies is to

FDA following promising trial results. However, in

offer post-trial access to treatment (either the trial

harmful to patients. Advertisements must reflect the

that trial, which had a cohort of 722 patients, only 13

drug or standard of care) for trial participants. Such

fundamental mandate of clinical trials, replacing

(1.8%) were African-American, despite the fact that

voluntary moves within the industry to go above and

anecdotes with rigorous, controlled evidence, and

African-Americans comprise 20% of the American

beyond current ethical practices to respect and sup-

stress informed consent so that volunteers do not ap-

population suffering from the disease. Demographic

port trials subjects demonstrate clear solutions to

proach trials with fixed preconceptions about likely

underrepresentation in a clinical study of a group that

these issues, and, with some regulatory guidance,

therapeutic benefits.9

is overrepresented in the patient population muddles

this practice could become universal.

OUTLOOK FOR CHANGE
When compared with the ethical issues that charac-

While people of African descent face the lowest

tive volunteers and the ways in which participants

terized the first century of clinical trials research, the

representation in clinical trials globally, African-

are recruited. There has been a recent upsurge in

issues outlined above are relatively minor, and many

Americans are not the only group that remains under-

television, online, and billboard advertising that may

options to resolve them are apparent, including in-

represented in U.S. clinical trials. While Asians are

distort the reality of clinical trials to a patient audi-

creasing regulatory enforcement of the requirements

well represented in international trials, Asian Amer-

ence. Enticing volunteers with the suggestion that

to publish trial results, increased outreach to under-

icans account for less than 2% of U.S. trial partici-

participation is truly a therapeutic option violates

represented groups and the potential for expanded

pants, despite accounting for 6% of the population.

the concept of clinical trials and obscures the reality

access via virtual trials. Pharmaceutical companies,

Similarly, Native Americans and Alaska Natives, who

that few new drugs show superior efficacy to exist-

medical centers, and academic researchers who seek

make up 2% of the U.S. population, were not repre-

ing treatments and that many are, in fact, ultimately

to optimize their ethical conduct and work to address

sented at all in 70% of clinical trials. These findings

these issues will protect the well-being of partici-

suggest certain ethnic groups may be underserved

pants and ultimately perform better science.

P

both by trials and even eventually approved drugs.

Many current efforts at different scales, from hospital community access and engagement programs

Similar: NONE

to the international African Access Initiative and its
industry partners, including Pfizer and Takeda, are
making inroads into this problem. Broader trends
in clinical trials logistics hold promise in achieving

Other

fair representation. Logistics partners like Marken
are helping to update the center-based clinical trials paradigm with decentralized, virtual and hybrid

Notes: Drugs are labeled “Similar Risk" if black Americans are at least
80 percent as likely as white Americans to be diagnosed with the
cancer treated.
SOURCE: U.S. Food and Drug Administration; National Cancer Institute (Riley Wong for ProPublica)

clinical trials models including direct-to-patient/
direct-from-patient (DTP/DFP) nursing networks that
can treat participants in their homes, minimizing ex-

Q1 2019

Trials
for which
registration
and results
reporting
are required
under the
Food and Drug
Administration
Amendments Act,
United States3

isting geographic and economic barriers to clinical
trials participation.8 Emerging technological innovations, such as wearables, can not only improve data
gathering and reduce costs in clinical trials, but also
expand access to underrepresented groups.

GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN TRENDS

medical centers advertise clinical trials to prospec-

duct and may also distort the validity of results.

fair subject selection and representation in trials.
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A related ethical issue concerns the way in which

the fair subject selection guideline for ethical con-

It is critical that all organizations performing

Other: NONE

Such voluntary moves within
the industry to go above and
beyond current ethical practices
to respect and support trials
subjects demonstrate clear
solutions to these issues, and,
with some regulatory guidance,
this practice could become
universal.

When considering specific cases, the issues re-

clinical trials make additional efforts to achieve

Similar Risk

CLINICAL TRIALS AS A THERAPEUTIC OPTION

to contract research organizations (CROs). This evolv-

* All pediatric post-marketing
surveillance of device studies
are included regardless of study
size.

Prospective clinical study of health
outcomes
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ATTRACTING INVESTMENT

Preparing MiddleMarket Firms to Attract
Investment

essential for middle-market CROs and
CDMOs to ensure that the financials
they intend to present are those that
will be acted upon. In smaller companies, misallocations of ownership (e.g.,
IP, infrastructure) or hidden costs often
occur and can dramatically impact a
firm’s financials. Problems uncovered

Highlighting Leadership
in Business Development
or this “Business” themed issue of
Pharma’s Almanac, we are thrilled
to publish this Business Development section, comprising insights
from a variety of thought leaders who address
a range of topics, from investment and M&A,
to how companies can best position themselves as attractive targets for investment.
Outside investment is increasingly critical
to growth for outsourcing providers serving the pharma–biotech supply chain, when
expanding beyond modest organic growth,
which requires strategic partnerships with investment groups and consultancy services.
These experts can guide outsourcing organizations in determining how to build optimal
operations and capabilities, expand capacity,
build on their existing business, and attract
new customers.
A number of growing trends, including
ongoing biopharmaceutical development,
emerging technologies, such as cell and gene
therapy, and increased demand for specialized manufacturing services, such as fill-finish operations, are expected to continue to
drive growth in the outsourcing market. To
build a market-leading outsourcing provider,
it is not only critical to attract outside invest-

ment, but to find the right investment partner. The right partner will have the expertise
necessary to understand the market’s possibilities and offer insight into sustaining
growth over the long term. Clearly, capital
investment is the lifeblood of expansion, but
experience, understanding, and strategic
guidance are also critical.
Consolidation continues to be a major
driver of growth in the outsourcing sector.
There is a trend among contract development and manufacturing organizations
(CDMOs) that involves building up their organizations by adding operations to achieve
an integrated, full-service offering. M&A activity presents a strong opportunity to create a contract organization that offers the
most value to customers, driving projects
from development to manufacturing, while
streamlining the supply chain.
Our expert contributors in this section
represent different stakeholders in growth
and investment opportunities, including
private equity, advisory and consulting, and
commissioning. They offer a range of critical
insights for outsourcing providers interested
in growth or in positioning themselves for
acquisition. P

after investors have been approached
providers

that require adjustments can affect the

63

certification for handling controlled

that want to grow through

substances and specialized expertise

company’s valuation and create serious

Preparing Middle-Market
Firms to Attract Investment

outside investment or acqui-

in the production of certain types of for-

obstacles for any transaction. Auditing

sition by a larger firm must

mulations or new technologies on the

by a third party is the most effective

first position themselves as attractive

forefront of advancing trends are also

means of identifying any issues and ul-

investment targets.

valuable. What is key is being able to

timately achieving clean financials. For

clearly demonstrate how the company

smaller CROs and CDMOs, a mid-tier

creates value through differentiation.

auditing firm is more than sufficient

ontract
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Value from the Investor Perspective

and will ensure that the company will

Companies that prepare themselves
as an investment “target” will be in an

Customer Concentration

receive the attention of senior account-

advantageous position when seeking

For smaller CROs and CDMOs (<$40 mil-

ing experts.

growth capital. Strategic positioning,

lion in sales), it is not uncommon to have

customer relations and corporate struc-

one or two customers that account for a

Assessing Preparedness

ture are among the key elements that

majority of sales. Such customer concen-

When a middle-market CRO or CDMO

make companies attractive to investors.

tration can be an issue because the profit-

begins to seriously consider non-organ-

Pharmaceutical companies increasingly

ability of the company is too closely tied

ic growth options or a sale, it is critical

outsource research, development and

to the success and choices of a limited

to ensure that it is positioned properly

manufacturing activities to gain access

number of customers. If any one custom-

to attract investment, and there is often

to specialized capabilities that can ac-

er accounts for more than 25% of sales,

considerable work to be done. The com-

celerate the commercialization of com-

then the company should be working to

pany’s differentiated value-creating ca-

plex drug candidates. With foresight on

diversify its customer base, as it will be

pabilities must be clearly delineated,

investment, those outsourced providers

a topic of discussion with any potential

additional business development action

that support multiple projects across a

investor. The preferred approach is to at-

should be taken to increase and diver-

broad range of molecules using diverse

tract new customers and increase sales.

sify the company’s current customer
base, and a strong, knowledgeable man-

technologies are positioned to create
real value for their customers and make

Next-generation Leadership

agement team (on par with the CEO)

those qualities attractive to investors.

Many middle-market CROs and CDMOs

must share decision-making responsi-

For middle-market service provid-

are headed by a CEO/founder that re-

bilities. In addition, taking the time to

ers, some areas to keep in mind where

mains responsible for running all of the

ensure a formal accounting system is in

investors derive value include differen-

day-to-day activities. This management

place — and that all financials have been

tiated capabilities, customer portfolio,

strategy is not scalable, however, and is

audited — will ensure that engagement

next-generation leadership and audited

often a liability from the perspective of

with investors or buyers begins on the

financials.

investors. Investors are seeking a plat-

right footing.

form for growth. To ensure continuity of

Differentiation

the business, it is essential that a man-

Leading the Conversation

The most successful contract research

agement team capable of running the

All of these steps are time sensitive

organizations (CROs) and contract de-

company be appointed, in case the CEO

and must be initiated well in advance.

velopment and manufacturing organi-

decides to leave (for whatever reason),

If the proper preparations are made

zations (CDMOs) have established spe-

including a sale in which the CEO does

before conversations with potential

cialized capabilities. Some examples

not transition to the acquired operation.

investors take place, the management
of the CRO/CDMO will be in a position

of these capabilities include expertise

Guy Tiene

Business Director, Partner
Nice Insight
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in handling highly potent compounds

Audited Financials

to lead that conversation rather than be

and sterile fill/finish of biologics. DEA

Before seeking funds from investors, it is

dictated to.

P
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FACILITY SALES

Setting Expectations
for Facility and Business
Sales in the CDMO Sector

MEET THE INVESTOR

Partner, Ampersand Capital Partners

offers is made using information in the
process letter, which details the requirements for initial letters of intent
and non-binding offers.
Sellers should prepare for site visits
from potential buyers. This can create

Selecting the Right Private
Equity Partner to Build a
Leading Outsourcing Provider

scheduling challenges. A strategy must

ing corporate governance and preparing
the business for growth.
Regarding growth, the focus is on
helping management teams understand
the contributions of different products
and services to the business, which is
essential to making the right decisions.
Monthly and quarterly financial targets

also be established to guard against

help the team track both top- and bottom-

a

the seller. Together with the seller, the

unnecessary speculation by employ-

he

outsourcing

ute to the partnership. There is a record

line results and enable the investor to

critical resource in making

broker crafts an information memoran-

ees. In some instances, the need for

market is expected to grow

amount of dry powder in the investment

work with management to stay on target

the right choices and suc-

dum that presents the desirable attri-

confidentiality may warrant limiting

steadily over the coming

community, but the right partner needs

and on budget. In addition, the inves-

cessfully navigating the site

butes of the assets and highlights the

potential buyer visits.

years, driven by continued

to bring more than just dollars to the ta-

tor and management team should be in

transaction process. They can help sell-

aspects that generate value. In some

macro

ble. Investment firms with direct experi-

sync regarding organic and inorganic

ers effectively prepare and set reason-

cases, the broker contacts potential

negotiations.

carve-

healthcare trends, and the emergence

ence in the service provider’s subsector

growth opportunities (e.g., driving mar-

able expectations to maximize opportu-

buyers without revealing the identity

outs are the most complex — as they

of new technologies, such as cell and

will understand the nuances of the busi-

gin expansion while looking for add-on

nities in the current sellers’ market.

of the seller or exactly what is for sale.

involve the conversion of cost centers

gene therapy. Biopharma will continue

ness and provide valuable networks of

opportunities to accelerate growth).

After signing a confidentiality agree-

into profit centers — and may require

to seek specialized providers of servic-

potential executives and board members

Healthy Market

ment, promising competitive bidders

agreements regarding interim transi-

es and manufacturing, particularly for

with direct, relevant experience.

The robust growth in the pharmaceuti-

can usually get three to four weeks of

tional services for enterprise resource

emerging, complex manufacturing tech-

For example, the investor must under-

Ampersand Capital Partners is focused

cal contract services market has led

access to the data room, where they can

planning and other complex systems.

nologies. There is a growing opportu-

stand the need for ongoing investment in

on the healthcare space, particularly

to significant merger and acquisition

submit refined offers.

The broker plays an important role in

nity for contract service providers that

capacity and capital expenditure (CapEx)

pharma outsourcing, with approximately

ransaction

brokers

are

Reaching a binding offer requires
Manufacturing

biopharma

pharma

R&D

investment,

Meet Ampersand Capital Partners

activities spanning a range of transac-

After reviewing the refined offers, the

facilitating this process, including pre-

are properly prepared and positioned to

requirements (e.g., establishing facili-

25 years of experience partnering with

tions. Some CDMOs are expanding by

seller and broker provide a limited num-

paring draft transaction documents in

maximize their growth. This can be sig-

ties, building teams, buying equipment

service providers and contract manufac-

acquiring large pharma facilities and

ber of potential buyers with a draft legal

advance and ensuring that both internal

nificantly enhanced by partnering with

and getting quality systems up to speed).

turers producing medical devices, blood

their associated operations, while oth-

purchase and sale agreement for con-

and external legal counsels are mov-

the right investment team that provides

As capacity and access to new technolo-

products, small and large molecules

ers are snatching up smaller players

sideration. Finalizing a deal often takes

ing the process along promptly. Sell-

deep experience in the sector.

gies and processes is critical for an

and cell/gene therapies. We have helped

with complementary capabilities and/

at least 10 “legal touches” or a minimum

ers must have realistic expectations

outsourced service provider’s success,

these firms grow, through both organic

or market reach. Valuations for CDMOs

of 10 weeks. For many publicly traded

regarding the timeline and the level of

there should be a deep understanding of

and inorganic approaches, into business-

and their investment targets have never

companies, boards must review the pro-

effort required to prepare for a transac-

Compounding Outsourcing Market
Growth

the details and costs involved. It is best

es attractive to large strategic acquirers.

been higher.

posed transaction. This can take 6–8

tion, as well as the projected value.

There are two key pharma industry

practice to partner with an investment

Ampersand brings significant sector ex-

trends that are creating compounding

team that has been through the process

perience to CDMO investments, having

growth effects:

before and has the wherewithal to follow

been involved with a number of the lead-

through in order to minimize risk.

ing players in the space – Avista Pharma,

weeks to schedule.

Meet PharmaBioSource

Multi-Step Process
A transaction expert/broker is a criti-

Importance of the Data Room

For 18 years, PharmaBioSource has

cal resource that assists sellers in mak-

Experienced brokers should provide an

been providing a thorough and compre-

ing the right choices and successfully

index of what data must be deposited

hensive suite of brokerage and adviso-

navigating the selling process. The first

(e.g., financial, management team, regu-

ry/consulting services, helping clients

step is to establish the appropriate level

latory, client projects, supply chain, hu-

to streamline business processes, find

of confidentiality and a detailed strat-

man resources, legal) in the data room.

egy for maintaining that confidential-

1. Expansion of biopharmaceutical

Experience and knowledge must be

Brammer Bio and Lake Pharma, to name

2. Increasing demand for

combined with a practical, hands-on

the most recent ones. This history and

outsourcing services

partnership approach. The best investor

experience is a significant value-add for

Biopharma companies continue to ac-

becomes a true partner with the manage-

the next companies we invest in.

new facilities, expedite mergers and

cess specialized technologies and capa-

ment team, bringing expertise, capital

When Ampersand partners with entre-

The broker can help to determine how

sell assets. We leverage our broad ex-

bilities from third-party providers. As

and a collaborative attitude. Partnering

preneurs, we bring our team to the table,

ity throughout the process. Next, the

to assemble the documents while main-

perience as engineers, scientists and

technologies and end products become

with an investor involves a multi-year

as well as a broader team of experienced

prospective seller develops a profile

taining confidentiality within the sell-

industry specialists to provide expert

increasingly complex, there is a contin-

commitment; therefore, a solid working

operating partners and current and for-

and explicitly defines what is for sale.

er’s organization. Populating the data

M&A, real estate and technical knowl-

ued demand for outsourced services.

relationship is a must if the business is

mer CEOs and CFOs. We seek to partner

The broker provides an estimate of the

room can be a significant challenge for

edge through in-depth industry experi-

going to be a success.

with companies that are willing to accept

sale value based on sales of similar as-

most sellers.

ence to enable our clients to grow and

Important Investor Attributes

thrive in a changing marketplace.

Having the right investment partner can

More Than a Funding Source

and advice. Our focus is on growth and

help biopharma service providers build

Investment firms create value, specifi-

companies operating in markets with

sets to set expectations. All necessary

R&D budgets

funding in addition to ongoing guidance

information to support the sale must be

From Process Letter to Binding Offer

compiled and deposited in a data room,

A good process is open, honest and

over 100 transactions around the world

market-leading

organiza-

cally for lower-middle-market providers,

strong underlying fundamentals, compa-

usually managed by the broker.

fair. The process can have a local or

and has an established network of per-

tions. Access to capital is only one part

by first applying basic business prin-

nies that are differentiated in their partic-

The broker then assesses the market

international focus, and, depending on

sonal contacts throughout the industry,

of the equation — experience, networks,

ciples: operating systems and controls,

ular niches and management teams that

and identifies targets to create a list of

the transaction, different levels of con-

a distinct advantage when identifying

and sector knowledge are all critical val-

financial rigor and compliance, regula-

are open-minded and looking for a part-

potential buyers that are acceptable to

fidentiality. Comparisons of different

and contacting potential buyers.

ue-adds that an investor should contrib-

tory and quality commitments, address-

ner that offers more than just capital.
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PharmaBioSource

has

facilitated

P

outsourcing
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Q OF E

Partner, Excellere Partners

Quality of Earnings: The Most
Important Term You Probably
Don’t Know
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Jason Foss

Investors are very interested in ensuring that all of the costs are included,
because they want to be comfortable
that the company can continue to generate the same revenue without incurring more costs.

CONSOLIDATION

Factors Driving
Consolidation in the
CDMO Space

commercial manufacturing. The earlier
in the cycle a CDMO can offer services,
the greater the chance of locking up the
commercial manufacturing business. PE
firms also pursue this goal.
Companies looking to acquire a
CDMO should confirm that they are
investing not only in good leadership,
but also in high-quality personnel

or those of you that have been

do not have a bad debt reserve, yet you

through a recent business sale

experience occasional write-offs or is-

process, quality of earnings

sue credits to your customers, your rev-

(Q of E) is a phrase that may

enue and earnings are overstated by the

still produce night sweats. For the rest

same amount.

Take the time to understand
your Q of E, and it will better
prepare you for discussions
with investors, lenders
and/or buyers.

throughout the company.
espite the completion of sev-

in the contract manufacturing sector

eral megadeals, the phar-

and continue to seek to duplicate their

interest will always include those that

maceutical contract manu-

achievements. They are willing to enter

contribute to higher-margin business-

facturing

remains

the market with a basic purchase and

es, such as sterile fill and injectables

fragmented. More consolidation can be

build platforms through a combination

manufacturing. The same paradigm will

expected as outsourcing expands and

of acquisitions and organic growth to

apply going forward; the difference will

players look to build their capabilities.

achieve a target investment growth with-

be a shift in the technologies driving

in 3–5 years.

faster growth.

sector

Specialized

services

of

greatest

of you, be aware that it is fast becoming

Furthermore, we rarely see well-

one of the most important concepts in

developed revenue waterfall reports

managing and evaluating your business.

(delineation between booked, under-

At first blush, Q of E may seem

contract, verbal award, etc.). While not

Last is the notion of perception,

straightforward. The words “quality”

technically a component of a Q of E

which really only applies to those situa-

Growing Importance of Bolt-on
Acquisitions

More Activity in Biologics?

Following the Path of CROs

and “earnings” are familiar and com-

report, the better documented and pre-

tions in which your Q of E is being eval-

From late 2016 through 2017, some of the

Although the CDMO market for small

CDMOs will likely follow the path of the

mon — but, when combined, they cre-

dictable your revenue flow, the more

uated by third parties for some kind of

biggest deals in the contract manufactur-

molecules is much larger than that for

well-consolidated CRO industry, which

ate a nuanced concept that can impact

likely it is that positive adjustments to

transaction. If you are considering a

ing sector took place, notably Thermo

biologics (~$75 billion vs. $7 billion), the

has achieved 50% penetration into re-

everything from your ability to borrow

your Q of E will stick. Consistency and

sale of the business, you clearly want

Fisher Scientific’s acquisition of Patheon

biopharma contract manufacturing sec-

search capacity for the pharma industry

at favorable terms to a transaction’s

predictability of revenue increase val-

to show the highest possible level of

and Lonza’s purchase of Capsugel. Small-

tor is expanding at a faster rate (~10%)

overall, compared with 25–27% of manu-

value during a sale process.

ue, whereas volatility and unpredict-

earnings, as most valuations are based

er but significant deals included Catal-

and is more profitable.

facturing capacity for CDMOs.

ability in revenue reduce value.

on the earnings stream. However, if the

ent’s acquisition of Cook Pharmica and

Interest is growing in the sector, but

Greater consolidation will be driven

Depending on the source, Q of E is
defined as “the amount of earnings

For any adjustment to revenue or

presented earnings include adjustments

the privatizing of Albany Molecular Re-

deals have been limited. Tradition-

by large pharma companies looking

attributable to higher sales or lower

expenses to truly qualify as something

attributable to things like accounting

search by the Carlyle Group and GTCR.

costs, rather than artificial profits cre-

that improves Q of E, it must have cred-

method changes, recent expense reduc-

ated by accounting anomalies or tricks,

ible sustainability. For example, many

such as inflation of inventories, chang-

ally, pharma companies have elected to

to focus on core strengths. They will

not

keep biologics manufacturing in-house.

increasingly outsource manufacturing

tions or price increases, cost savings

observed in 2018; most fell in the $500

Recently, nearly $100 billion has been

as they already do basic research. Con-

times we see “one-time” expenses

from short-term commodity price fluc-

million range. This shift is not surpris-

invested in captive biologics production

currently, they will look to shrink their

ing depreciation or inventory method-

adjusted out that occur every year; an

tuations or similar factors, then even

ing, as there are only a limited number

capacity. While this could change as the

supplier base to improve efficiency,

ology”1 or “the proportion of income

investor is going to have a hard time

your completely supportable/sustain-

of larger deals to be made at one time.

biopharma industry matures, penetra-

and this will drive consolidation among

attributable to the core operating activi-

believing that the expense reduction

able adjustments will be called into

Instead, there is a general trend toward

tion of the market by CMOs/CDMOs in

CDMOs seeking to offer a wider array of

ties of a business.”2 While technically

is going to be sustained going forward.

question, and you may not receive full

bolt-on acquisitions. Companies seek to

the biologics space will likely remain

services. Meanwhile, smaller emerging

correct, these definitions fail to convey

Conversely, adding back excess com-

value consideration. The perception of

build out established platforms or create

flat over the next 3–4 years.

pharma and biotech companies look-

the whole story — instead, here is a prac-

pensation where the new compensation

adjustments is important; for example,

new platforms that can be grown over the

tical application that you can use within

level is documented in an employment

if a significant adjustment is for recent

next several years.

your business.

agreement is perfectly acceptable.

cost savings, it could cause an investor

Another thing to consider is whether

Q of E is Revenue Minus Expenses,

These

outsized

deals

were

There have been some important

ing to run efficient business models are

transactions in the biologics sector in

leveraging outsourcing across discov-

The contract manufacturing sector is

the last 2–3 years, however, including

ery, development and manufacturing,

to wonder why the management team

growing at 6–7% annually — not bad, but

the convergence of AGC Bioscience,

continuing to drive capacity demand

the expenses are associated with the

has not been operating the business as

Adjusted for One-Time Cost

insufficient to allow for organic doubling

Biomeva GmbH, and CMC Biologics to

and consolidation.

revenue. In other words, how much

efficiently as possible all along.

of a company’s size in a few years. M&A

form AGC Biologics.

It is important to recognize that Q of

did it cost to generate the revenue?

Take the time to understand your Q of

E starts with quality of revenue. It is

E, and it will better prepare you for dis-

always a bit surprising how many busi-

cussions with investors, lenders and/or

nesses do not have a good handle on

buyers.

is an attractive alternative for building

Advances in technology will be another important factor determining where

Creating a Wider Funnel

the CMO/CDMO sector is headed. Inno-

As the sector continues to grow, it will

For CDMOs making M&A deals, the

vations in manufacturing tech and know-

become more consolidated. Bigger deals

goal is to create a wider funnel through

how will help drive the pharma industry

their revenue quality metrics. There

may emerge once these platforms reach

which projects can be pushed from de-

forward. CDMOs will play a crucial role

are many instances when we encoun-

their target sizes.

velopment to manufacturing. The most

as they continue to invest in new tech-

important driver is expanding capa-

nologies to offer the most innovative

ter poor revenue recognition methodologies, which generally have a direct
1:1 offset to income. For example, if you
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LEVERAGING EXPERTISE

Similar, Different and
Constantly Varied

2019 involved putting together a CMC
to manage a product development program for a client. This team can also
provide technical expertise and expert

U.K. Healthcare Firms
Creating Value Worldwide

witness support for patent litigation.

THE U.K. MARKET

ization space presents an exciting opportunity

for

large-scale

consolidation.

There has been significant consolidation among contract research organizations (CROs), and the focus has shifted
to later-stage companies. U.K. firms are

Another area of expertise has been

looking to synergistically combine com-

finding partners for a range of assets,

K. companies in the health-

hurdles (e.g., market access, real-world

mercialization businesses to establish

from products (NDA, ANDA, 505B2) to

care sector are seeking inter-

evidence, patient engagement and adher-

a spectrum of services that can effec-

utsourcing companies often

their current CDMO, so I was able to

technologies, equipment and facilities.

ence) are attracting strong interest, par-

tively bring drugs to the market and pre-

leverage external support

work with the API supplier and another

national penetration, either

All this is made possible by possessing

ticularly those companies that are data

serve their market positioning.

to guide their business de-

CDMO to provide a competitive cost. I

organically or through M&A

a large network of connections built

velopment (BD) activities.

was then involved in a launch planning

deals, to gain access to larger address-

over many years in the United States

To gain an advantage in a competitive

chemistry and manufacturing controls

able markets.

and Europe.

and evolving market, it is advantageous

(CMC) support, as well as the negotia-

to partner with a consulting group that

tion of CDMO contracts for manufactur-

brings both business and technical ex-

ing and packaging for an NDA launch for

perience to the table.

a pharma company.
Following this, another small NDA

Our History

company was in need of a head of CMC

21159Pharma formed as a response

and BD, which involved licensing and

to an increasingly changing industry.

finding CDMOs for API and drug prod-

With decades of experience working in

uct. In between this time, an overseas

pharma, I perceived a definitive need

company was looking for a partner for

for outsourcing among companies of

their NDA product, and I was able to

all levels. I saw an opportunity to put

find the right partner through my net-

my technical and business acumen to

work. There are many companies con-

use, helping companies looking to out-

stantly seeking technical and business

source operations.

CMC support.

The Brexit Question

is unlikely that a single digital platform

The healthcare sector is resilient and

could address all needs best, either in

shortages,

tends to be less impacted by major eco-

the pharmaceutical or the healthcare

patient empowerment and technologi-

nomic and political upheavals than other

settings — hence, there is no obvious

cal advancement have spawned a new

industries. M&A activity and deal com-

consolidation play. However, selected

wave of innovative companies serving the

pletions have been relatively immune to

businesses offering integratable niche

U.K. healthcare market, which is domi-

the challenges associated with Brexit.

specialist digital solutions will likely be

nated by a single player — the National

However, as Brexit approaches and un-

acquired and rolled into larger organiza-

Health Service (NHS). Tech-enabled and

certainty about how the U.K. will depart

tions.

SaaS-based businesses are in demand

the European Union remains, there has

as recent NHS reform has made digiti-

been a slight ebbing in interest in pursu-

Global Focus for Clearwater International

zation a central focus. It has historically

ing M&A.

Clearwater International is a global M&A

Demand

When I was at pharmacy school, I

There is also significant fragmentation in the digital solutions sector, but it

M&A Market in the U.K.

21159Pharma works with a
large team of experienced
independent consultants that
can support almost any CMC
need, ranging from product
development to supply chain,
finance, regulatory and legal.

driven and tech enabled.

pressures,

staff

and corporate finance advisor with 15

been challenging for small businesses
to achieve traction within the NHS, but

International Moves by U.K. Companies

offices and 250 M&A professionals. We

the NHS is now actively supporting and

The pharmaceutical sector is an increas-

advise our clients on M&A, private equi-

seeking innovative digital technologies,

ingly global industry, and M&A activity

ty and debt raising transactions, largely

increasing opportunities and funding for

reflects this dynamic. A number of U.K.

in the mid-market.

private companies.

pharma outsourcing companies inter-

In addition to a truly international

never imagined what I would be doing

Range of Potential Projects

Thinking 21-15-9

at this stage in my career. Following a

What type of projects are we looking to

This leads into the story behind the

As these companies reach maturity

business, we have strong partnerships

short career in retail pharmacy, work for

take on in 2019? The easy answer is any

company name: 21159Pharma. Over the

ested in achieving significant scale have,

and saturation in U.K. markets, they are

with firms that have an established pres-

project involving CMC or BD related to

past seven years, I have been active

with PE backing, been looking to acquire

Janssen as a drug representative, and

looking internationally to reduce con-

ence in individual markets, particularly

an international job in Europe and Afri-

outsourcing. This can range from find-

in CrossFit and have enjoyed the con-

U.S. firms. In some cases, U.K. firms have

centration risk and gain access to larger

the U.S. We have extensive experience

ca for Catalent, I ended up in the United

ing an outsourcing provider for API,

stantly varied workouts and tough chal-

grown organically into the U.S. market,

addressable markets. Scaling interna-

with pure healthcare, business services

States. For the next 20 years, I worked

drug product manufacturing, packag-

lenges on the mind and body. 21–15–9

establishing their own offices in the U.S.

tionally is often a challenge for these

and technology companies active in the

at a drug development CDMO, where I

ing and/or clinical trials. It also involves

is a common rep scheme in CrossFit,

The key incentive is the size and impor-

companies, and few have successfully

healthcare and life sciences sector and

learned about both drug development

preparing an RFP, selecting up to three

which fittingly reflects the constant

tance of the U.S. biopharma market; it is

exported their technology organically.

a highly seasoned team with strong cre-

and the outsourcing industry.

vendors based on the needs of the proj-

yet varied jobs that we take on and the

also the location where many global con-

Where there is an international oppor-

dentials, who have brokered hundreds

In 2017, I took some time off to consid-

ect and reviewing the quotes — which

thought and hard work required to com-

tracts are procured.

tunity, particularly in the U.S., interest is

er gaps in the industry, before reimagin-

are then provided to the sponsor for a

plete each one.

Countries such as Japan, China and

increasing — from private equity inves-

India are also becoming areas for both

We have an intimate knowledge of

ing myself in a role where I could put my

final decision.

tors, often in parallel to trade interest.

organic growth and targeted acquisi-

M&A transaction requirements across

My years of experience in different

of deals.

background to use and help companies

On the CMC side, this could be spe-

positions across the industry — from

Simultaneously, on the life sciences

the world. We can find outstanding

cialized technical help for the project or

pharma to CDMOs to licensing — have

tions. In addition to being very large

gain and develop their business. By the

side, we are seeing strong interest in

acquisition opportunities or the right

end of the year, I founded 21159Pharma

a CMC team to manage the development

given me deep understanding of both

markets for pharmaceuticals, they pre-

outsourced

that

buyer across borders. We offer tailored

to leverage my skill set and help compa-

of a project. 21159Pharma works with a

the business and technical issues perti-

sent significant opportunities for U.K.

specialize in the commercialization of

and strategic thinking to prepare com-

nies in this space to grow.

large team of experienced independent

nent to these companies. 21159Pharma

companies offering pharmaceutical out-

biopharma products, particularly as pipe-

panies for sale and, with our highly per-

This has led to a lot of interest-

consultants that can support almost

can leverage the synergy between these

sourcing services and digital healthcare

lines become increasingly personalized

sonable approach and technical knowl-

ing assignments over the last year. A

any CMC need, ranging from product

types of expertise to help grow busi-

solutions.

and complex. Companies providing solu-

generics company was struggling to be

development to supply chain, finance,

nesses within the pharma outsourcing

tions to successfully clear increasingly

opportunities in an increasingly global

competitive in the marketplace with

regulatory and legal. One project in

space.

Consolidation Opportunities

rigorous regulatory and reimbursement

The biopharma outsourced commercial-

market.
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The Value Triangle: Risk
Management for RMATs

BUSIN ES S DEVELO P M E NT

Ori Gutwerg, MBA

RISK MANAGEMENT

Addressing Translational Gaps (TGs)
There are two major translation gaps
(TGs) when commercializing regenerative medicines. For technical feasibility
(TG1), the value triangle and PPK provide
a framework for helping companies

GENERICS

Finding the Right Product
Platform: A Personal
Perspective

all departments, reviewed and deliberated possible candidates to develop as
generic products and selected those
to take forward. The goal was to identify products that will reduce costs for
patients, address unmet needs, have

s intense competition to be

(PPK) management, combined with it-

establish controls and monitor activities

the first to bring advanced,

erative process risk assessment and an

to predict the likelihood of product fail-

personalized therapies to

evolutionary control strategy. Success-

ure, which is greatest in phase I/II. For

market collides with an in-

fully bringing guiding medicines from

organizational barriers (TG2), they pro-

any international compa-

having the right mindset is equally im-

stakeholders to be engaged and aligned

complete understanding of the radically

R&D to full-scale operations requires the

vide a road map for advancing the matu-

nies seek to enter the U.S.

portant.

from formulation to commercial launch.

different processes that will be neces-

development of robust PPK as early as

rity of the risk assessment and control

generics market. Building

Pitching a new company is challeng-

sary to commercialize these next-gen-

possible and the maturation of a robust

strategy. They support decisions around

a new pharmaceutical ge-

ing, but it is easy to identify candidates

eration products, it is critical to evolve

control strategy.

process scaling, facilities and equipment

nerics company from the ground up re-

seeking a unique employment experience

Forming the Right Partnerships:
Turbocharging Growth

a high likelihood of success and maximize the use of allocated resources and
funding. This process enables all the key

design, and the people and processes

quires excellent project/timeline man-

who are excited about tackling multiple

After understanding what you have in-

The Maturity Concept

that will be needed to achieve full-scale

agement and strong collaborations with

types of challenges, can think outside

house, you need to focus attention on

The value triangle — R&D/clinical stage,

manufacturing

the right partners.

the box and want to make a difference.

what you lack. We worked with partners

Process Understanding Is Critical

manufacturing technology and commer-

changes

Assembling a team of individuals who are

in the United States, India, Germany,

Regenerative Medicine Advanced Thera-

cial operations — with PPK at its core,

Channelling Experience

hungry, want to be leaders and have years

Israel and Canada who develop and

pies (RMATs) require greater early-stage

can help companies bridge the product

Making the Right Manufacturing Decision

In late 2014, when an international phar-

of experience and a vision on how things

manufacture products. We also pursued

process characterization, understanding

development phase II/III divide and min-

There are two crucial manufacturing

maceutical company decided to serve the

can run better will bring success.

business development and M&A deals

and control. Regulatory agencies urge

imize exposure to additional bridging

decisions: whether to scale out or scale

U.S. market directly, they recruited me

in Latin America, Europe, India and the

manufacturers to demonstrate process

studies. Applying robust PPK early on

up and whether to manufacture in-house

for the task. I was intrigued by their wide

United Arab Emirates. These relation-

understanding, design quality into the

provides a common basis for mitigating

or outsource. PPK and patient popula-

range of dosage forms and manufactur-

ships enabled us to rapidly achieve FDA

process and establish a robust control

both planned and unplanned changes

tion needs are ultimately the drivers for

ing capacity, as well as their years of ex-

strategy. Knowledge and life cycle man-

impacting the key commercial, R&D/

designing a fit-for-purpose manufactur-

perience as a CDMO.

agement are essential to commercial-

clinical, and manufacturing drivers and

ing and logistics strategy.

ization of these complex medicines,

acceptance criteria.

more robust models of knowledge management and risk assessment.

without

requiring

introducing

bridging

studies.

Allogeneic or personalized medicines

Managing Timelines and Priorities is Key

Pitching a new company is
challenging, but it is easy to
identify candidates seeking a
unique employment experience
who are excited about tackling
multiple types of challenges,
can think outside the box and
want to make a difference.

submissions and approvals and helped
to accelerate growth. As one example, we
acquired a portfolio for which we served
as the contract manufacturer, providing

require scaling out to achieve greater

Managing timelines for establishing a

design space maturity model. A prelimi-

volumes.

are

commercial platform, building a rela-

ferred without impacting the commercial

nary process risk assessment is con-

based on a limited election of starting

tionship with the FDA, engaging with

decisions and reimbursement strate-

ducted early and revised as the process

cells and use more traditional culture

distributors and suppliers and all of the

gies driving the clinical trial designs and

matures. Beyond manufacturing, this

methods. They may be scaled up or out

other activities involved in building a

data generation to support the intended

assessment includes the indicated mar-

depending on the cells used (adher-

company from scratch were crucial to

patient population’s needs.

ket and preliminary reimbursable strat-

ent/nonadherent)

batch

achieving our goals. Like any startup, the

egy, which drive clinical trial design,

size using a ballroom-style modular

team members all wore several different

Robust PPK Accelerates Speed to Market

and a plan for clinical material supply

approach in closed systems or produc-

hats, constantly juggled multiple projects

Comprehensive Portfolio: The Sooner
the Better

and Minimizes Costs

and management of the manufacturing

tion in larger bioreactors.

at once and worked to ensure that all proj-

In generics, your portfolio is what will

The evaluation of personalized medi-

process, which is often distributed for

By investing in a robust PPK man-

ects came to fruition at the right time.

drive growth, and, given development and

My Take

cines involves smaller clinical trials and

regenerative medicines and involves

agement strategy and risk-assessment

We were galvanized by achieving one

approval timelines, this should be a prior-

The generics sector has been beaten

single-use batch sizes produced via a

non-traditional personnel.

model, it is possible to develop a full-

milestone after another — from our first

ity at all times.

down in the past four years and overall

because initial product and process

This approach involves applying a

design choices must be scaled and trans-

Autologous

or

therapies

desired

us an established position in the U.S.
market with nine commercial products.
In the UAE, we partnered with a company
that, with our support, was the first FDAapproved site in that region. I was able
to collaborate with companies all over
the world to co-develop products with
unique delivery systems or other barriers
of entry that can provide an advantage.

paradigm

The risk assessment includes plans

scale operations model that helps com-

FDA submissions for a semisolid and a

After three and a half years, we had 12

pharma is not the most popular space

(“vein-to-vein”), introducing additional

for various market demand scenarios

panies select the best route to achieving

sterile product to passing our first FDA

products on the market, three of which

from a public perspective. However, I am

supply chain challenges that can im-

and relies on access to robust PPK and

their goals and supporting their target

inspections — and we focused on build-

were developed internally. Another five

still optimistic and I know that it is im-

pact consistency in product supply and

a comprehensive PPK management sys-

therapy, PPK platform and commercial

ing and implementing systems to accom-

were approved and prepared for launch,

portant that we are out there building the

administration.

tem to facilitate rationalization of pro-

drivers.

modate the requirements of the U.S.

two of which were developed internally.

global supply chain and patient access.

regulators and market to align with the

Given price erosion and increasing com-

Unlike coming into an already estab-

needs of U.S. consumers.

petition, the key to growth is to continue

lished organization, building a company

to launch new products and aim to be in

from the ground up forces you to focus

the first wave for each.

on the fundamentals of the business and

distributed

manufacturing

Whenever

change

is

introduced, the supply of clinical mate-

cess changes.

Engaging a reliable manufacturing

rial needed for a trial may be put at risk.

Preliminary risk assessments that

partner experienced in establishing suc-

There is no opportunity to build the large

mature along the way can become instru-

cessful process control strategies and

data sets required for classical QbD ap-

mental in reducing unintended change,

quality systems can help companies

People are Paramount

proaches. Instead, quality must be built

mitigating the need for bridging studies

respond effectively to change and lay the

The secret to success in any business

Three times per year, our pipeline com-

through

and accelerating time to market.

foundation for commercial success.

is recruiting the right professionals, but

mittee, comprising representatives from

product
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> GLOBAL PARTNER

A WORLD-CLASS
PARTNER FOR
TODAY’S MARKET

LEGACY SUPPORTING BIG PHARMA

in 2017. J-STAR has been serving as an

afforded by integrated service offerings

Porton was initially developed through

outsourcing partner to biotechs develop-

for drug product manufacturing. We are

our relationships with big pharma com-

ing APIs since it was founded in 1996 by

developing a business plan to ensure

panies. We have worked with over a dozen

Andrew Thompson, formerly of Merck

that we implement the most effective

top 20 big pharma companies for over

Research Laboratories. With this acquisi-

approaches and differentiating technolo-

10 years, including Janssen (a Johnson &

tion, we expanded our business reach and

gies to accelerate development and create

Johnson company), which is one of our

accelerated the fulfillment of our goal to

new solutions. Newly hired subject matter

largest customers. Working as a supplier

provide integrated outsourcing services

experts with experience and knowledge

to big pharma — even before entering into

in the development and manufacturing of

in both drug substance and drug product

contract manufacturing — instilled in us

new drugs. In addition, J-STAR Research

development and manufacturing are help-

our strong commitment to compliance, as

complements the Porton Technology Cen-

ing to determine the best way forward.

we mirrored the processes of our custom-

ter, which is also located in New Jersey. By

ers and optimized our business to meet

integrating J-STAR with Porton Pharma

WORLD-CLASS PARTNER

global standards. Similarly, our history

Solutions, we have been able to match

U.S.-based pharma companies have long

of working closely with big pharma cus-

customized development capacities and

sought outsourced manufacturing ser-

tomers — combined with the big pharma

advanced manufacturing expertise to bet-

vices outside the United States to achieve

background of many of our prominent

ter serve our customers, expanding into a

both new efficiencies and a greater pres-

staff — has helped us to develop unique

full-service pharma solutions platform.

ence in foreign markets. Today, smaller
pharma companies with limited internal

and relevant technical, organizational
> BY OLIVER JU, PORTON PHARMA SOLUTIONS

ONGOING INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY

resources need to build long-term rela-

Porton has a history of reliable deliv-

Technological leadership is central to our

tionships with companies that can cost-

ery combined with a very high standard

strategy to grow and deliver value to our

effectively take drugs all the way from

of compliance, advanced technical capa-

pharmaceutical clients around the globe.

early development to commercialization,

bilities and sophisticated management of

Our team in New Jersey has established

including

mol-

ity and experienced staff, state-of-the-art

IP issues. We have an excellent record in

significant expertise in crystallization

ecules, with the requisite IP protection,

facilities, specialized technology plat-

quality and EH&S audits with clients and

technology for solid dosage forms. We are

compliance, risk mitigation and speed.

forms, record of delivery of over 50 NCE

global regulatory agencies and are fully

in the process of strengthening a second

Their scientific experts are looking to

API compounds throughout the life cycle

compliant under GMP standards — we

team and laboratory in Shanghai as well.

connect with like-minded counterparts,

for global pharma and biotech clients and

have been successfully inspected by the

Through our unique partnership with

which Porton, in conjunction with J-STAR,

facilities in both the United States and

U.S. FDA, PMDA (Japan) and CFDA.

Codexis, we have access to world-class

is eager to support.

China, Porton is not only a global CDMO,

and regulatory expertise.

Over the past 20 years, the pharmaceutical outsourcing
industry has evolved from niche, highly specialized
services into an integral component of most business
models and a critical link in the supply chain. Owing to
market forces, including patent cliffs, a narrowing of
development pipelines and the rising costs of bringing
new drugs to market, big pharma has increasingly looked
to build an efficiency-based model, loosening operating
control and divesting assets and expertise. This has led
to explosive growth in the contract services market and
a continuing shift to an outsourcing model throughout
the industry.
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increasingly

complex

With our high level of compliance, qual-

biocatalysis technology that enables the

A focus on clients and customer service

but a leading pharma solutions partner

AN EVOLVING OUTSOURCING MARKET

development of more cost-effective and

is ingrained within Porton’s culture, and

that offers highly customer-oriented col-

As the pharmaceutical industry contin-

sustainable routes to pharmaceutical in-

we believe strongly in collaboration with

laboration

ues to transform in response to market

termediates and APIs. Porton has imple-

customers so that we can best understand

your IP and optimizes efficiency.

pressures, the outsourcing industry is re-

mented flow chemistry — a continuous

their current and future needs and devel-

configuring to serve its changing needs.

manufacturing technology — to help in-

op the most effective solutions to support

The costs and risks of drug discovery con-

crease efficiency and productivity while

their business. Our vision is to provide a

tinue to increase, with only five of every

improving quality and consistency and

very transparent, collaborative model that

10,000–15,000 compounds advancing to

reducing costs.

is globally compliant, mitigates risk and

human testing, and only one ultimately

We have also invested in facilities and

being approved for commercialization.1

equipment for the production of highly

Today, much of the early discovery and

potent APIs, including the installation of

innovation is being performed within

a Band 4 suite for large-scale manufactur-

academia or by small/virtual pharma

ing, and Band 5 suites for small-volume

companies who lack any development

production in the laboratory (in both the

or manufacturing resources like tradi-

United States and China). We are also

tional pharma companies and fundamen-

exploring the use of nanotechnology to

tally need partnerships with CROs and

overcome the challenges of poor solubil-

CDMOs to advance their concepts to the

ity and bioavailability, as well as other

clinic and ultimately to market.

small and large molecule challenges.

REFOCUSING ON GROWTH

expand our capacities and chemical

Observing the growing opportunity among

capabilities for small molecule interme-

small/virtual pharma and other customers

diate and API production. As importantly,

seeking development support, we rede-

we are investing in facilities, equipment

fined Porton’s company vision and strat-

and expertise to establish capabilities in

egy after acquiring U.S.-based contract

biologics development and manufactur-

chemistry organization J-STAR Research

ing, as well as to leverage the synergies

Other investments are underway to
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SMALLER PHARMA
COMPANIES WITH
LIMITED INTERNAL
RESOURCES NEED TO
BUILD LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIPS
WITH COMPANIES THAT
CAN COST-EFFECTIVELY
TAKE DRUGS ALL THE
WAY FROM EARLY
DEVELOPMENT TO
COMMERCIALIZATION.

protects IP while optimizing efficiency for
our customers.

and

convenience,

protects
P
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> LIFECYCLE SUPPORT

SPEED AND
CUSTOMIZED SUPPORT
FROM GENE TO GMP
MANUFACTURING
> BY GIEDRIUS ŽUNDA, BIOTECHPHARMA

Emerging, small and mid-sized biopharma companies
with limited resources need contract development and
manufacturing partners that can offer personalized
support. By combining a range of integrated services
supporting biologics throughout the life cycle, with the
benefits of an expert, young and dynamic workforce,
Biotechpharma UAB is uniquely positioned to support
biopharma companies across the globe.

BIOLOGICS CONTINUE TO DOMINATE

efficient upstream and downstream pro-

customized support from development to

Biologics are typically more expensive to

cess development and optimization, and

commercialization.

develop than small molecule drugs, but

provide GMP manufacturing of clinical and

Our Chairman of the Board, Vladas

they offer significant benefits to patients

commercial drug substances and formulat-

Bumelis, a four-decade veteran of the bio-

and are, on average, 40% more profitable

ed products packaged in vials and syringes.

tech industry and recipient of the Award of

to manufacturers.1 Biologics dominate the

We are actively seeking to develop

Lithuania in 2004 for his work developing

current slate of blockbuster drugs, includ-

partnerships with U.S.-based biopharma

some of the first recombinant proteins,

ing four of the five best-selling therapies

companies that need support from devel-

characterized our ability to support the

(Humira, Eylea, Rituxan, Enbreal). The ap-

opment through clinical material manufac-

scope of customer needs as follows: “Bio-

peal of developing the next blockbuster is

turing and commercial supply. We hope to

techpharma is poised to become a global

echoed by the drive to develop biosimilar

expand partnerships with companies that

leader among mid-sized CDMOs for devel-

therapies, with as much as $100 billion

value the tailored support we can offer.

oping and producing recombinant proteins,
because our strong integration allows us

in revenue open to competition by 2020
as patents expire.2 Additionally, biologics

THE LITHUANIA ADVANTAGE

to do everything that biotech companies

development is driven by the increasing

While Lithuania is not necessarily the

need — cloning genes in bacteria and

importance of orphan drugs, with sales

first location that comes to mind for bio-

mammalian cells, developing upstream

projected to reach $262 billion by 2024, ac-

pharma outsourcing, our location offers

and downstream processes and analytical

counting for 20% of the prescription drug

considerable advantages to customers.

methods, scaling up, and GMP production.”

market.3 With the importance of biologic

We have a proven track record of deliv-

drugs increasing annually, the number of

ering the quality and reliability that they

EXPANDING CAPABILITIES

demand for these specialized capabilities

biotech startups is exploding, particularly

require at a competitive price. Owing to

With expectations of growing demand for

— and to become a fully integrated biophar-

in the United States, and the number of

our country’s state-subsidized public uni-

our upstream and downstream process

maceutical CDMO.”

biotech IPOs offered on U.S. exchanges

versity system — including the venerable

development and optimization, and GMP

Separately, we will soon be implement-

peaked in 2018.4 Many of these emerging

and prestigious Vilnius University — we

clinical/commercial drug substance and

ing an initiative focused on the develop-

and small businesses have limited resourc-

are able to draw from a pool of highly

formulated product manufacturing servic-

ment of platform technologies and knowl-

es and lack the capacity and capabilities

scientifically and technically educated

es, Biotechpharma is continuing to invest

edge for the production of biologic drug

to carry their projects through the neces-

and trained talent. Almost all of the staff

in greater capacities and capabilities.

substances. With platform technologies in

sary development phases. CDMOs that

at Biotechpharma hold a minimum of a

We are looking to expand our capacity

hand, we will be able to further streamline

offer customized services designed spe-

bachelor’s degree, with many having com-

by adding a new plant at our Vilnius site.

our operations and reduce project time-

cifically to support smaller firms can help

pleted their masters or doctoral studies.

Flexible facility design will also allow

lines for our clients — initial results are

them rapidly progress their projects from

Most have worked in the biotech industry

for increased mammalian cell culture pro-

expected in 2020.

the R&D stage to first-in-human trials. The

for at least five years, and many have de-

duction capacities in addition to the two

global market for biologics outsourcing

cades of experience spread across small

existing production lines up to 1000-L

is expected to undergo double-digit com-

and large pharmaceutical companies lo-

and 2000-L, all equipped with single-use

pound annual growth rates to reach $70.3

cated around the world. Our staff has ex-

bioreactors.

billion by 2025.1

tensive knowledge and understanding of
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Our

Chief

Business

Officer

Frank

the expectations of regulatory agencies

Ternes, who brings 30 years of experience

INTEGRATED CDMO SERVICES IN DEMAND

in the EU, United States and Asia. High

in big pharma and CDMO organizations,

Biotechpharma is a full-service CDMO lo-

quality and on-time performance are en-

explains how this expansion supports our

cated in Vilnius, Lithuania with capabilities

sured by a team of experienced research-

strategic goals: “We are better positioned

in cell line development, process develop-

ers and management professionals, while

than ever to meet the growing global

ment and optimization, and mid-size vol-

Vilnius is just a two-hour flight from

ume GMP manufacturing of biologic drug

major European hubs, including Frank-

substances and drug products. We provide

furt and London, has full EU member sta-

support for the development and produc-

tus and uses the Euro as its currency.

and are committed to achieving rapid proj-

FOCUSED ON SPEED AND FLEXIBILITY

ect advancement by providing the highest-

As a mid-sized CDMO, Biotechpharma

quality customized services that are need-

provides flexibility and responsiveness,

ed by smaller biopharma companies and

backed by a strong foundation in sci-

increasingly sought by large pharma.

ence and technology. We focus on under-

We support our clients worldwide and

standing our customers without binding

can deliver projects at any stage, from

them to a single approach. We are able

cell line construction and process devel-

to react rapidly to changes in project re-

opment through fill/finish of cGMP bio-

quirements, adjusting timelines, capaci-

pharmaceutical

perform

ties and other activities. We do not simply

cloning/cell line development for both bac-

provide a timeslot and capacity, but work

terial and mammalian processes, execute

as partners with our customers to provide

products.

We

P
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

PHARMA MAKES
MOVES
TO LEVERAGE

010101 ARTIFICIAL010001
10100INTELLIGENCE01011

D

espite being generally conservative, the pharmaceutical
industry does adopt new technologies when they are proven
to drive results without impacting patient safety. An area of
growing interest is the use of artificial intelligence (AI) for
activities ranging from drug discovery and development to
manufacturing to monitoring clinical trials and selecting
the right drugs for the right patients.
By Cynthia Challener, Ph.D., Nice Insight

ARTIFICIAL OR AUGMENTED INTELLIGENCE?

an advanced machine learning system. Google’s most

Computer algorithms have advanced to the point

advanced AI is AlphaGo Zero.5

where machines are able to “learn” as they analyze

An AI like AlphaGo Zero requires a powerful super-

data. In machine learning, otherwise known as deep

computer that can rapidly process large, complex sets

learning, systems are able to identify predictive pat-

of data to run properly. As computing power increas-

terns and then output results. Learning also takes

es, the power of AI algorithms also increases. Two of

place through natural language processing (NLP) — in

the fastest supercomputers today are China’s Sunway

which machines “read” diverse types of written infor-

TaihuLight (93 petaFLOPS) and IBM’s Watson (IBM

mation — and via robot process automation (“bots”).

Power 750, a cluster of 90 supercomputers with 80

However, there is some debate about whether these

teraFLOPS).5 A computer with the capability to per-

examples can be considered pure artificial intelli-

form one billion calculations per second “1 exaFLOP”

gence, as these algorithms cannot function without

— which is on the same order of processing power as

human inputs.1 Instead, the term augmented intel-

the human brain — could be created in the near fu-

ligence is preferred to describe the technology cur-

ture. The next step is quantum computers, which use

rently in place.

single particles, or qubits, to encode information and

Another way to define artificial intelligence pro-

have the potential to exponentially increase comput-

cess is with the term “narrow AI.” This refers to ar-

ing power. Qubits are highly unstable, creating a sig-

tificial intelligence that performs specific tasks

nificant engineering challenge. D-Wave introduced

and can learn while doing them — but without self-

the first quantum computers, which are being used

awareness. Again, for “true AI” to be achieved, there

for various types of research.5

would have to be genuine intelligence or observed
capabilities like those of the human brain.2 NLP and

MANY POTENTIAL PHARMA APPLICATIONS

artificial neural networks designed to mimic the way

AI — whether augmented or artificial — has numerous

our brains make sense of the world are two prime ex-

potential applications in the pharma industry, from

amples.3 There are many forms of narrow AI in use

drug discovery and development to medical imag-

today, including computer vision (image recognition),

ing, diagnostics, disease diagnosis, therapy plan-

voice analysis, route selection and controlling selfdriving cars.4
Machine learning algorithms learn in three different ways, typically referred to as supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning.5 Unsupervised
learning finds hidden patterns, supervised learning
can be used to improve the efficiency of predictions
and reinforcement learning is used in modeling.
Google DeepMind, which uses deep learning on a
convolutional neural network with a form of model-

AI — whether augmented or artificial — has

numerous potential applications in the pharma
industry, from drug discovery and development

to medical imaging, diagnostics, disease diagnosis,
therapy planning and hospital workflow design.

free reinforcement learning, is a leading example of
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ning and hospital workflow design.1,3,5 AI

tion. AI could also be used to leverage data

people who want to join the industry. Most

also may help determine the causes of

from multiple manufacturing sites within a

AI experts are in their early twenties and

diseases and facilitate the development

single organization. Analysis of data gen-

are often most attracted to jobs in well-fi-

of personalized medicines.3 The suc-

erated by Internet-of-Things (IoT) sensors

nanced tech startups and businesses like

cess of any AI initiative depends on the

(cameras, thermostats, chemical sensors,

Google’s Deep Mind, as opposed to health

ability of the algorithm, the power of the

etc.) could help achieve more predictable,

and medicine.9,11

computer and the quality and quantity of

high-quality, flexible, low-cost manufactur-

In addition, deep learning systems are

the data.5 The impacts can often be even

ing processes. The ultimate goal — as with

only as good — or “smart” — as the data

greater when AI is combined with auto-

many initiatives in the pharma industry —

used to train them. While the amount of

mation.3

is to reduce the cost and time required for

data generated grows exponentially, much

drug development, commercialization and

of it is diverse, uncurated and/or unavail-

production.

able. Clinical trials today are often for

The use of artificial intelligence in drug
discovery, in particular, has been a topic
of growing interest in the industry. This is

5

This explosion of startups

focusing on AI for pharma

will likely lead to both more
outsourcing of AI-related
R&D and acquisitions of
some of these highly
specialized firms.

LEVERAGING EXTERNAL AI TECH
This explosion of startups focusing on AI

Most major pharmaceutical compa-

for pharma will likely lead to both more

nies have begun investigating the use

outsourcing of AI-related R&D and acqui-

of AI to some degree across the entire

sitions of some of these highly special-

spectrum of potential applications. Most

ized firms.4 Other drivers include the lack

of these programs are conducted in part-

of access to skilled data scientists, the

nerships with companies specializing in

need for complex and sophisticated IT

AI technology. A few examples include:15

infrastructure and the rapid rate at which
advances are being made in the field.
Some of the leading startups include:
++ BenchSci, which has developed a
machine learning tool to identify
antibody candidates.

targeted patient populations and involve

because the application of machine learn-

REAL CHALLENGES

ing and NLP techniques can lead to im-

The huge opportunities presented by the

provide sufficient data for algorithms to

proved predictive modeling and simulation

application of AI in the pharma industry

identify patterns.11 Patient data is also

capabilities. This can be applied to drug

come with challenges — not just with the

fraught with privacy issues.

discovery through the integration of real-

technology, but with the data and the way

world data and electronic medical records

work is conducted. Companies must be

REGULATORY QUESTIONS

from disparate sources. When integrated,

convinced that investing in AI technolo-

The use of AI in pharmaceutical drug de-

nies) and academia to develop guidance

this data could mean improved candidate

gies will provide value and then have suffi-

velopment clearly has significant potential

documents regarding the use of AI in phar-

screening and trial selection, optimization

cient knowledge to select the technologies

to accelerate the process and enable the

maceutical products.21 One example is the

of clinical trial designs and better predic-

most appropriate to the specific applica-

discovery of novel medicines that can ad-

Good Machine Learning Practices (GmLP)

tion of drug demand.6

tions they are considering.6

dress real unmet medical needs. As the

document for the evaluation and use of

1000 (or fewer) people and often do not

The FDA is also working within the industry (including pharmaceutical, medical
device and computer technology compa-

AI has the potential to facilitate the iden-

Most pharmaceutical researchers lack

use of AI increases across all aspects of

continuously learning systems (CLS) pro-

tification of new candidate compounds

expertise in data science and thus an un-

the pharmaceutical industry from drug

posed by the Xavier Health CLS Working

with the greatest likelihood of being drug-

derstanding of the potential benefits that

discovery to patient selection of clinical

Team. The goal of the group is to identify

gable, selective and efficacious (molecu-

AI can bring. In a recent survey of 330

trials and post-market safety monitoring,

ways in which companies could demon-

lar design). Synthesis route planning and

drug-discovery scientists conducted by

regulatory implications will need to be ad-

strate confidence in a CLS while maximiz-

existing drug selection may also be facili-

BenchSci, which has developed a machine-

dressed.

ing the benefits of AI and minimizing risk

tated by AI,7 as well as biomarker develop-

learning tool for antibody drug discovery,

Machine learning, NLP and other AI

ment and the repurposing of known com-

over 40% of respondents said they were

technologies clearly have the potential to

pounds — both existing approved drugs

unfamiliar with potential applications of

have such positive impacts. In recogni-

and molecules that failed to be commer-

AI.10 They also lacked knowledge of both

cialized for their intended indications.4,7

cer, eye disorders and other diseases. 2

++ BenevolentAI, which uses NLP and deep
learning to mine and analyze information
from research articles, clinical trials,
patient records and other sources for the
facilitation of drug discovery.
++ BioXcel Corporation, which, through its
newly launched artificial intelligence and
big data platform company InventAI, offers
tools for applying AI and big data analytics
for drug discovery and development.
++ Atomwise, Exscientia and Numerate,
which use AI for small molecule drug design
and prediction of the pharmacokinetic
properties and bioactivity of potential drug
candidates.

to patients.

++ GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), which is
perhaps the most active; the company
has partnerships with Exscientia, Insilico
Medicine and Cloud Pharmaceuticals
(among others), is part of the Accelerating
Therapeutics for Opportunities in Medicine
(ATOM) Consortium and has worked
with Google.
++ Pfizer, which has collaborated with IBM
Watson, is a member of the Machine
Learning for Pharmaceutical Discovery and
Synthesis Consortium and recently agreed to
evaluate Atomwise’s platform.
++ Novartis, which has partnered with
McKinsey’s QuantumBlack and IBM Watson
and is a member of the Machine Learning
for Pharmaceutical Discovery and Synthesis
Consortium.
Other interesting activities include the
investment by Amgen and Biogen in quantum computing, AbbVie’s application of

CLEARING THE FIRST HURDLES

Some of these startups are not just

AI to monitor patient adherence in clini-

developing AI technology but using their

cal trials, the partnerships between bio-

tion of the potential of AI and other digi-

Many pharmaceutical companies are al-

platforms to identify drug candidates and

tech companies Celgene and Genentech

the technology and the companies offer-

tal health tools, the FDA formed the Digi-

ready tackling these challenges. Most

take them to the clinic. Berg, for instance,

with precision medicine startup GNS

This is all made possible by a combi-

ing AI tools and services. Nonprofit inno-

tal Health Innovation Action Plan in 2017,

have partnered with AI startups or busi-

uses deep learning to evaluate patient-

Healthcare, the collaborations between

nation of advances in deep learning, the

vation advocate the Pistoia Alliance simi-

which is focused on modifying the agen-

nesses within established tech firms,

driven data; model unknown cancer,

Boehringer Ingelheim, Merck, Servier

increased availability of data and new

larly found in a separate survey of 374 life

cy’s approach to digital health products.18

even going so far as to make investments

diabetes and Parkinson’s disease mecha-

and Takeda with Numerate and the li-

frameworks for implementing deep neural

scientists that lack of expertise is seen as

In 2018, the agency formed an internal

in some of them. A few are also investing

nisms; and identify potential treatments.

censing deal between Janssen (a Johnson

networks (DNNs), which now are more ac-

the top barrier preventing wider adoption

data science incubator called the Informa-

in internal expertise. Many companies

Its drug candidate BPM31510 is currently

& Johnson business) and BenevolentAI.

curate than the human brain in areas such

of AI.10

tion Exchange and Data Transformation

are focusing on the application of AI to

in a phase II clinical trial for advanced

An example of a recent acquisition is

as in image, voice and text recognition.8 AI

Pharmaceutical companies looking to

(INFORMED). It has developed a stream-

drug discovery and development, such

pancreatic cancer.5 Verge Genomics re-

that of NextCODE Health, a spinoff of

imagination (deep generative models) are

develop their own internal AI expertise

lined path for digital health products, has

as candidate selection, identification of

cently raised $32 million in funding from

deCODE Genetics, by WuXi AppTec. Now

also enabling new applications.

face the challenge of finding talented

committed to enabling the use of digital

optimum combination therapies and drug

WuXi AppTec’s Corporate Venture Fund

called Wuxi NextCODE, the business is

When used effectively, AI may also be

health in drug development and is cur-

repurposing,7 but some are pursuing ini-

DFJ and others to advance drug candi-

focused on using AI to better understand

programmed to improve pharmaceutical

rently building a flexible framework and

tiatives designed to improve clinical tri-

dates for the treatment of neurodegenera-

genes and how they function in order to

new software validation tools to address

als or disease diagnosis.

tive diseases (e.g., Alzheimer’s, Parkin-

identify their roles in particular diseases.

manufacturing operations. According to
Constantin Loghinov, Managing Director
of MILS Group, LLC, “To make machine
learning effective in biopharmaceutical
manufacturing, gargantuan internal mindset and business process change around
data collection, analysis, and use is necessary. There are, however, some quicker
Band-Aid solutions that can be initially
deployed.”9 AI is already being employed
for machine learning–based visual inspec-

The ultimate goal — as with
many initiatives in the

pharma industry — is to reduce
the cost and time required
for drug development,

commercialization and
production.

tion and bacterial culture yield optimiza-
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the unique regulatory concerns associated

The healthcare artificial intelligence

son’s, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [ALS])

market is estimated to be growing at a

using machine learning models trained

DEVELOPING INTERNAL EXPERTISE

In April 2018, the agency approved the

compound annual growth rate of approxi-

on patient and lab data.14

Several pharma companies have also

first medical device that combined a spe-

mately 40–50% and is predicted to reach

Large tech companies have also elect-

made investments to establish internal

cial camera and artificial intelligence to

a value of $8 billion by 20225 or $10 bil-

ed to develop AI solutions for use in the

expertise in AI and develop proprietary

detect a greater than mild level of diabet-

lion by 2024.12 Drug discovery applica-

pharma industry. Perhaps the best known

technologies. In addition to its external

ic retinopathy in adults who have diabetes

tions are thought to account for 35–40%

is IBM’s Watson Health, although the

partnerships, GSK formed a new drug

in a primary care setting.19 A month later,

of revenues. As of August 2018, Clevis

business has suffered several setbacks

discovery group in 2017 to evaluate the

the FDA permitted the marketing of an ar-

Research estimated that close to 30 dif-

recently; Google’s DeepMind Health is

potential benefits of an integrated ar-

tificial intelligence algorithm for aiding

ferent start-ups were specializing in the

another. Google is exploring the use of AI

tificial intelligence and machine learn-

providers in detecting wrist fractures. 20

application of AI to drug development.13

technology to develop drugs to treat can-

ing approach.16 The group applies deep

with AI-based technologies.
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Drug manufacturers will need
to have a minimal level of

understanding and experience
with deep learning, NLP and

other AI technologies in order
to be able to explain the

results they are leveraging

and to remain competitive.

models of chronic kidney disease.

analysis. The ultimate goal is to achieve

A different deep learning algorithm

real-time predictive models that are

developed by AZ automatically evaluates

not only based on deviations, but rather

tissue biomarkers using digital pathology

consider the various factors in manufac-

that was shown to score the breast can-

turing operations that can lead to devia-

cer biomarker human epidermal growth

tions.

DEVELO PING S OLUTIO N S

Elise Mous

Director Sales & Marketing / Business Development
Capua BioServices S.p.A.

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

Overcoming Challenges
in Microbial Process
Development

flow (tech transfer to development to

factor receptor 2 (HER2) as well as iden-

These types of investments are going

tify samples at risk of misdiagnosis. It

to be necessary for all pharmaceutical

intends to make automated analysis of

companies going forward, according to

digital pathology images a high-through-

some industry analysts. Drug manufac-

put process and to incorporate AI algo-

turers will need to have a minimal level of

rithms into the development of diagnos-

understanding and experience with deep

tic tests. AZ’s AI-based decision-support

learning, NLP and other AI technologies

system Watcher continuously monitors

in order to be able to explain the results

safety data in early-phase clinical trials

they are leveraging and to remain com-

he development of microbial

the integration, Capua and Olon’s unique

to identify potential problems early on.

petitive.

1

scale-up to piloting), we can tailor each
development program to meet the specific needs of our customers. Creating
customized solutions within a standard
framework maximizes the likelihood of
success and creates real value for our
clients.

fermentation processes for

joint offering now also includes access

learning to identify targets/pathways,

The company intends to augment the sys-

the production of pharma-

to Olon’s research and development ca-

optimum drug candidates and the most

tem’s capabilities with machine learning

ceutical APIs can be chal-

pabilities, strain construction and im-

appropriate patient populations.

and clinical rule sets so that it can be

lenging. Experience, flexibility, change-

provement, as well as highly potent API

management skills and tailored support

(HPAPI) fermentation capabilities.

AstraZeneca (AZ) is using AI in a wide

used by patients in their homes.

P
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Creating customized solutions
within a standard framework
maximizes the likelihood of
success and creates real value
for our clients.

variety of applications: assay evaluation

Pfizer is using AI to analyze electronic

to accelerate drug discovery, image data

medical records to identify clinical mar-

analysis to match the right drugs to the

kets useful for the diagnosis of the rare

right patients and data monitoring in

heart disease transthyretin cardiomy-

Challenging Timelines and More

extensive expertise using microbes,

clinical trials.17 AZ developed a proto-

opathy (TTR CM).1 It is also using AI to

Microbial expression using bacteria,

such as — but not limited to — Escherich-

type Design-Make-Test-Analyze (DMTA)

improve the marketing of its smoking

yeast or fungi is often preferred over

ia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Strepto-

platform that applies AI and laboratory

cessation drug Chantix (varenicline) by

cell culture for the production of smaller

myces spp., Aspergillus spp. and Pichia

automation to accelerate the develop-

identifying patients with characteristics

biologics (including peptides, proteins,

pastoris, for the production of small

Combined with Close Customer

ment of experimental hypotheses and

associated with people who have suc-

cytokines, growth factors, plasmid DNA,

molecule antibiotics, enzymes and pro-

Alignment

reliably predict the results of routine as-

cessfully quit smoking.

single-domain antibodies, peptibodies

teins for pharmaceutical applications.

Experience and flexibility are sup-

says. The company also developed new

Amgen, meanwhile, is piloting an NLP-

computational algorithms that enable

based AI tool that is designed to enhance

accurate and efficient segmentation of

its ability to identify trends and patterns

large quantities of mass spectrometry

in manufacturing deviations.18 The tool

imaging data to better understand the

will access data in a “data lake” compris-

link between the tissue microenviron-

ing raw and transformed data that can be

ment and drug localization, efficacy and

structured, semi-structured or unstruc-

safety. AZ plans to combine these deep

tured. The tool finds not only obvious

learning algorithms with image analysis

trends but weaker patterns that would

to accelerate the evaluation of animal

not typically be detected through human

are essential for CDMOs wishing to effectively support their clients.

Experience and Flexibility Are Key
Both Capua BioServices and Olon have

Cynthia A. Challener, Ph.D.

and antibody fragments), because the

Our joint technology teams are dedi-

ported by up-front alignment of Capua

process times are typically much shorter

cated to bringing new projects on board

BioServices and Olon with each client.

Dr. Challener is an established industry editor
and technical writing expert in the areas of
chemistry and pharmaceuticals. She writes for
various corporations and associations, as well as
marketing agencies and research organizations,
including That’s Nice and Nice Insight.

and media costs can be lower.

and incudes both upstream and down-

Establishing good relationships and

Microbial fermentation process devel-

stream experts. Each team member has

clear and transparent communication

opment for pharmaceutical API produc-

worked at the company for many years

is an essential component of our de-

tion can be challenging. Even with their

on a variety of processes and applies

velopment strategy. We jointly agree on

shorter process times, development

that experience to the development of

the definition for change in scope and

timelines can be challenging, particular-

solutions for each new project. They

targets, expectations and a path for-

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/cynthiachallener
Email cynthia@thatsnice.com

ly when combined with restricted bud-

also have experience working with large

ward that everyone is committed to. All

gets. As with all development projects,

and small clients and understand the

of these factors contribute to our abil-

both anticipated and unexpected issues

different needs of companies with proj-

ity to successfully establish long-term

can arise that require process chang-

ects at different stages of development.

strategic partnerships. Our highly expe-

es. Those changes must be effectively

This experience is supported by the

rienced and dedicated employees make

managed throughout the project, which

highly flexible design of our process

requires both flexibility and an appro-

development lab, pilot plant and com-

priate change-management strategy.

mercial

Scientific Content Director, Nice Insight
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CONTINUOUS MANUFACTURING

Twin-Screw Melt Granulation
as a Platform Technology for
Continuous Manufacturing

DEVELO PING S OLUTIO N S

John Gabrielson

we also have the techniques and expertise needed to mitigate damage.

Twin-Screw Melt Granulation and
Commercial Success

Accelerating Biosimilar
Development

BIOSIMILARS

identified as CQAs and require greater
process and analytical control. Knowledge of the CQAs allows for the development of a quality target product profile
(QTPP) and definition of an overall analytical control strategy, including speci-

The process of twin-screw melt granulation begins by adding ingredients,

iosimilar

re-

aged to use a step-wise characterization

fications, CQA characterization require-

which can be pre-blended or fed inde-

quires extensive character-

approach to minimize residual uncertain-

ments and stability testing needs.

pendently. The ingredients then pass

ization of the innovator drug

ty between the biosimilar and reference

through granulation, using a custom

and the biosimilar.

products. The more rigorous the char-

Accelerating Biosimilar Development at

acterization — the extent to which such

KBI Biopharma

development

ot melt granulation via twin-

is carried out at higher temperatures

screw designed for the specific formu-

screw extrusion is a tech-

than traditional batch melt granulation,

lation. The key process factors in twin-

Booming Market for Biosimilars

studies are able to identify differences

KBI Biopharma acquired Elion Labs, a

nology that allows for the

thermoplastic polymers can be used as

screw melt granulation are the screw

Biosimilars are biologic drugs developed

between the products — the more use-

CRO specializing in biologics character-

continuous

of

binders. This is a clear benefit, consid-

speed, the feed rate and the tempera-

to be as similar as possible to an inno-

ful the information is in determining the

ization, in January 2018 to strengthen its

pharmaceuticals. Continuous manufac-

ering the limited number of traditional

ture. Granulation is then followed by

vator biologic. Like generics, biosimi-

degree of similarity and additional stud-

analytical and biophysical characteriza-

turing has gained momentum recently,

binders that are suitable for use in con-

milling in preparation of the finished

lars provide an important mechanism

ies that may be required. When extensive

tion capabilities. Today, KBI is working

with a significant focus on continuous

ventional granulation processes.

dosage form. This flexible process is

for lowering drug costs. The U.S. FDA

characterization demonstrates a high

on a number of initiatives to accelerate

variable insofar as it is dependent on

has approved 17 biosimilars to date, the

degree of similarity between the prod-

the pace of biosimilar development.

the formulation.

most recent in the beginning of 2019. Ac-

ucts, with minimal residual uncertainty,

KBI is focused on finding ways to cre-

processing

direct compression. However, certain

The process of twin-screw melt gran-

manufacturability

ulation is also exceptional as it obviates

challenges, such as poor compaction

the need for both solvents and water,

As the process design must be tailored

cording to market research firm Grand

a more selective and targeted clinical

ate efficiency and reduce biosimilar

and poor flowability, require a granu-

which presents environmental and eco-

to match each specific formulation, the

View Research, the global biosimilars

trial design may be justified.2

development timelines. For example, the

lation process. The technique of twin-

nomic advantages. Additionally, since

process can be changed throughout —

market is expanding at a compound an-

While effective characterization and

current biosimilar development para-

screw melt granulation can address

it is a totally water-free process, twin-

this can mean altering the length of the

nual growth rate of 34.2% from a value of

demonstration of analytical similarity is

digm suffers from the high costs of refer-

challenging formulation and process

screw melt granulation is suitable for

process or the screw design. There are

$4.36 billion in 2016.1

a complex and time-consuming process,

ence product sourcing, lack of reference

issues with greater efficiency than oth-

drugs that undergo hydrolysis or degra-

many different unit operations that take

it is essential for reducing risk and ensur-

product availability, lack of statistical

er methods.

dation in the presence of water.

place in an extruder, which are largely

Biosimilars vs. Generics

ing product efficacy and patient safety.

independence of reference product lots,

determined by the elements within the

Unlike small molecule generics, which

In addition, a biosimilar development

and significant underutilization of data.

screw design.

share an exact molecular identity with

program will often be costlier in the long

Ultimately, these challenges increase

formulations

with

Twin-screw extrusion is an ideal plat-

However, the main disadvantage of

form for continuous granulation, espe-

twin-screw melt granulation is the high

cially for melt and wet granulation. An

temperatures that the process requires,

The most crucial step in twin-screw

their branded counterparts, biosimi-

run if comprehensive characterization is

the likelihood of developing a QTPP that

effective granulation process can pre-

which may degrade certain sensitive

melt granulation is understanding the

lars exhibit similarity, but not identical

not achieved upfront. For example, the

does not adequately represent the fea-

sent itself as a solution for certain for-

APIs. During the process, the drug is

API characteristics, including its melt-

chemical composition, to the innovator

cost of failed manufacturing batches,

tures of the reference product and an

mulation issues — including challenges

exposed to elevated temperatures in

ing point, sensitivity and any other fac-

drug. The complexity of large protein-

lengthier engagements with regulatory

analytical similarity plan that is insuf-

that involve poor compaction or flow

the range of 70–130 °C for 20–40 sec-

tors that might impact how it performs,

based drug substances produced by liv-

agencies and unnecessary specifications

ficient in demonstrating that the two

properties in a particle — and be applied

onds. For customers who are seeking

as well as the desired end product char-

ing cells means that manufacturing iden-

would likely exceed the cost of thorough

products are highly similar. By employ-

to any class of small molecule API. By

the benefits of melt extrusion but are

acteristics. Once these factors have

tical molecules — from batch to batch, let

up-front characterization.

ing a carefully designed analytical char-

enhancing both flowability and com-

apprehensive about putting their API

been fully determined, excipients are

alone from one manufacturer to another

pressibility, twin-screw melt granulation

through this process, it makes sense

picked — the binder should melt and

— is not realistic.

increases the efficiency of downstream

to rely on an outsourcing partner with

encapsulate the API. The process is

processes, such as tablet compression

deep experience employing this tech-

amendable, allowing for additives to be

or capsule filling.

nology like Foster Delivery Science.

included late in the process.

Foster Delivery Science has over 30

The Advantages of Twin-Screw
Melt Extrusion

Importantly, effective characteriza-

acterization strategy that leverages an

tion of a biosimilar requires nearly the

information redistribution model, many

same amount of characterization of

of these challenges may be overcome,

Demonstrating Biosimilarity

the innovator drug. To demonstrate the

leading to rapid and cost-effective devel-

Because there are differences between a

high degree of similarity needed across

opment and licensure of high-quality

biosimilar and the innovator biologic, the

a range of CQAs, the reference product

biosimilar drugs.

P

years of experience working with twin-

Experts with Experience

goal of biosimilar development is to mini-

must be subjected to all of the same

screw technology and are experts in

We are proud to announce that we just

mize the differences (in isoforms, impu-

tests as the biosimilar throughout the

offers

the field. We have fielded cases when

had a manuscript on the “Effects of

rities, posttranslational modifications,

development process.

the benefits of continuous manufac-

an API was not thought to be suitable

Thermal Binders on Chemical Stabilities

etc.) and determine whether the differ-

turing — providing a reduced footprint

for twin-screw processing because of

and Tabletability of Gabapentin Gran-

ences that do exist matter with respect

The Importance of Risk Assessments

and improved economics — but with a

thermal instability, and overcame those

ules Prepared by Twin-Screw Melt Gran-

to efficacy and safety.

Successful biosimilar development re-

greater degree of process control, with

challenges to blend the API and poly-

ulation” published in the International

Biomolecules must attain a minimum

quires completion of process and product

Blood Disorders, Chronic & Autoimmune Disorders), By

consistent product quality achieved

mer without degrading the API. We have

Journal of Pharmaceutics (559: 37-47

level of similarity across a range of criti-

risk assessments early in development,

Region, And Segment Forecasts, 2018 – 2025. Grand View

through the implementation of different

the knowledge and ability to design

[2019]). This represents the headway we

cal quality attributes (CQAs) in order to be

which then allows for establishment of

process analytical technologies (PATs).

screw profiles that will allow for API

have made in the field and confirms our

considered as biosimilar to a reference

a fully integrated control strategy. The

Because twin-screw melt granulation

stability during the intensive process —

authority with regard to the process.

product. Biosimilar sponsors are encour-

most important product attributes are

Twin-screw

melt
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> CLINICAL TRIAL LOGISTICS

FACILITATING COMPLEX CLINICAL
TRIALS FOR RARE DISEASES
> BY ARIETTE VAN STRIEN, MARKEN

Developing drugs to treat diseases creates opportunities to
simultaneously address the urgent unmet medical needs of patient
populations and access new markets. The challenging clinical trials
landscape for drugs continues to achieve new efficiencies due, in
part, to streamlined regulatory processes, decentralized clinical
trials models and next-generation technologies, all supported by a
flexible and evolving supply chain.
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RARE DISEASES CONTINUE TO IMPACT

tical challenges including small or geo-

THE INDUSTRY

graphically dispersed patient populations,

Though individual orphan diseases are

which has led the clinical trials landscape

rare by definition, the 7,000 identified dis-

to shift toward site-less trials or hybrid

eases collectively affect an estimated 25

trials. Marken’s direct-to-patient (DTP)

million people in the United States and 30

clinical drug delivery and direct-from-

million in Europe.1

patient (DFP) sample pick-up, combined

The market impact of rare diseases and

with Home Health Care (HHC) services by

their available treatments becomes clear

a global network of licensed providers, fa-

when considering return rates; between

cilitates these patient-centric trials. Next-

2000 and 2012, orphan drug companies

generation,

had a 9.6% higher return on investment

and precision medicines are taking center

than non-orphan drug producers.1 Orphan

stage, with DTP services offered as an op-

drugs can yield dramatic results and may

tion in many clinical trials occurring world-

provide a faster road to approval. “There’s

wide. These new models facilitate investi-

an opportunity to generate convincing

gating drugs and supporting populations

clinical safety and efficacy data with very

that were previously unfeasible, but they

limited patient populations...,” says James

impose new demands on the logistics of

Wilson, director of the University of Penn-

the underlying supply chains.

patient-specific

treatments

THESE NEW MODELS
FACILITATE INVESTIGATING
DRUGS AND SUPPORTING
POPULATIONS THAT WERE
PREVIOUSLY UNFEASIBLE,
BUT THEY IMPOSE
NEW DEMANDS ON
THE LOGISTICS OF THE
UNDERLYING SUPPLY
CHAINS.

sylvania Orphan Disease Center, “which

While all clinical trials pose challenges

reasons for adopting DTP trials models,

means the cost of development would be a

surrounding enrollment and retention of

according to a survey conducted by Arena

fraction of what it could be for more com-

patients throughout the trial, recruitment

International Research. The same respon-

mon diseases.”1

is typically the most time-consuming phase

dents listed concerns associated with loss

In 2018, orphan drugs accounted for

of any given trial, with almost 80% of trials

of cold-chain control (28%) as the primary

almost 60% of new drug approvals,2 and

failing to meet initial targets.4 Even once

barrier to embracing DTP, underscoring

global orphan drug sales are predicted to

enrollment has reached its goals, 30% of

how critical reliable logistical support is in

grow at a CAGR of 11.3% through 2024 —

traditional clinical trial participants drop

realizing these new approaches to clinical

compared with 6.4% for pharmaceuticals

out, nearly 20% of trials end before com-

trials, especially in the last mile.5

overall — to eventually capture one-fifth

pletion because of participation shortfalls

DTP models present unique challeng-

of global drug sales.3 Beyond the reduced

and many trials take two or three times as

es associated with temperature control,

R&D costs and accelerated approval

long to complete as anticipated. Unlike

requiring that drivers, nurses and patients

times, there are favorable patent life and

traditional clinical trials, which require

take responsibility for maintaining the

pricing incentives for developing orphan

frequent patient visits to a central inves-

cold chain and reporting any excursions.

products. Among the 100 best-selling

tigational site, remote clinical trials run

Tracking the chain of custody for trial kits

drugs in the U.S. market in 2016, the cost

using a virtual/hybrid model are based in

and ensuring patient data blinding — as

per patient per year for an orphan drug

the patient’s home, enabling patients with

mandated by the Health Insurance Porta-

was $140,443, compared with $27,756 for

mobility issues — such as the elderly or

bility and Accountability Act (U.S.) and the

a non-orphan drug.3

disabled — or patients who live in remote

General Data Protections Regulation (EU)

areas with limited transportation options

— are further logistical challenges associ-

to participate in the trial.

ated with DTP clinical trials that require

Orphan drug approval can be achieved
following trials enrolling fewer than 50
individuals, which is significant in com-

Virtual and hybrid trials using a DTP

new protocols and specialty courier train-

parison to clinical trials for more common

approach can make conducting clinical

ing to protect patient confidentiality and

conditions or vaccines that might be intro-

trials more cost-effective. Implementing

maintain blinding. To truly facilitate such

duced into the general population, which

mobile technologies to support DTP tri-

complex clinical trials, pharma companies

require thousands of trial participants. A

als can potentially reduce costs: 8% for

and CROs must partner with supply chain

demonstrative example of this was a phase

phase I, 12% for phase II, 12% for phase

organizations that manage intelligent, flex-

III trial that included a very small number

III, and 13% for phase IV.4 Pharma compa-

ible networks that continually provide agile

of participants.1 In addition to abbreviated

nies are taking advantage of this new effi-

and adaptive solutions.

timelines, orphan drugs also have a 5% high-

ciency model, with DTP trials predicted to

er likelihood of regulatory success com-

increase from 24% of all clinical trials in

TECHNOLOGY IS BREAKING DOWN

pared with more traditional drug products.1

2017 to 33% by mid-2019.5

BARRIERS

Cost-savings notwithstanding, patient

As clinical trials and tracking software

SHIFTING THE CLINICAL TRIALS PARADIGM

centricity remains the primary driver of

become more sophisticated, so has the

TOWARDS PATIENT CENTRICITY

adoption of virtual/hybrid clinical trials,

support infrastructure for documenta-

In general, the industry is driving toward

with stakeholders identifying improved

tion, processing, randomization, com-

more patient-centric clinical trials, with

patient retention (38%), the ability to reach

munication and supply management that

more options for patients. Traditional tri-

dispersed populations (19%) and improved

is fundamental to decentralized clinical

als, however, can present intrinsic logis-

communication (17%) as the top three

trials, including wearables, mobile apps,
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TO TRULY FACILITATE
SUCH COMPLEX CLINICAL
TRIALS, PHARMA
COMPANIES AND
CROs MUST PARTNER
WITH SUPPLY CHAIN
ORGANIZATIONS THAT
MANAGE INTELLIGENT,
FLEXIBLE NETWORKS
THAT CONTINUALLY
PROVIDE AGILE AND
ADAPTIVE SOLUTIONS.

cal trial participants; according to decen-

global HHC nursing network, Marken

tralized technology provider Science37,

is now moving to the next level with the

known for its strategic alliance with Novar-

launch of a global nursing network tech-

tis, the firm’s virtual trials boast an impres-

nology system that allows nurses to elec-

sive 97% retention rate and are completed

tronically record visit documentation in

30% faster than traditional trials.7

a GDPR-, HIPAA- and 21CFR Part 11–com-

Drone technology has also entered the

pliant and validated system. The nurses

real world for diagnostic drug delivery or

access patient details to schedule the

sample recovery and may one day advance

visit and also capture all visit data with-

trial execution. Recent examples from UPS

in the system. The system will also track

include a mock drug delivery from Bev-

major milestones within a patient’s prog-

erly, Massachusetts to an island located

ress throughout a trial, and sponsors will

three miles from the Atlantic coast. UPS

be able to view (blinded) details in order to

drones have also been used for humanitar-

make assumptions and any adjustments

ian endeavors, having successfully brought

throughout the trial.

blood and vaccines to remote areas of

Next to home-based trials, the indus-

Rwanda. These drones also have the ability

try’s other major focus is cell and gene

to check inventory on high storage shelves

therapy trials. In response, Marken has

in depots and at storage facilities, includ-

expanded our cryogenic (liquid nitrogen)

ing at drug-manufacturing locations.

service locations to nine facilities global-

THINK DIFFERENT.
THINK MARKEN.
GMP DEPOT
NETWORK

PATIENT

ly. We are the chosen provider for the past
DELIVERING ON THE PROMISE OF

five years for global cell and gene trials

Interactive Response Technology (IRT) and

PERSONALIZED MEDICINE

and work closely with global partners to

e-Clinical Outcome Assessments (eCOAs).

In the age of personalized medicine, the

provide full chain of custody and identity

One clear benefit of these technolo-

Marken network is designed for patient-

for every trial.

gies is improved patient adherence. Com-

centric trials. The complexities of a global

We have additionally developed an

panies are focused on bringing the lab

DTP/DFP program — particularly in the last

automated closed-loop packaging solu-

into the real world with a host of mobile

mile — require a supply chain solutions

tion that allows temperature-controlled

tracking products. Sensing technologies

provider with the ability to anticipate po-

clinical trial materials to be transported

are now capable of tracking bioparam-

tential points of risk. Marken is a leading

to any global location with an automated

eters regularly monitored in trials, such

provider of DTP/DFP services, managing a

packaging returns process, allowing for

as heart rate, glucose levels and blood

large portfolio of 360 DTP trials over the

reconditioning and repositioning with

pressure — any unusual activity or metabo-

past 24 months, including global trials

more efficiency.

lism changes are then flagged by artificial

with more than 20,000 patients. Marken

intelligence. Mobile platforms can track

is experiencing continued growth of cli-

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS

adherence

ent requests for DTP/DFP and HHC com-

As the clinical supply chain subsidiary of

ponents for new clinical trials.

UPS, Marken provides reliable, flexible,

through

facial

recognition

algorithms. After patients submit a video

SECURITY

DRUG
INNOVATOR

MEDICAL DEVICE
MANUFACTURER

REGULATORY

Our Patient Communication Center

agile and effective solutions for the evolv-

intelligence can validate that the correct

(PCC) supports these efforts as a 24/7 call

ing demands of clinical trials to support

patient has taken their prescribed drug.

center dedicated to meeting the logistics

the pharma industry and leading supply

Incorporating mobile technologies into tri-

needs of patients participating in home-

chain solutions for personalized medi-

al design can also boost retention of clini-

based clinical trials. Along with the unique

cines and next-generation therapies.

CMO

P

TRADE
COMPLIANCE

TRACK
& TRACE

Ariette van Strien
Chief Commercial Officer, Marken
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> FILL /FINISH

MARKET GROWTH

route of sterilization not only impacts

Adopting new methods of development

the formulation, but it also affects the

ushers in a new set of challenges, how-

contaminants present on the equipment

ever, which is why partnering with an

in differing ways. Currently, the most

industry leader in fill/finish is the key

common sterilization method is steam

to achieving and guaranteeing success.

autoclaving. Although this technique

With the expansion of our Baltimore

eliminates many pathogens, there is still

Camden facility, Emergent BioSolutions

a risk of degradation of more sensitive

has committed $50 million into meeting

components of the formulation (such as

the market’s needs by updating our fill/

amino acids), as well as of other tools and

finish technology. We see this as the nec-

packaging components that are sensi-

essary investment to meet demand.

tive to heat and moisture.

According to a recent report pub-

Dry heat ovens are an alternative to

lished by trend forecasting company

steam autoclaves. In dry heat ovens, the

Allied Market Research, the total biolog-

equipment is sterilized in batches or in a

ics market was valued at $186 billion in

tunnel, where very hot dry air is circulat-

2017 and is predicted to be worth $526

ed. While this method can cause damage

billion by 2025, with a compound annual

to temperature-sensitive formulations

growth rate (CAGR) of 13.8%. The bulk of

or equipment, it eliminates the need to

that anticipated revenue is associated

expose the products to moisture.

with the North American market.1

FILL/FINISH: INCREASING INVESTMENT
AND FLEXIBILITY FOR EFFECTIVE
MANUFACTURING
> BY B.J. HULL, EMERGENT BIOSOLUTIONS

The global biopharmaceutical market is expected to experience
rapid growth over the next decade. To prepare for this impending
demand, pharmaceutical manufacturers are investing heavily in
cutting-edge aseptic fill/finish technologies to increase production
efficiency and efficacy.
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WITH THE EXPANSION
OF OUR BALTIMORE
CAMDEN FACILITY,
EMERGENT
BIOSOLUTIONS HAS
COMMITTED
$50 MILLION INTO
MEETING THE
MARKET’S
NEEDS BY UPDATING
OUR FILL/FINISH
TECHNOLOGY

Radiation sterilization technology has

The market growth of biologic prod-

also been adopted more widely over the

ucts is attributed to a range of factors,

last several years because it produces

including changes in population demo-

highly effective results. Ionizing and

ting up a cleanroom. For instance, the

graphics. As the elderly population con-

gamma radiation destroy bacteria that

air that circulates in a cleanroom must

tinues to grow internationally, there has

can survive heat sterilization; this type

first pass through a high-efficiency par-

also been a corresponding increase in

of radiation also has a higher penetra-

ticulate air (HEPA) filtration system, as

obesity and diagnoses of chronic illness-

tion rate. The downside to using radia-

even seemingly innocuous particles can

es, such as cancer. Unsurprisingly, the

tion sterilization, however, is the poten-

be contaminants in this high-stakes,

demand from emerging markets, includ-

tial impact of irradiated particles on the

high-value environment. The cleanroom

ing China and India, has also contrib-

formulation.

layout must also embed work activity,

uted to the steady and upward growth

It is crucial that the relative advan-

with areas of high sterility kept separate

of biologics. Within the biopharmaceu-

tages and issues associated with each

from sections that have lower sterility

tical market, the monoclonal antibody

sterilization option are weighed before

requirements, in order to prevent any

segment is expected to dominate, with

moving ahead with production.

contact that may lead to contamination.

metabolic disease applications growing

This includes the sectioning off of aluDESIGNING A CLEANROOM FACILITY AND

minum, which can contaminate certain

THE LYOPHILIZATION PHASE

types of equipment, particularly stop-

FILL/FINISH STERILIZATION METHODS

Before packaging or bottling, most bio-

pering equipment.

In keeping up with this growth, manu-

logics must be lyophilized. Lyophiliza-

facturers need to continue to respond

tion is a constraining and intensive pro-

SINGLE-USE SYSTEMS, PRE-FILLED

to and abide by the rigorous handling

cess that contributes to even greater fill/

SYRINGES AND AUTOMATION

and packaging regulatory demands of

finish challenges. During lyophilization,

In addition to factoring in a cleanroom’s

biologic production. The U.S. Food and

manufacturers may rely on automated or

layout, sterilization methods and the

Drug Administration (FDA) has previ-

semi-automated loading procedures. In

lyophilization process, drug manufac-

ously mandated that all equipment used

this process, vials are prepared in batch-

turers must also consider the equip-

in biomanufacturing must be sterilized

es, loaded into a lyophilizer and exposed

ment they use in fill/finish production,

before it touches the drug product. Tac-

to a freezing stage in tandem with the

which should be flexible enough to meet

tics for ensuring sterilization are cost

formulation. Next, the lyophilized drug

varying drug product manufacturing de-

and energy intensive, and common ster-

is loaded into the vial, which is then stop-

mands. The adoption of innovative tech-

ilization options include the use of steam

pered. In this method, aseptic fill/finish

nologies, such as single-use systems

autoclaves and dry heat. Treatment by

is achieved without separating the drug

made of disposable polymers, aseptic

irradiation is another method for achiev-

product, which reduces the risk of out-

fill syringes and automated or semi-

ing this process.

side contamination.

automated filling processes, allows for

at the highest CAGR.1

Since all equipment must be steril-

All sterilization activities take place

ized before it can enter a cleanroom,

in the cleanroom, which must also be

knowledge and familiarity with all ster-

designed for optimal sterilization. Every

In single-use systems, more tradi-

ilization techniques is key. The chosen

detail must be considered when set-

tional stainless steel filling equipment

upgrades to production — though these
techniques also introduce new risks.
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BIOLOGICS MANUFACTURERS THAT PARTNER
WITH FILL/FINISH EXPERTS OBTAIN A
SIGNIFICANT ADVANTAGE IN THE MARKET,
GIVEN THE STRINGENT REGULATORY DEMANDS
THAT ARE TIED TO THE STERILIZATION
PROCESS AND THE NUANCES OF
STERILIZATION METHODS THAT CAN
IMPACT A FORMULATION AT ALL PHASES
OF PRODUCTION.

One of the highlights of the expansion
is the addition of a new isolator-enclosed
fill line. In our partnership with Groninger & Co., we installed their FlexPro
50 filler with isolator technology and
an integrated Martin Christ lyophilizer.
This new fill line will be capable of filling
vials, syringes and cartridges — all with
dedicated utilities. We will also be adding
a second autoclave to the site, which will
provide increased sterilization capacity.
Additionally, the site will now house a
new cold storage space, which will support 2–8 °C and –20 °C requirements. The
expansion will also include new stability chambers, new media fill incubators
and additional warehousing and office

is swapped out for plastic parts. With this

however, is that it is a fixed process and

space. Not only will the facility contrib-

replacement, there is no need to continu-

therefore lacks the flexibility implicit in

ute to boosting Emergent BioSolutions’

ously sterilize the equipment. This elimi-

human operation, especially if an unfore-

positioning in the area of fill/finish, but

nates the need for energy and time-inten-

seeable event occurs.

the expansion will also contribute to the
local and national economy. Our plan is

sive processes, such as autoclaving or dry
heat circulation and for moisture and the

INVESTING IN FILL/FINISH CAPACITY

estimated to add up to 60 new jobs over

sterilization of equipment between batch-

Biologics manufacturers that partner with

the life of the three-year project.

es. Employing a single-use system also

fill/finish experts obtain a significant ad-

At Emergent BioSolutions, we are look-

frees up crucial space on the factory floor.

vantage in the market, given the stringent

ing forward to continuing our aseptic fill/

Demand is also growing for the replace-

regulatory demands that are tied to the

finish operations and working closely

ment of traditional vials with pre-filled

sterilization process and the nuances of

with our clients, in order to fulfill our mis-

syringes. Through the use of pre-filled

sterilization methods that can impact a

sion — to protect and enhance life. The

syringes, waste is minimized and the

formulation at all phases of production.

planned ongoing expansion at our Cam-

chance of accidental overflow or con-

In order to meet more of our partners’

den facility will increase our contract

tamination of vials is eradicated. With a

needs more effectively, Emergent BioSo-

development and manufacturing capabil-

pre-sterilized syringe, there is no need to

lutions has invested $50 million into the

ities significantly, not only bolstering our

repeat sterilization or fill a dose into a vial.

expansion of our Camden facility located

company’s output but also contributing

Pre-filled syringes are also advantageous

in Baltimore, Maryland. This expansion

to the industry on a much wider scale.

because they can be incorporated into pro-

began in June 2018 and will be completed

duction at any scale, from small batches to

by 2021. This integrated, multi-year com-

commercial production. Biologic pre-filled

mitment will significantly increase our

syringes also reach their endpoints faster

capacity, benefitting our existing part-

than traditional syringes and pose minimal

ners and attracting other industry lead-

risk of contamination. For manufacturers

ers to our site as we lead in the advance-

that must demonstrate extreme precision

ment of biotechnology.

REFERENCE
1. Global Biopharmaceuticals Market Expected to Reach
$526,008 Million, by 2025 |CAGR 13.8%. Allied Market
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in their packaging stage, pre-filled syringes are an especially desirable option.
A growing trend throughout the supply
chain, automation is a means to speed up
time to market and increase efficiency.
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in the same time period than with manual
production. The downside of automation,
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> FOCUS ON CUSTOMERS

THE IDEAL CAPSULE
SUPPLIER: USING A
HOLISTIC APPROACH
TO FACILITATE
CUSTOMER SUCCESS
> BY JONATHAN GILINSKI, CAPSCANADA

In the competitive pharmaceutical industry,
commitments to quality and continuous improvement
are critical to achieving a competitive advantage.
Forming partnerships with innovative suppliers with
a deep understanding of the market, the capability
to provide customized solutions and tailored
technical support can help companies realize these
commitments. The right capsule supplier can help
clients overcome obstacles throughout the product life
cycle, supporting development, commercialization,
and brand growth.
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MORE THAN CAPSULES

K-CAPS®, we recently invested $28 mil-

experience with the filling process using

Capsule manufacturers do not simply sup-

lion in a new 100,000-ft2, state-of-the-art,

various APIs and formulation types, cap-

ply empty capsules to their customers.

dedicated K-CAPS® facility, increasing our

sule materials and filling machines. Our

The capsules are a means to an end — the

capacity for vegetarian capsules by 50%.

team of technical experts collaborates
with customers from capsule selection to

safe and effective delivery of the ingredients with which they are filled. As such,

EXCEEDING PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

regulatory submission, advising them on

capsules serve to enhance the therapeutic

A second key trend in the market is

the most appropriate capsule composi-

value of the drugs they encapsulate. Cap-

increasing expectations for capsule per-

tions for their product formulations and

sule suppliers with this philosophy can

formance. The higher-value, lower-vol-

the filling machines that will be used. They

provide optimal capsules for the produc-

ume therapies being developed today are

also visit customer facilities on a regular

tion of oral solid dosage (OSD) forms.

based on increasingly complex APIs with

basis to ensure that filling processes are

The quality and physical design of hard-

challenging properties. The most effec-

running smoothly. In many cases, they

shell capsules impact their performance

tive capsule suppliers are positioned to

help improve the efficiency and productiv-

during filling and the performance of

support the development of safe, effective

ity of customer processes.

the final drug product upon storage and

and stable oral dosage forms, even for the

administration to patients. A commitment

most challenging actives.

to quality and continuous improvement

CAPSULE SUPPLIERS
CAN CREATE CUSTOM
CAPSULE FORMULATIONS,
PROVIDING COMPLETE
SOLUTIONS — RATHER
THAN JUST CAPSULES.

capsules are in greatest demand, with
differentiation achieved through print-

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL COLLABORATION

ing. There is growing interest, however,

Our technical team is backed by strong

in using other sizes and colors to make

production and quality teams that ac-

products more distinctive. CapsCanada

is essential to ensuring the production of

QUALITY BY DESIGN

consistent capsules with robust perfor-

Manufacturing

cap-

count for a large portion of our workforce.

has established the capability to produce

mance characteristics.

sules requires commitments to both qual-

Everyone is committed to anticipating

a range of capsule sizes and colors using

Capsule suppliers can also create cus-

ity and continuous improvement. The

our customers’ needs and providing rapid

different film materials and is positioned

tom capsule formulations to address the

adoption of a QbD approach to capsule

responses to enquiries. Our internal sys-

to support this trend going forward.

specific needs of their customers and act

production can ensure the consistent

tems ensure that enquiries quickly reach

Our LQ-CAPS® Liquid Formulation Cap-

as true partners in the drug development

production of defect-free capsules with

the right experts so that responses can

sules for liquid-fill materials is another

process, providing complete solutions —

designs that will optimize their perfor-

be provided within 24 hours.

example of innovation at CapsCanada.

rather than just capsules. Capsule manu-

mance during filling and as part of the

facturers with experience in final drug

final drug product.

high-performance

All of these experts are committed to

While capsules have traditionally been

producing the highest-quality capsules

used for powder filling, encapsulation

manufacturing are also positioned to pro-

By designing quality into the capsule pro-

supported by appropriate regulatory doc-

offers several advantages for liquids, par-

vide ongoing technical support during the

duction process from the start, it is possi-

umentation. They work closely with our

ticularly those that have toxicity concerns

capsule filling process, further facilitat-

ble for CapsCanada to address all aspects

customers to develop optimal capsule solu-

or issues with abrasiveness, hygroscopic-

ing commercialization of their customers’

of the development process from raw ma-

tions that will lead to successful drug and

ity or sensitivity to degradation from light

OSD products.

terial sourcing to production and product

dietary supplement products. As such, we

and heat. Because both the drug formula-

release testing. Through this approach, we

are seen as a preferred partner that can

tion and the polymer composition of the

UNDERSTANDING THE MARKETPLACE

ensure appropriate documentation, follow

facilitate new product development and

capsule can be customized to accommo-

One of the leading trends in the OSD

standardized processes in compliance

commercialization.

date APIs with many different properties

sector — particularly for dietary supple-

with GMP requirements and provide for

ments and increasingly for OSD drug

clear traceability. The result is a reliable

CONTINUOUS DIVERSIFICATION

sules can facilitate formulations not previ-

products — is the consumer preference

supply of robust, high-quality capsules.

Capsule suppliers must constantly inno-

ously possible. We are excited to continue

vate and diversify their capabilities. Cur-

our work on next-generation versions of

rently, standard size zero clear and white

this liquid-fill capsule technology.

for capsules of vegetable origin (vegetarian capsules). This preference is largely

ONGOING TECH SUPPORT

driven by a desire to be healthier, but

Access to high-quality empty capsules

religious requirements are also a factor.

is not sufficient for ensuring the success-

Traditionally, capsules for human con-

ful production of filled capsule products.

sumption have been produced from gela-

To realize the comprehensive benefits of

tin derived largely from cow, pig and fish

high-quality capsules, drug and dietary

bones and other parts. Capsules derived

supplement manufacturers must have

from plant-based hydroxypropyl methyl-

well-developed filling processes that are

cellulose (HPMC) are increasingly seen

implemented on state-of-the-art filling

as preferable.

machines using effective processes that
are performed by highly trained operators.

VEGETARIAN LEADER

Capsule manufacturers that provide

CapsCanada’s founder developed the

support beyond capsule selection to the

first HPMC vegetarian capsules, and the

filling process — from training to optimiza-

company remains a pioneer in the field.

tion to problem-solving — are true partners

Our proprietary plant-based K-CAPS®

with their customers, creating real value

HPMC capsules are formulated without

and helping accelerate commercialization.

gelling agents and are certified as GMO-

Because we also produce hard-shell

free. To meet the growing demand for

OSD drug products, we have extensive

and dissolution profiles, liquid-fill cap-

P
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A Research Partner
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DRUG DISCOVERY

cells to generate a blood–brain barrier
(BBB) assay. The model can be used as
a permeability screen to investigate
BBB permeation of investigational compounds.
We are partnered with several of the

aking a drug from compound

given access to a dedicated team that

top ten global big pharma companies to

to candidate is the most cru-

works specifically on their project with

develop drugs to address a comprehen-

cial test of any discovery con-

a large pharma approach to ensure the

sive range of therapeutic areas, including

tract research organization.

highest quality from beginning to end.

oncology, obesity, rare diseases, metabolism,

At IRBM, we have a proven track record

neurodegeneration,

DEVELO PING S OLUTIO N S

Salman Pathan

COMPARATOR DRUGS

Addressing the Challenges
of Comparator Drug Sourcing
for Clinical Trials

ucts, but tailored solutions designed
to meet the specifications of each customer. They help their clients optimize
clinical trial supply with a combination
of global reach and local presence.
A global network of leading drug
manufacturers and major wholesalers
and an experienced team of sourcing
specialists can enable a supplier to

antivirals,

ccessing comparator drugs

to receive approval for comparator

provide cost-effective access to many

advancing our partner’s programs from

The IRBM Difference

malaria, and tropical and cardiovascular

for use in clinical trials can

requests. In addition, most studies

products, in large quantity, even for

target ID to clinical candidate, having

Taking drugs to market not only requires

diseases.

be difficult, and pharma

require that all comparator materials

the most difficult-to-source items. Fast

made pivotal contributions to the discov-

a high level of experience, knowledge

companies

clinical

be sourced from a single manufac-

delivery is possible through access to

ery of four approved drugs.

and drive, but it also demands acutely

research organizations (CROs) conduct-

turing lot. Procuring large quantities

a global warehousing and distribution

developed capabilities. The advanced

ing clinical trials are not always pre-

from a single lot is challenging, owing

network.

pared to overcome the intrinsic chal-

to a variety of factors.

From Compound to Candidate and Into

range of services IRBM offers repre-

the Clinic

sents the IRBM difference: HTS, bio-

IRBM was founded in 1990 as a joint ven-

marker assay development, translational

ture between Sigma Tau and Merck. In

biology, phage display technology and

2000, Merck obtained sole ownership

peptide therapeutics. All phases of the

of the site. During this time, researchers

discovery pathway are covered, includ-

at IRBM invented and identified three

ing target ID and validation, hit ID, lead

drugs that were then further developed

optimization, and candidate nomination.

by Merck and other partners and ulti-

Exceptionally strong medicinal chem-

mately brought to market (Isentress®,

istry expertise underpins all integrated

Zepatier® and Zejula®) and collaborated

programs, and the chemistry team is led

on the discovery of Zolinza®. Merck di-

by two ACS Heroes of Chemistry. We also

The IRBM Network

vested the facility in 2009, and IRBM was

work across all modalities — small mol-

reopened in 2010 as the current facility.
IRBM has grown extensively over the
last nine years and achieved a number

The advanced range of services
IRBM offers represents
the IRBM difference: HTS,
biomarker assay development,
translational biology, phage
display technology and peptide
therapeutics.

and

Meet Globyz Pharma

lenges to guarantee the needed supply.

Complicating the situation is the

Establishing a comparator sourcing

fact that many clinical trial managers

Globyz Pharma is dedicated to the

strategy during protocol development

seek assistance for comparator sourc-

sourcing and supply of commercial

— that includes a partnership with an

ing very late in the project rather than

medicines/comparators

organization that focuses on provid-

during the establishment of the study

trials studies across all therapeutic

ing comparator sourcing solutions — is

protocol. Because the cost of compara-

areas. We offer global sourcing, GMP-

essential to minimize the time, cost and

tor drugs is often higher than expect-

compliant

hurdles involved in procuring compara-

ed, some managers seek the lowest-

labeling, global distribution and cold-

tor drugs for clinical trials.

cost supplier and, unfortunately in

chain supply solutions. With access to

many cases, they are faced with late

comparators that are hard to find and

Comparator Drug Challenges

or failed deliveries, which adversely

under restricted distribution, Globyz

Our collaborative approach to drug dis-

In many cases, pharmaceutical manu-

impacts project timelines.

is a global comparator sourcing part-

ecules, peptides and biologics — particu-

covery has helped us establish partner-

facturers place restrictions on the

larly in in vivo and in vitro studies and

ships with pharmaceutical, governmental

sourcing of their products for use as

Finding the Right Sourcing Partner

global clinical sites in a fast, safe and

DMPK profiling.

and academic institutions. We leverage a

comparators, including limitations on

Finding the right partner for compara-

cost-effective manner.

storage,

for

clinical

packaging

and

ner delivering the right medications to

of milestones: bringing the first non-pro-

IRBM has over 320,000 compounds

larger network that includes both public

quantity, long approval timelines and

tor drug sourcing is essential to over-

We focus on providing integrated

prietary small molecule into the clinic in

available for HTS, and our library is

and private organizations and have on-

requirements for additional disclo-

coming these challenges. An effective

customized solutions with the highest

2014 and our first non-proprietary pep-

more than 98% free of PAINS or unde-

going collaborations with some of the

sures. In fact, most pharmaceutical

sourcing

long-standing

standard of quality and service. Globyz

tide to the clinic in 2019. This rapid prog-

sirable compounds. We also offer fully

top universities in Italy. Through our

companies impose restrictions on pro-

relationships with large, multinational

Pharma’s vision is to provide tailored

ress has been facilitated by our impres-

automated, acoustic compound trans-

sister company Advent, IRBM can offer

viding their products for international

manufacturers and independent phar-

innovative solutions for clinical trial

sive in-house capacity. All programs are

fer and assay miniaturization. Our bio-

a cGMP CMO facility that produces ade-

trials. For sourcing biologics, there

maceutical companies worldwide, al-

material sourcing and to become the

carried out under one roof, allowing for

marker assays include ultrasensitive

noviral vectors for investigational vac-

are additional challenges, because

lowing for cost-effective sourcing for

most reliable partner for high-quality

rapid cycle times and swift decision

neurofilament (NFL) detection in plas-

cines, including the Chad–Zaire3 Ebola

most biologics manufacturers do not

even challenging products.

clinical trial materials and services.

making.

ma, a neurodegenerative biomarker for

vaccine. Additionally, we have partnered

have any internal policies and proce-

As importantly, a comparator sourc-

Whether you are seeking comparator

As a fully integrated discovery orga-

clinical trials and bioanalytical valida-

with the largest research hospital in Italy

dures in place to supply their products

ing partner must have excellent quality

sourcing alone — or a comprehensive

nization with highly experienced and

tion in human plasma. Our proprietary

— the San Raffeale in Milan — which gives

for clinical trials. This lack of internal

and compliance management systems

solution that includes packaging, ware-

tenured medicinal chemists, IRBM has

M13 phage display libraries for biolog-

us access to clinical opinion leaders, re-

guidance leads to significant confu-

in place and be well versed in risk miti-

housing, distribution and regulatory

more than 25 candidates in preclinical

ics programs feature linear dodecam-

searchers and clinical samples.

sion and delays. Products that fall

gation. A commitment to the delivery of

support — we can customize a sourcing

or clinical trials, with more than 800

ers, loop-constrained dodecamers and

IRBM is pledged to continued innova-

under Risk Evaluation and Mitigation

high-quality material on time and at the

program, especially for your needs.

publications and over 100 patents attrib-

CDR3-based dodecamers. In addition,

tion in discovery chemistry and biology.

Strategies (REMS) — and those that are

right locations is also critical.

uted to our staff. Our scientific team

we offer antibody, abdurin, and custom-

Our expansive internal network rein-

unavailable through the typical supply

averages two decades of drug discovery

built phage display libraries.

the use of their products as compara-

The best comparator sourcing partners

storing and distributing comparators for

tors, it can still take a very long time

provide not just comparator drug prod-

global clinical trials.

research organization positioned to take

Even when drug makers support

our staff possess M.Sc. or Ph.D. degrees.

our drug discovery toolkit. A recent inno-

on and successfully advance any project,

All customers that partner with IRBM are

vation at IRBM is the use of human stem

from anywhere in the world.
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With years of experience, Globyz
Pharma possesses strong expertise in
managing the regulatory, logistics and

chain — can also be difficult to access.

We are continuously looking to expand
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has

Sourcing Solutions, Not Just Drug
Products

forces our position as a leading contract

experience, and over three-quarters of

P

partner

supply chain challenges of sourcing,
P
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> GENERICS MANUFACTURING

MARKET GROWTH IN GENERICS
The global generics market is predicted
to grow continuously and rapidly over the
next several years. According to a report
by Zion Market Research, the generics
drug market is expected to balloon into
the next decade, growing at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of approximately 10.8% from 2016 to 2021. The report predicts that the generics market will
reach $380.60 billion by 2021, which is
nearly double the approximate worth of
the segment in 2015, which was $200.20
billion.1
This push toward generics is being driven by a host of factors. As drug prices rise
and the overall spending on healthcare
increases, both the government and private sector insurance companies are seeking ways to level out costs without jeopardizing access to life-saving medicines for
populations that are most in need. In addition, the demand for drugs has increased
in both the United States and emerging

FOR CDMOs LOOKING TO
BEGIN MANUFACTURING
GENERICS OR LOOKING
TO EXPAND THEIR
PORTFOLIO TO INCLUDE
A NEW GENERIC
DRUG, PROCURING
MACHINERY FROM
A TRUSTED USED
EQUIPMENT DEALER
SERVES AS A WAY TO
GUARANTEE RELIABLE
EQUIPMENT FROM
LEADING OEMs AT A
REDUCED PRICE AND
LEAD TIME.

> BY JUSTIN KADIS, FEDERAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

The global market for generic drugs is poised for ongoing rapid growth, owing
to a range of drivers, including market forces, looming patent cliffs and
regulatory guidance promoting generics as a workable solution to the growing
costs of healthcare. The development of new generic products redistributes
the manufacture of a given drug from a single to multiple companies, with
corresponding shifts in the deployment of relevant equipment assets.
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potential for generic drug developers and,
more importantly, benefits to patients.4
He

further discussed

how

the

FDA’s

increase in inspections of generic drug
plants

—

particularly

the

increasing

ratio of pre-approval versus surveillance
inspections — reflects a move to a more
risk-based inspection model that will help
achieve more generic approvals.5
The trend of rapidly and frequently
approving generics has given them a special significance, especially in the current American climate. As the national
dialogue over drug pricing comes to a
head, there is momentum behind generics. Generics are perceived as a possible
remediation to what many consider to be
a drug-pricing crisis, and this positioning has been greatly bolstered by action
taken by the FDA.
THE GENERIC OPPORTUNITY
The high demand for generics from a

markets, with a global geriatric popula-

host of players — including the FDA, the

tion steadily growing. As a cheaper way to

government, insurance companies and

access the same medicines, generic drugs

GENERICS MANUFACTURING
AND CHANGING EQUIPMENT NEEDS

ingredients but nonetheless present the

patients globally — indicates that there is

have become increasingly important as a

most, these drug products provide impor-

a tremendous opportunity for drug manu-

more accessible option for those who are

tant therapies to patients. We believe

facturers that begin to produce generic

in need of care and are unable to afford

they’re also becoming increasingly signifi-

medicines.

branded drug products.

cant to the economic health of the generic

In order for a generic company to dem-

drug industry. Being able to ‘genericize’ a

onstrate that their drug is the same as

FDA ENCOURAGEMENT AND APPROVAL

complex drug can be a high-value opportu-

the branded version, the drug must meet

OF GENERICS

nity for a generic drug developer,” read the

the following specifications, according

Generic drugs are in a unique position

statement. “Addressing these challenges

to the FDA:6

in the industry, largely because of the

— and promoting more generic competi-

promise they hold for reducing costs and

tion to complex medicines — is a key part

extending access. This promise has been

of our Drug Competition Action Plan, and

recognized and championed by the U.S.

our efforts to promote patient access and

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) under

more affordable medicines,” Dr. Gottlieb

Commissioner Scott Gottlieb. Dr. Gottlieb

concluded.2

has pushed for the development of gener-

In addition to releasing a number of

ics by releasing a series of guidances to

generic guidances, Commissioner Gott-

the industry on how to “genericize” even

lieb has made it clear just how interested

drugs with the greatest manufacturing

the agency is in driving generics to market

complexity.

by approving them in droves. The FDA set

In a statement released in October

a record for approving the highest number

2018, Dr. Gottlieb emphasized the agen-

of generic drugs in one month, with 126

cy’s encouragement of efforts taken to

total approvals (96 full and 30 tentative) in

replicate complex drugs in generic form,

July 2018.3 While that month was a stand-

noting that this furthers the wider mis-

out, it was an extension of a larger trend.

sion of medicine by broadening the use of
existing therapies.

In late January 2019, Gottlieb issued a

++ The active ingredient in the generic
medicine is the same as in the brand-name
drug/innovator drug.
++ The generic medicine has the same
strength, use indications, form (such as
a tablet or an injectable) and route of
administration (such as oral or topical).
++ The inactive ingredients of the generic
medicine are acceptable.
++ The generic medicine is manufactured
under the same strict standards as the
brand-name medicine.
++ The container in which the medicine will
be shipped and sold is appropriate, and
the label is the same as the brand-name
medicine’s label.

statement outlining the agency’s intention

“These draft guidances are aimed at

to advance additional policies to promote

CDMOs AND ORIGINATOR COMPANIES IN

ensuring that we provide as much scientif-

generic competition for complex drugs,

GENERICS PRODUCTION

ic and regulatory clarity as possible with

which are typically more difficult to copy

Contract development and manufactur-

respect to complex generic drugs. This

owing to their formulation, delivery sys-

ing organizations (CDMOs) occupy a key

focus is critical because, first and fore-

tems or the complexity of their active

position in the supply chain in regard to
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AS A NUMBER OF
BLOCKBUSTER DRUGS
EDGE CLOSER TO (OR
COMPLETELY FALL OFF)
THE PATENT CLIFF, MANY
COMPANIES ARE EYEING
THE OPPORTUNITY TO
MANUFACTURE THESE
DRUGS FOR THE FIRST
TIME AS GENERICS.

ing surplus machinery from facilities that

ing it in use immediately can produce

are no longer in need of it and selling used

tangible benefits for a company’s bottom

equipment to those that do. Beyond the

line.

cost savings and short lead times asso-

For CDMOs looking to begin manufac-

ciated with purchasing dependable used

turing generics or to expand their port-

equipment, our business model provides

folio to include a new generic drug, pro-

a particular benefit in the context of ge-

curing machinery from a trusted used

nerics manufacturing. Since FDA regu-

equipment dealer serves as a way to guar-

lations mandate that manufacturing of

antee reliable equipment from leading

generic drugs match the manufacturing

OEMs at a reduced price and lead time. As

of the originator products, the indirect

generics become a more viable option and

acquisition by a generics manufacturer

blockbuster drugs fall off the patent cliff,

of equipment formerly used for the origi-

the opportunity to manufacture generics

nator product would constitute an ideal

has become even more attractive, espe-

scenario. Divesting themselves of surplus

cially when equipment can be acquired

equipment also benefits the originator

quickly and at a reduced cost. As the

company by freeing up room on their fa-

FDA continues to champion and rapidly

cility floor and creating a return on in-

approve generics that are manufactured

vestment on machinery that is no longer

identically to their branded counterparts,

viable for them.

the sector is poised for significant growth

generics. A drug often passes from an

This win–win situation can be facili-

and presents an enormous opportunity,

originator company (this company can

tated from start to finish by a used equip-

especially for CDMOs that are already

range from virtual pharma to big pharma)

ment dealer such as Federal Equipment

adept and experienced with manufactur-

and on to a CDMO, which is the company

Company. We are equally equipped to pro-

ing for originator companies.

with the expertise and the resources to

vide solutions to companies that are in

actually make the drug. A CDMO that has

need of machinery as those who are deal-

produced product for an originator com-

ing with a surplus of equipment on a glob-

pany is in a unique position to be able to

al scale. For example, there is an increas-

manufacture product for a generics com-

ing demand for manufacturing equipment

pany as well, given that they are able to

in Eastern Europe, with a corresponding

use the same machinery and achieve a

equipment surplus in Western Europe.

conforming product.

Following the recent establishment of

new efforts to advance the development of generic copies of

a European office in the Netherlands,

complex drugs to improve patient access to medicines. U.S.

THE PATENT CLIFF

we are well positioned to partner with

As a number of blockbuster drugs edge

European companies looking to divest or

closer to (or completely fall off) the pat-

acquire equipment assets.

P
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> SMALL MOLECULE API

SUPPORTING CLIENT
PROJECTS FOR
CDMO SUCCESS
> BY MARC SAUER PH.D., AND MARK WELLMAN, BIOVECTRA

The production of increasingly complex small molecule
APIs is challenging drug makers. CDMOs with multiple
capabilities are needed to develop efficient routes
to synthesize these complicated molecules. With
expertise in both fermentation (including purification
and downstream processing) and synthetic chemistry,
BioVectra is positioned to support client projects from
early clinical stages to commercial production.
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SMALL MOLECULE CHALLENGES

LEVERAGING FERMENTATION AND

and fungal platforms. Our site on Prince

Looking across the global pharmaceuti-

SYNTHETIC CHEMISTRY

Edward Island includes cGMP pilot and

cal pipeline, it is clear that small mole-

Microbial fermentation is experiencing a

commercial suites containing equipment

cules continue to command a very strong

period of revitalization. One of BioVectra’s

tailored for the production of small mol-

presence.

focus

areas of focus is the expression of small

ecule metabolites and their purification

around biologics, small molecules com-

molecules via fermentation — including le-

(e.g., resin or media capture), centrifuga-

prise a larger fraction of commercialized

veraging novel expression systems. We are

tion, ultrafiltration/diafiltration, lyophiliza-

drugs and drugs in early through late-

currently exploring systems that allow the

tion and spray drying, as well as filter dry-

stage development.1 In addition, the ma-

expression of molecules that were previ-

ers at scales that support fermentations

jority of projects outsourced to CDMOs

ously accessible only through cell cultures,

ranging from shaker flasks up to 15,000-L

continue to involve small molecules.

extraction from biomass or chemical syn-

fermenters.

However, the small molecule projects

thesis. Aside from presenting a novel ap-

At BioVectra, we specialize in combin-

being outsourced are becoming increas-

proach to complex API drug development,

ing synthetic chemistry with fermenta-

ingly complex, as are regulatory expec-

the use of microbial fermentation has cost

tion to provide simple and cost-effective

tations. Most of the projects presented

advantages, as it allows for large-scale

solutions to complex problems. We also

to BioVectra involve compounds that are

manufacturing of complex compounds in a

have expertise spanning a broad range of

moving into development and require

single upstream and downstream process

synthetic methodologies and can perform

process development, are difficult to

sequence. This process requires fewer sol-

multi-step synthesis to deliver molecules

manufacture or handle (e.g., highly po-

vents and produces less waste compared

with complex structures. Our synthetic

tent compounds, controlled substances),

with traditional chemical synthesis and ex-

chemistry capabilities cover all conven-

require a novel route to circumvent exist-

traction processes.

tional organic chemistry reactions, includ-

Despite

the

recent

ing patents or have associated procure-

BioVectra has been involved in fer-

ing asymmetric synthesis and catalysis.

ment issues, such as key building blocks

mentation for more than 15 years. Our

We operate cGMP kilo-labs and scale-up

that cannot be found and may need to be

systems include microbial (filamentous

facilities that can handle gram through

manufactured.

and marine-based bacteria), Escheria coli

multi-metric-ton products — as well as

AS MOLECULAR
COMPLEXITY INCREASES,
IT IS ESSENTIAL TO
BE ABLE TO FULLY
CHARACTERIZE THE
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF APIs IN
ORDER TO GAIN AN
UNDERSTANDING
OF THEIR POTENTIAL
BEHAVIOR IN
FORMULATED
PRODUCTS, AND UPON
ADMINISTRATION TO
PATIENTS.
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high-potency containment for cytotoxic

Our experience in this area has helped

employee retention at BioVectra and our

us develop an understanding of the chal-

clients can be assured that the same team

lenges that clients face when formulat-

that works on the initial process develop-

END-TO-END SERVICES WITH PHASE-

ing their own products. We recognize how

ment effort will be available to support a

APPROPRIATE SUPPORT

physical and chemical characteristics can

project all the way to commercialization

In addition to combining fermentation and

critically impact the behavior of APIs in

and beyond. Observing projects as they

organic synthesis capabilities, BioVectra

various formulation environments, which

mature through the entire development

supports processes from the earliest stag-

strengthens our understanding of what is

life cycle educates our team about the

es through commercial production. With

important for API development and manu-

different problems that may potentially

equipment that can support volumes from

facturing. Some of our clients are seek-

arise. With this knowledge, we are often

glassware to thousands of liters, we are

ing assistance in developing oral forms

able to foresee potential difficulties and

able to tackle projects with a wide range

of existing parenteral oncology drugs,

tailor our development programs with

of volume expectations, including low-vol-

and doing so requires understanding the

these issues in mind.

ume APIs for therapies designed to treat

morphology and characteristics of the API

rare diseases and APIs that target large

and how they will impact a reaction in dif-

UNIQUE APPROACHES

populations.

ferent environments.

Developing processes for increasingly

compounds.

BY OFFERING
FERMENTATION AND
CHEMICAL MODIFICATION
WITHIN ONE CDMO,
CLIENTS CAN SIMPLIFY
THEIR SUPPLY CHAINS
AND STREAMLINE
THEIR DEVELOPMENT
PROCESSES, REDUCING
COSTS AND TIME TO
MARKET.

time was reduced to less than one day.

process development, analytical support

Similarly, we invested in a fraction-collec-

and cGMP manufacturing for proteins,

tion system that allows for the collection,

enzymes, antibody fragments, peptides

transfer and concentration of fractions

and attenuated virus vaccines. We are cur-

containing highly potent compounds in a

rently bringing a dedicated biologics site

contained environment. Isolation, filtra-

for the production of large biomolecules

tion and packaging are also performed in

online. In addition to providing entry into

the unit. This investment was made for a

this exciting market, this new capability

particular client, for whom BioVectra now

will enable BioVectra to leverage our small

produces more than 40 kg per year of a

molecule capabilities in PEGylation and

highly potent compound.

conjugation chemistry to support clients

Beyond developing processes and scal-

with ever more complex needs. BioVec-

ing them up in our multipurpose equip-

tra provides its experience as a market-

ment, we are committed to engineering

leading supplier of high-quality reagents

and designing specific plants for clients

to the pharma and biopharma industries

that drive efficiency and value as they

from research to manufacturing scale,

achieve commercial success. In fact, a

including bioprocessing, diagnostic and

BioVectra also provides formulation

Our tailored and personalized approach

complex small molecules requires flexibil-

development services, with a particular

to process development helps our clients

ity in capabilities, continued investment in

200-metric-ton site is currently being

molecular biology reagents and MPEGs,

emphasis on challenging formulations.

reduce the time it takes to move from

advanced technologies, openness to new

purpose-built for a client — this mutually

to support any partnership.

Production challenges stem from the API

one development phase to the next. The

techniques and manufacturing paradigms

beneficial construction will thus help us

itself, which requires special handling.

needs at each phase are considered and

and an understanding of the molecules in-

the process and keeping it under statisti-

For instance, the highly potent APIs used

addressed without creating unnecessary

volved. Over the last 18 months, BioVectra

cal control.

in antibody–drug conjugates require com-

roadblocks for later development stages.

has been building out its analytical capa-

plex multi-step chemical synthesis or are

Patient safety issues must be identified

bilities, in addition to investing further in

INVESTED IN CLIENT PROJECTS

led to our expansion into fermentation of

made from starting materials that are diffi-

early on, while installation of control mea-

HPLC and UPLC, CAD detection, X-ray dif-

BioVectra has proactively worked with

large molecule biologics. We now provide

cult to procure. On the formulation end, we

sures for critical quality attributes and

fraction, mass spectrometry, particle size

our clients to provide services beyond our

focus on complex intravenous injectables

critical process parameters is essential, as

analysis and thermal characterization. As

current offering, in order to respond to de-

utilizing nanoparticle delivery systems

the process is developed to ensure that the

molecular complexity increases, it is es-

mands of increased volumes or to provide

and intramuscular sustained-release for-

desired quality is achieved.

sential to be able to fully characterize the

a service that was not widely available in

BioVectra’s core competency in micro-

Our integrated approach ensures that

physical and chemical properties of APIs

the market.

targeted manipulation of the API’s physical

development is not performed in isolation;

in order to gain an understanding of their

zation has the speed and nimbleness to

properties in order to achieve an extended

it is a joint effort encompassing R&D, man-

potential behavior in formulated products

quickly respond to such requests. This ap-

release profile.

ufacturing, quality and procurement. By

and upon administration to patients.

proach can require significant capital and

DEVELOPING PROCESSES
FOR INCREASINGLY
COMPLEX SMALL
MOLECULES
REQUIRES FLEXIBILITY
IN CAPABILITIES,
CONTINUED INVESTMENT
IN ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES,
OPENNESS TO NEW
TECHNIQUES AND
AN UNDERSTANDING
OF THE MOLECULES
INVOLVED.

BioVectra continues to apply our skills

human resource investment (which has

an optimal and manufacturable process

to produce unique molecules — such as

been successfully demonstrated over nu-

that provides the highest-quality product

PEGylated products — after observing

merous examples) and allows our clients

in the least time possible.

more demand for PEGylation reagents

access to material and greater control of

that move away from the traditional high-

their supply chain.

process does not end when process valida-

molecular-weight

mol-

The success of our clients is our suc-

tion is achieved. Once the engineering and

ecules to very specific, well-controlled,

cess, which is why we have repeatedly

validation batches are completed, con-

lower-weight species and multi-branched

expanded our capacity and capabilities

tinuous monitoring is performed to enable

variants. These projects also often require

to specifically support the commercializa-

identification of any opportunities to drive

the ability to develop production routes

tion of client products. Indeed, BioVectra

more value out of the process.

that do not infringe on existing patents.

became involved in fermentation at the

linear

polymer

By offering fermentation and chemi-

On the manufacturing side, BioVectra is

request of a client. We were performing

cal modification within one CDMO, cli-

committed to improving the efficiency and

chemical modification on a metabolite

ents can simplify their supply chains and

productivity of our processes. To that end,

when the client’s offshore supplier ran

streamline their development processes,

we have begun to provide process ana-

into regulatory difficulties. We were asked

reducing costs and time to market. In

lytical technology (PAT) and continuous

to take on the entire scope of the project,

addition, with over 50 years of experience

processing for our clients. The use of PAT

and, 15 years later, we have attained strong

working with small molecules, BioVectra

enables real-time monitoring and analy-

expertise in fermentation.

also brings a depth of knowledge about the

sis of trends for enhanced process con-

BioVectra has also invested in special-

behavior of small molecules and an aware-

trol, while eliminating the time required

ized technology for the isolation and fil-

ness of potential problems that could

for iterative sampling and testing. These

tration of metabolites captured on a resin

arise. Our ability to anticipate challenges

include UV-Vis and near-infrared spec-

surface to improve a client’s process. A

and rapidly provide solutions is another

troscopy analysis, which contribute to

single process operation took more than

value-add for our clients.

the production process and multivariate

a week to complete; however, once the

analysis — these are key to understanding

new technology was installed, the process

As importantly, there is a high level of
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serve more clients.
bial fermentation of small molecule APIs

mulations. These formulations require a

P
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>  PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

PROCESS UNDERSTANDING
CENTRAL TO SUCCESSFUL
DRUG SYNTHESIS
> BY JAMES J. SPRINGER, AND ROBERT HUGHES, ALBEMARLE FINE CHEMISTRY SERVICES

As small molecule APIs become increasingly complex, the
development of robust, high-yielding, and cost-effective synthetic
routes becomes more challenging. Strategies that emphasize a
high level of process understanding facilitate more effective route
design and analytical method development.
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INCREASING COMPLEXITY

GREATER EXPECTATIONS FOR PROCESS

Complexity is increasing across phar-

UNDERSTANDING

maceutical API development. A common

Adding to these growing challenges is

trend with small molecule drug candidates

an additional layer of complexity — the

is that they often contain multiple hetero-

need to develop a high level of process

cycles with many nitrogen atoms and, in

understanding. It is no longer sufficient

some cases, they have increased in size.

to develop a process with limited under-

These types of molecules present chal-

standing of process variables, as there is

lenges with respect to synthetic route de-

significant risk when scaling up to manu-

sign and process details as a result of their

facturing assets. Albemarle recognizes

lower solubility in common solvent sys-

the need to thoroughly understand pro-

tems. The former has been addressed with

cesses, which minimizes the scale-up risk

advances in homogeneous catalysis with

and adds value for the customer.

DURING THE PHASE
I PROJECT, IT IS
IMPORTANT TO
IDENTIFY POTENTIAL
AREAS FOR
OPTIMIZATION AND
IMPROVEMENT IN THE
EVENT THE PROJECT
MOVES THROUGH LATER
DEVELOPMENT STAGES.

respect to ligands, and process conditions

The increasing use of accelerated

have led to wider use of these reactions

approval pathways, such as the Break-

in small molecule intermediate and API

through Therapy and Priority Review desig-

synthesis. At Albemarle Fine Chemistry

nations, is adding complexity and leading

Services (FCS), we have gained extensive

to more aggressive development time-

expertise in homogeneous cross-coupling

lines. An efficient strategy must be estab-

over. The chemists that start work on a

reactions. Solubility issues during work-up

lished in order to tackle these projects

phase I project will continue to support that

operations or crystallizations have been

with the necessary level of proficiency.

project through all development phases,

routinely addressed via solubility studies,

Similarly, increasing expectations with

bringing their project-specific knowledge

which leads to implementation of clever

respect to analytical requirements — such

with them, ensuring the continued success

solvent systems. Both approaches have

as the recently updated ICH guidelines

of a program as it scales through process

been successfully scaled to our manufac-

for elemental impurity analysis — are also

validation and enters commercialization.

turing assets.

driving the need for more process under-

There is also an increasing expec-

standing. Homogeneous catalysis involves

KEEPING SCALE-UP IN MIND

tation, from both regulators and drug

the use of transition metals dissolved in

Since the goal of any new early-phase de-

manufacturers, for more robust analyti-

the reaction mixture. It is essential that

velopment project is commercialization

cal methods. In addition, customers are

the concentration of metal in the isolated

of the drug candidate, it is essential to de-

seeking validation of analytical methods

product be reduced below an acceptable

velop synthetic routes and processes with

for raw material testing and in-process

limit. It is critical to both have a strategy

scale-up in mind when the work begins. As

monitoring, and not just for the final API

for removing metals and an understanding

a result of the extensive manufacturing ex-

release methods. At Albemarle FCS, our

of what conditions will impact their remov-

perience within the process R&D group, we

approach to satisfying these increased

al and provide an explanation of how and

have a strong track record in accomplish-

expectations starts during the analyti-

where the metal was removed and how

ing this goal. Bringing process engineers

cal method development stage and meth-

the process is controlled. At Albemarle,

into the discussion early on with continu-

od transfers. When designing, for exam-

we had the required analytical instrumen-

ing collaboration throughout the entire

ple, an HPLC-related substance test for

tation (inductively coupled plasma with

development cycle helps ensure a smooth

incoming advanced regulatory starting

mass spectrometry) and methods in place

tech transfer to the plant.

materials (RSM), our technologists con-

before the regulation took effect, ensuring

Understanding the impact of longer

sider whether the method can satisfy

that our customers would be prepared for

reaction times is also important. Unit

the rigors of ICH method validation cri-

these changes.

operations typically take much longer to
complete on a larger scale. In preparation

teria, while ensuring that the resulting
method is suitable for control of relevant

EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE ARE

for process scale-up, it is thus necessary

impurities. The increased functional-

ESSENTIAL

to understand the impact of the extended

ity of more complex molecules provides

When facing the increasing complexities

cycle times on product quality. A labora-

the opportunity for more impurities

of small molecule drug development, the

tory reaction may provide a good yield and

that need to be resolved and quantita-

best weapons are experience and exper-

acceptable quality when the process time

tively determined. The analytical chem-

tise, not only in route design and organic

is limited and the workup is performed

ists work closely with the process R&D

synthesis, but in all phases of drug devel-

immediately following the reaction. How-

chemist to identify the observed process

opment, from R&D, to the kilo lab, to the

ever, the longer cycle times in the plant

impurities, using advanced technolo-

pilot plant and commercial production.

may lead to unexpected product decom-

gies, such as LCMS, GCMS and NMR,

At Albemarle in South Haven, MI, our

position, reducing the yield and poten-

and then demonstrate that the impuri-

scientists have on average 20 years expe-

tially generating product that fails to meet

ties are accurately reported. This may

rience in the pharmaceutical industry.

the critical quality attributes. At Albe-

lead to assigning response factors when

The engagement and commitment of our

marle FCS, we routinely perform stress

appropriate.

experts is reflected in very low staff turn-

studies and evaluate reaction mixtures
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using HPLC weight percent assays. This

COLLABORATING FOR SUCCESS

been significant focus on pharmaceuti-

approach is invaluable, because degrada-

Collaboration and transparency are two

cal supply chain security and the need for

tion products may not always be observed

keys to successful completion of projects

greater knowledge of how RSMs are made

via HPLC impurity profiles alone. Under-

for any custom manufacturer. At South

and how the processes used to produce

standing an unstable reaction mixture

Haven,

collabora-

them are controlled. Close collaboration

makes it possible to develop an alternate

tion that takes place among our experts

between the RSM supplier and drug sub-

process or identify appropriate engineer-

on-site and at other FCS sites and, more

stance producer offers a unique advantage

ing controls for the process at plant scale

importantly, with our customers. Each new

in our marketplace.

in advance.

project is supported by a team with repre-

Working in close collaboration with the

sentatives from R&D, analytical services,

Tyrone site has made it possible to gain

LONGER-TERM FOCUS

engineering and quality. The team and pro-

this knowledge, in addition to achieving

Having a longer-term focus is as impor-

gram manager stay together throughout

process optimization. We also have a bet-

tant as keeping scale-up in mind from the

the development cycle.

ter understanding of the impurity profiles

we

emphasize

the

start. It is possible to develop a route and

Customers are encouraged to partici-

for our raw materials, allowing us to head

produce a phase I batch without any other

pate at all phases. We encourage transpar-

off potential problems sooner rather than

considerations. However, that approach

ency and prefer to bring customers into the

later. This will remain essential as the role

does not provide the greatest benefit to

conversation if an issue occurs, because

of RSM quality in controlling final API puri-

the customer. During the phase I project, it

they often possess the expertise needed

ty profile increases.

is important to identify potential areas for

to help identify a solution. We find that col-

With our strong emphasis on process

optimization and improvement in the event

laboration is always the best approach to a

understanding at all production phases,

the project progresses to later stages of

process as challenging as scale-up.

Albemarle FCS can not only take on a

This approach extends to collabora-

broad range of projects, but we can also

At Albemarle FCS, while we are gener-

tion with other sites within the Albemarle

crucially anticipate future needs and col-

ating toxicology lots and phase I batches,

network. The Tyrone facility has begun

laborate with our customers to plan pro-

we also assess our client’s projects with

producing some of the RSMs we use at the

cess solutions in advance to reduce time

them, planning ahead with respect to the

South Haven GMP site. Recently, there has

to market.

development.

P

process and analytical methods. An area
that can present challenges is the production of acceptable crystalline material
in multi-heterocyclic compounds. These
compounds often generate poorly behaved

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

crystals or material that is amorphous.

R&D Manager, Albemarle Fine Chemistry Services

developing robust crystallization systems
with these types of molecules and has suc-

James is the R&D Manager at the Albemarle South Haven site, where
he manages the process development of new APIs. He has more than
20 years of experience in process development for API synthesis and
process validation. He has a Ph.D. in organic chemistry from Wayne State
University. Jim began his career with Wyckoff Chemical in South Haven,
MI, where the primary focus was process development for generic APIs,
and has held positions with DSM Pharma and Vertellus Specialties.
.
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/james-springer-86902b38/
Email James.Springer@albemarle.com

cessfully implemented them at scale.
We also recommend additional analytical method development work to ensure
that the methods used in early phases
can be validated with little effort later on.
Projects that involve accelerated approval
timelines often move quickly from phase II
to the production of phase III registration
batches. Access to methods capable of
undergoing validation helps keep projects

Robert Hughes

on track. Once a program enters phase III,

FORMULATED SOLUTIONS

Redefining the Consumer
Healthcare Experience

Senior R&D Advisor, Albemarle Fine Chemistry Services

the ability to quickly validate methods can

Dr. Robert Hughes has been with Albemarle since September 2007
and currently holds the position of Senior R&D Advisor at the cGMP
manufacturing site in South Haven, MI. Dr. Hughes has held various
scientific positions over his 21-year career in the pharmaceutical industry
which includes stops at Roche Colorado, Pfizer and Boehringer
Ingelheim. He holds a bachelor’s degree in chemistry from Northern
Michigan University and a doctorate in organic chemistry from Wayne
State University, which was followed by a postdoctoral position at
Colorado State University.

be critical to the program timelines. Albemarle has recognized the application of a
quality-by-design (QbD) approach to analytical method development as a growing
trend in the pharmaceutical industry. The
power that is gained in process development by better defining the design space
can also be obtained in analytical development. Such an approach provides the data

A CDMO specializing in innovative topical
delivery systems for the consumer healthcare
industry changes the game when it comes
to the application of some of life’s most
essential products.

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/robert-hughes-24450b134/
Email Robert.Hughes@albemarle.com

needed to support the development of
more robust methods.
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James J. Springer

Albemarle FCS has significant expertise in
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>  DESIGN LOGIC FORMULATED SOLUTIONS WEBSITE LAUNCH

F

The company’s long-held tagline
— Innovate, Formulate, Create — is
a comprehensive representation
of the Formulated Solutions brand,
describing both the key areas of
the business and its integrated,
multilayered approach.

ormulated Solutions supports companies in the branded Rx, OTC,
medical device and prestige personal care segments of the consumer

healthcare market with cutting-edge delivery
solutions designed to enhance the application experience and foster adherence. The
company’s award-winning portfolio of package forms, which includes aerosols, barrier
pressurized packs, tubes, wipes and sachets,
is continuously expanding through ongoing
investments in R&D and an unremitting desire to solve its brand partners’ most complex challenges.

MARKETS SERVED

Aligning Perception with Reality

CREATE

For nearly 20 years, Formulated Solutions

While innovation and tenacity are mainstays of the

has been innovating, formulating and cre-

Formulated Solutions brand, it was equally impor-

ating products for some of the world’s most

tant to emphasize the company’s proven capabili-

well-known consumer healthcare brands. The

ties in process development and cGMP manufactur-

company operates out of 220,000 square feet

ing. “Create” describes, literally, the ability to create

of combined pharmaceutical facilities and

game-changing products — whether it be a completely

invests more than 30% of its R&D resources
into speculative innovation efforts, enabling

new product, improving an existing line or manufac-

Branded RX Therapeutics

Over-The-Counter

turing a SKU that is already on the shelves.

the progressive development of leading-edge

Connecting with the End User

products.

As a contract services provider, Formulated Solutions

More Than a Tagline

is unique in that it has a profound understanding of

The company’s long-held tagline — Innovate,

the needs and preferences of the person at the end of

Formulate, Create — is a comprehensive

the supply chain. Lifestyle images were selected as

representation of the Formulated Solutions

a primary means of conveying this unique consumer

brand, describing both the key areas of the

insight, associating the experience of Formulated
Solutions with that of the end user. Banner images

business and its integrated, multilayered approach. Before putting pen to paper, it was

Medical Device

Prestige Personal Care

were supplemented by qualifying text to connect the
imagery to the message on each page.

necessary to first define these three pillars
and, in turn, the Formulated Solutions brand.

INNOVATE
Formulated Solutions’ top-down commitment to driving innovation is evidenced through quantifiable factors like investment in research staff and lab space,
but it was its steadfast, unwavering desire to improve upon the status quo that stood out as a major

THE BAG-ON-VALVE FILLING PROCESS

value proposition and was thus incorporated into the
topline messaging.

Bringing the Brand to Life
FORMULATE

As part of the effort to bridge the gap between the

It was clear from the start that the Formulated So-

company’s advanced solutions and the existing brand

Product filling into the bag and in-line

lutions team isn’t just willing to take on a challenge

image, the website was designed with a modern aes-

target weight verification

— overcoming adversity is part of the culture. Find-

thetic, using a cool color palette and modular layout.

ing creative ways to optimize difficult formulations

Animation is utilized heavily throughout the site to

is what inspired the callout, “The more difficult your

create movement and help break up some of the

project is to formulate, the harder to fill, the more

more technical content inherent to the subject mat-

dogged we will be in relentless pursuit of an optimal

ter. To learn more about Formulated Solutions, visit

solution.”

www.formulatedsolutions.com.
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2018 YEAR IN REVIEW
Top Company Interactions
on PharmasAlmanac.com

Top 2018 Article

DEATH TO CLEANROOMS
IN BIOPHARMACEUTICAL
MANUFACTURING

(articles, profiles, etc.)

Pharma’s Almanac
Most Impactful Thought
Leadership of 2018

> MARC PELLETIER, Ph.D., CRB

1.

Avara Pharmaceutical Services

2. Federal Equipment Company
3.

Servier

4. Marken
5.

Hovione

6. Alcami
7.

UPM Pharmaceuticals

8. CRB USA

Top Articles by
Industry Segment
s we look forward to another

and acquisitions activity and next-genera-

year of illuminating Thought

tion biologics therapies, respectively.

Leadership content at Pharma’s Almanac, we wanted to

Additionally, we are highlighting the compa-

reflect on 2018 and highlight

nies and individual contributors who have

a selection of articles and authors that had

generated the most interactions on our site

the greatest measurable impact on our read-

over the last year, as well as the trending top-

ers. We strive to publish the most thought-

ics that have made the greatest overall im-

provoking, original content on diverse topics

pressions in the first quarter of 2019.

that are challenging and changing the pharmaceutical industry, particularly showcasing

We are proud to have had the privilege of

supporting outsourcing providers.

developing and publishing such a diversity
of insightful Thought Leadership content

Through our Analytics suite available on

covering subjects of the highest value to our

PharmasAlmanac.com, we are able to cap-

readers throughout pharma and supporting

ture data on the traffic through our content

industries, and we are enthusiastic about

portal. This includes the articles, companies,

the opportunity to continue to support our

contributors and topics that have received

community as the industry continues to

the most views among our audience of in-

evolve in 2019 and beyond.

API: “Meeting the Need for Small-Volume
API Manufacturing,” Jim Scandura, Avara
Pharmaceutical Services
Biologics: “Fully Supporting Customer
Needs for Biologics Development and Manufacturing,” James Park, Samsung Biologics
Cell & Gene Therapy: “Overcoming Raw
Material and Supply Chain Challenges in
Viral Vector Manufacturing,” Richard Snyder,
Ph.D., Christopher Murphy, Susan D’Costa
Ph.D., & Cameron Jones, Brammer Bio
Engineering: “Death to Cleanrooms
in Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing,”
Mark Pelletier, Ph.D., CRB USA
Standalone CDMO: “Providing Flexible
Capabilities to Meet Market Demand for
Sterile Fill-Finish Services,” Andrea Baiocchi,
Avara Pharmaceutical Services
Embedded CDMO: “Why Business Continuity Management is Important for CDMOs,”
Mayeul Cauvin, Servier

dustry professionals.
Here, we present some of this digital data
analysis for readers of our print magazine,
showcasing the most-read articles across
the entire pharmaceutical supply chain
(from CDMOs, CROs, excipients, equipment
and logistics), as well as specific industry
segments and specialty topics of interest.
Among our own content authored by members of the Nice Insight team, we had the
greatest impact with the three-part features
from our first and second quarter issues of
Pharma’s Almanac, which explored mergers

9. Brammer Bio

The single article that generated

1980s toward closed and functionally

the most engagement in 2018 on

closed equipment that not only mitigate

Pharmas-Almanac.com was “Death to

contamination risks beyond what clean-

Cleanrooms in Biopharmaceutical Manu-

rooms can provide but also reduce costs

facturing,” by Mark Pelletier, Ph.D., Direc-

from both CAPEX and OPEX perspec-

tor at CRB USA. In this article, Pelletier

tives. Originally featured in our Q1 issue

makes a persuasive case for a major para-

of Pharma’s Almanac, this groundbreak-

digm shift in the manufacture of biologi-

ing article has consistently been among

cal APIs, from the cleanroom model that

the most-read content on our website

has been the industry standard since the

each individual week since publication.
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11. BioVectra
12. AMRI
13. Catalent
14. GSK Contract Manufacturing
15. Almac
16. AbbVie Contract Manufacturing
17. Patheon
18. Grifols
19. Piramal Pharma Solutions
20. WuXi AppTec

Top Articles Across the Supply Chain
CDMO: “Providing Flexible Capabilities to Meet Market Demand for Sterile Fill-Finish
Services,” Andrea Baiocchi, Avara Pharmaceutical Services
CRO: “Creating Comprehensive Solutions through Laboratory Testing,” Xin Zhang,
Ph.D., WuXi AppTec
Excipients: “Investing in New Technologies for Innovative Functional Solutions,”
Sarath Chandar, SPI Pharma
Pharma Equipment: “Microbial and Biological Decontamination of Equipment Brings
Peace of Mind,” Matt Hicks, Federal Equipment Company
Logistics: “Overcoming Challenges in the Complex Market for Clinical Trials and
Clinical Logistics,” Wes Wheeler, Marken

Trending Topics in the First
Quarter of 2019:

Top 10 Contributors to Pharma’s Almanac
Overall (not ranked)

+ Parenteral manufacturing

1.

+ Cell & gene therapy
+ Biologics – large molecule

Richard Snyder, Ph.D., CSO/Founder, & Mark Bamforth, CEO/Founder,
Brammer Bio

2. Mark Pelletier, Ph.D., Director, CRB USA
3.

Marga Viñes, Business Development Manager, Grifols

Encapsulation: “Overcoming Formulation
Challenges with Liquid-fill Capsules,” Eli
Elias, CapsCanada

Formulation: “The Coming of Age of Amorphous Solid Dispersions,” Márcio Temtem,
Ph.D., Hovione

+ Packaging

4. Syed T. Husain, CCO, Alcami

+ Innovation

5.

Artificial Intelligence: “Artificial Intelligence in Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing,”
Constantin Loghinov, MILS Group LLC

OSD: “Scientific Expertise Facilitates Oral
Peptide Product Development and Manufacturing,” Ariana Nagel & Matthew Ferrell,
UPM Pharmaceuticals

+ Continuous Manufacturing

6. Peter Walters, Lead Process Engineer, CRB USA

+ Logistics

7.

Fermentation: “Focused on Fermentation,” Elise Mous & Thomas De Maria, Capua
Bioservices

+ Automation

M&A: “Inside Mergers & Acquisitions,” Kevin
Bottomley, Results Healthcare
Parenterals: “Expanding U.S. Supply Options for Large-Volume Parenterals,” Marga
Viñes, Grifols

Q1 2018

10. CapsCanada

+ CDMO

Top Articles on Specialty Topics

For as long as most of us can remember, the manufacture and purification
of biologic drug substances has mostly been performed in cleanrooms.
Recently, advances in the design, form, function and operation of bioprocessing
equipment has made it possible to close — or functionally close — biological
active ingredient (API) manufacturing operations. As expressed in the most
recent regulatory guidelines (PIC/S 2017, Annex II), closed bioprocessing can be
moved into simpler, unclassified environments and even outdoors! This strong
endorsement of closed processing provides enormous opportunity and cost
benefits to drug manufacturers.

+ CRO
+ Regulatory
+ API – small molecule
+ Outsourcing

Wes Wheeler, CEO, Marken

Ramesh Subramian, VP, Strategic Marketing & Global Head, Business
Development, Piramal Pharma Solutions

8. Andrew Bulpin, Head of Process Solutions Strategic, Marketing and

Innovation, Millipore Sigma

9. Matt Hicks, COO & Counsel, Federal Equipment Company
10. Doug Krafte, Ph.D., Chief Scientific Officer, Icagen

+ Excipients
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IMMUNOTHERAPY

Collaborating for
Immunotherapy
Development
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indications — and thus the profit potential

vaccines, checkpoint inhibitors and im-

— of their drugs.5

munomodulators, is predicted by Mar-

Common approaches involve the use

ketsandMarkets to rise at CAGR of 14.0%

of established chemotherapy drugs with

from 61.9 billion in 2016 to 119.39 billion by

antibody-based

2021, or 59% of the total immunotherapy

boost the immune system response. As a

market at that time.3

result, while there are many collaborations

immunotherapies

that

Sales of the leading cancer immuno-

that solely focus on discovery and early

therapies are doing quite well, indeed.4

development, the number of partnerships

Revlimid® (lenalidomide) from Celgene

involving clinical trials has increased sig-

earned the third-highest revenues in

nificantly.6

2017 at $8.187 billion. Opdivo and Yervoy earned Bristol-Myers Squibb $4.948

Bigger and Bigger Deals

billion and $1.244 billion, respectively,

New partnerships and deals seem to be

while Keytruda raked in $3.809 billion for

announced on a near-daily basis. Many of

Merck. Roche’s Tecentriq is catching up,

these collaborations are between special-

with 2017 sales of $510 million.

ty biotechs that have developed proprietary platform technologies for specific

BY KSHITIJ (TJ) LADAGE, NICE INSIGHT

By leveraging the immune system,
immunotherapies hold promise as treatments
for diseases ranging from AIDS to cancers of
all types. While most major pharmaceutical
companies are engaged to some extent
in immunotherapy discovery and
development, emerging companies are
leading the way.

ket, meanwhile, including mAbs, cancer

C

ombinations of drugs operating via complementary mech-

efforts in the field of immunotherapy.1
immunotherapies

types of immunotherapies, such as CAR-T

Most big pharma companies have im-

cell therapies (e.g., JUNO Therapeutics,

munotherapy programs. Leaders include

Bluebird Biosciences). Many have busi-

Merck, Bristol-Myers Squibb, AstraZen-

ness models that require collaboration

eca and Roche (through its biologics arm

with mid-sized or large pharmaceutical

Genentech). All of these companies have

companies to implement late-stage clini-

established internal R&D initiatives and

cal trials and commercialization.

have formed numerous collaborations

According to a report in Genetic Engi-

with emerging/specialty biotech firms de-

neering News (GEN) in March 2018, the

voted to the development of immunother-

top ten ongoing collaborations in immuno-

apy candidates, government and private

oncology

institutes and even, in some cases, with

$34.513 billion, nearly one-third higher

their competition.

than the value of the top 10 deals from the

were

worth

approximately

These collaborations have become es-

publication’s 2017 list.4 The structure of

include

sential. Knowledge and understanding of

deals is also changing, with buyers willing

anisms of action often provide

dendritic cell therapies (Provenge [sip-

the immune system and the biochemical

to make large up-front payments ($4.368

optimum results. Collabora-

uleucel-T]),

receptor

pathways involved are evolving rapidly. It

billion in 2018 compared with $2.743 bil-

tion is therefore essential to

(CAR) T cell therapies (Yescarta [axicabta-

is impossible for one company to remain

lion in 2017). Two of the top three deals

accelerating the development and commer-

geneciloleucel]; Kymriah [tisagenlecleu-

up to date on all recent advances achieved

were launched in 2018, and all of the col-

cialization of these promising medicines.

cel]), cytokine therapies (interleukin-2,

by academia, government and industry

laborations on GEN’s 2018 list were valued

research groups. Equally important has

above $2 billion. Key points about the top

(mAbs) with different targets, the more re-

been the rise of start-up biotech firms fo-

10 deals on GEN’s list are shown in Table 1.

Immunotherapies — drugs that activate

cent of which act as immune checkpoint

cused on the development of immunother-

and leverage the killing ability of the im-

inhibitors (e.g., Tecentriq [atezolizumab];

apies for specific diseases with business

Establishing New Networks

mune system for targeted harmful cells

Yervoy [ipilimumab]; Opdivo [nivolumab]).

models that involve commercialization via

These large collaborations are clearly not

— have recently moved from the realm of

Areas of research include adoptive T cell,

collaboration.

the only partnerships that are driving the

imagination to reality. Regulatory agen-

anti-CD47, anti-GD2, anti-CTLA-4 and

It is also becoming apparent that many

advancement of the immunotherapy field.

cies have approved several different types

others. Combination therapies are be-

immunotherapies are most effective when

Many leading researchers in academia,

of immunotherapies targeting cancer and

ing investigated that combine these vari-

used in combination with other drugs op-

industry and government institutions have

other diseases. One of the latest to be ap-

ous drugs with traditional chemotherapy

erating by complementary mechanisms

recognized that, to best leverage the large

proved by the U.S. Food and Drug Admin-

agents and with one another.

of action. No single pharmaceutical firm

quantities of data and information being

Rapid Developments

Approved

Need for Collaboration

chimeric

antigen

interferon-α) and monoclonal antibodies

istration was Libtayo (cemiplimab) from

The global market for immunotherapy

has access to a sufficiently wide array of

generated today, there is a need to col-

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals and Sanofi

drugs (e.g., adult vaccines, checkpoint in-

approved drugs and drug candidates to

laborate in nontraditional ways.

for the treatment of patients with a certain

hibitors, interferons) for the treatment of

ensure development of optimal immu-

type of skin cancer. Just days after this ap-

cancers and autoimmune and infectious

notherapies. Therefore, companies with

proval, James Allison of MD Anderson Can-

diseases is projected by Marketsand-

known technological expertise are part-

cer Center in Houston and Tasuku Honjo

Markets to expand at a compound annual

nering with other firms — including their

of Kyoto University in Japan received

growth rate (CAGR) of 13.5% from $108.41

biggest rivals where appropriate — to test

the 2018 Nobel Prize for Physiology and

billion in 2016 to $201.52 billion by 2021.2

combinations of their approved products

Medicine for their independent research

The global cancer immunotherapy mar-

and lead candidates to expand the list of

++ To maximize its R&D efforts, Roche
established the global immunotherapy
Centers of Research Excellence (imCORE)
network of basic and clinical scientists from
21 leading academic research institutions in
cancer immunotherapy.7
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Companies

Year

Merck & Co., Ablynx

2015

Merck & Co., Eisai

2018

BMS, Nektar Therapeutics

2018

Value (billion)

Comments

implementing early-phase clinical trials in

ysis Centers (CIMACs) and a Cancer Im-

this field. The CITN also supports the per-

intellectual property concerns so that

munologic Data Commons (CIDC) over five

formance of standardized immunomonitor-

researchers can build upon each other’s

years that will form a network of laboratory

ing assays and correlative studies using

work. Access to funding eliminates the

centers to support both adult and pediatric

specimens obtained from clinical trials to

immunotherapy trials.10

investigate the biological mechanisms of

Additional checkpoint modulator targets for bispecific nanobodies;
Ablynx since acquired by Sanofi.

Up to $5.77

Development of Eisai’s Lenvima (lenvatinib mesylate) for additional
cancer indications alone and in combination with Keytruda

need to spend time applying for grants.
Researchers in the network can conduct

“A scientific and organizational chal-

the disease and drugs that will enable fur-

Combination therapies of Nektar lead compound with Opdivo
and Yervoy

joint clinical trials with standardized data

lenge as complex as this cannot be ad-

ther development. Collaboration between

collection and operational protocols.

dressed effectively by any one organiza-

member institutions, industry sponsors

Strategic partnerships with biopharma

tion acting alone. It requires the energy

and philanthropic foundations accelerates

companies are also designed to speed de-

and intellectual and financial resources

the design and implementation of clinical

velopment and commercialization. Licens-

of multiple partners working together in

trials, according to the FHCRC.

ing deals are arranged at the latest stages

close collaboration. PACT is a significant

of the R&D process and are implemented

step forward in ensuring that new immu-

by in-house IP experts. Any monies gener-

notherapies find their way to patients that

ated from patented discoveries are shared

will benefit the most and to developing

1. Lash, Alex. “FDA’s Latest Cancer Approval Underscores

50–50 between the research centers and

even more powerful treatments that har-

Immunotherapy Nobel Prize.” Xconomy.com. 1 Oct. 2018. Web.

the Institute, which invests the money in

ness the immune system and that target

2. Immunotherapy Drugs Market by Type of Drugs (Adult

more programs.

specific molecular pathways to attack can-

Up to $3.6+

2017

Up to $2.888

Probody therapeutics

Pfizer, Cellectis, Servier

2014

Up to $2.85

CAR-T cell therapies

2014

four Cancer Immune Monitoring and Anal-

$7.139 billion

BMS, CytomX Therapeutics

Merck KGaA, Pfizer

Data and new bioinformatics tools are
shared between the network without any

Up to $2.85

Checkpoint inhibitor Bavencio® (avelumab) in various indications

Celgene, Jounce Therapeutics

2016

Up to $2.6+

Variety of antibodies targeting different pathways

Novartis, Xencor

2016

Up to $2.56+

T cell–engaging xmAb bispecific antibodies

Sanofi, Regeneron

2015

Up to $2.17

PD-1 inhibitor cemiplimab, approved Sep. 2018

Servier, Pieris

2017

Up to $2.1

Bispecific drug candidates

cer. We are proud to be working as part-

++ Data-sharing networks, such as the one
between the University of California,
San Francisco, AbbVie, Amgen and BMS
for tumor samples, are becoming more
common as pharmaceutical companies
realize that collaborations facilitate
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Vaccines, Checkpoint Inhibitors, Interferons Alpha), Therapy
Area (Cancer, Autoimmune Diseases, Infectious Diseases), EndUser (Hospitals), Region (North America, Asia-Pacific) - Global

ners to leverage the collective expertise,

In the United States, finding cures for can-

capabilities and resources necessary to

cer has become a top priority of the gov-

make these promising advances in can-

ernment. The 21 Century Cures Act (2016)

cer research, and hopefully transform the

Blossom Into Blockbusters.” Genetic Engineering News. 26 Mar.

authorized $1.8 billion to fund the Cancer

lives of cancer patients,” says David Whol-

2018. Web.

and novel combination strategies, accord-

Moonshot initiative to accelerate cancer

ley, Senior Vice President of Research

ing to Roche. “By supporting pre-clinical

research over seven years. The NCI estab-

Partnerships at the FNIH.

and clinical research, imCORE seeks to

lished a blue-ribbon panel to recommend

Well before the Cancer Moonshot ini-

Roche’s imCORE Network

drive innovation from the lab to the clinic

programs based on the latest knowledge in

tiative, the NCI formed the Experimen-

The imCORE Network was launched by

and back again in a continuous ‘learning

the field.

tal Therapeutics Clinical Trials Network

Roche in 2016 to bring together leading

loop.’ This approach informs clinical trial

One of the first subsequent actions was

(ETCTN) to leverage partnerships with the

scientific and clinical experts in cancer

design by helping researchers to better

to establish the Cancer Immunotherapy

pharmaceutical industry, academic insti-

immunotherapy to collaborate and share

select treatments — both monotherapy

Research Network (CIRN) to develop im-

tutions and individual investigators for

and aggregate data in order to accelerate

and combination therapies — that are most

mune-based approaches for the treatment

the early clinical evaluation of innovative

drug development and more rapidly initi-

likely to benefit individual patients,” the

and prevention of cancer in adult patients.

cancer therapies. The Cancer Immuno-

strategies for more patients. National Institutes of Health.

ate preclinical and clinical research for

company says.

A similar network was established for

therapy Trials Network (CITN) was estab-

12 Oct. 2017. Web.

the development of immunotherapies for

lished in 2010 in collaboration with the

childhood cancers.

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

st

++ The National Cancer Institute (NCI), part
of the U.S. National Institutes of Health
(NIH), established the Cancer Moonshot
program as authorized by the 21st Century
Cures Act. 9 As part of this initiative, the
NIH, in collaboration with the Foundation
for the NIH (FNIH) and 12 leading
biopharmaceutical companies, launched
the Partnership for Accelerating Cancer
Therapies (PACT), a five-year partnership
focused on identifying, developing and
validating robust biomarkers to advance
new immunotherapy treatments.10 These
efforts build on work that the NCI has
been conducting through the Cancer
Immunotherapy Trials Network (CITN).11
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++ Silicon Valley billionaire Sean Parker
(founder of Napster) established
the Parker Institute for Cancer
Immunotherapy, a network of more than
60 laboratories and over 300 researchers
from numerous cancer centers in the
United States that partners with over 40
industry and nonprofit organizations to
accelerate the development of immunooncology drugs. 8

P

more rapid and cost-effective drug
development.12

novel immunotherapies, according to the

9

13
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company. The global research network

The Parker Institute

comprises 26 leading cancer research

The Parker Institute was founded in 2016

In October 2017, the NIH also launched

(FHCRC).11 The consortium of leading in-

institutions from 10 countries across the

to provide a means for overcoming the

— in partnership with 12 biopharmaceutical

vestigators and institutions with expertise

world and is being funded by Roche to sup-

risk-averse nature of traditional drug

companies — PACT, a five-year public–pri-

in tumor immunology and cancer immu-

port basic and clinical research collabora-

development and is focused on cancer

vate research collaboration totaling $215

notherapy are focused on developing and

tions. Roche and Genentech are working

immunotherapy, including novel drug de-

million, as part of the Cancer Moonshot

in collaboration with the network on exist-

velopment and the development of com-

initiative.10 Managed by the Foundation for

ing and new investigational medicines, di-

bination approaches that increase the ef-

the National Institutes of Health (FNIH),

agnostic technologies and emerging data.

fectiveness of existing drugs. Its director

PACT is focused on identifying, developing

Kshitij (TJ) Ladage

is 2018 Nobel Prize winner James Allison.

and validating robust, standard biomark-

Market Research Manager, Nice Insight

7

imCORE research is performed with-

8

in a common scientific framework with

The Institute’s fundamental model is

ers and biomarker assays that will provide

streamlined operational processes, pa-

one of collaboration with its member

better understanding on how immuno-

tient enrollment and data collection, en-

researchers, other nonprofits and com-

therapies work and enable prediction of

abling rapid movement between preclini-

panies across the range of the biotech

patient responses to different treatments.

cal, clinical and translational research

and pharma industry. Working with these

To do so, PACT will facilitate systematic

and shorter study timelimes.7 Ongoing

partners provides the opportunity to push

and uniform clinical testing of biomark-

projects range from preclinical studies to

the boundaries in cancer therapy in inno-

ers and integrate biomarkers into clini-

better characterize immune phenotypes

vative ways that are not possible without

cal trials to advance understanding of the

(tumor profiles) of cancer and mecha-

the collaborative effort of multiple parties

mechanisms of response and resistance

nisms of immune response and escape

coming together through the Parker Insti-

to cancer therapy, according to the NIH.

to clinical trials evaluating new therapies

tute, according to the organization.

A portion of the PACT funding supports
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Piramal Pharma Solutions

WORKPLACE CULTURE

Award-Winning Performance
Driven by an Award-Winning
Workplace Culture

three years in a row with the Life Sciences
Leader CMO Leadership Award, which
recognizes the highest quality contract
manufacturing organizations as chosen
by real customers, in five core categories: Reliability, Capabilities, Expertise,
Compatibility and Quality.

ANTIBODY–DRUG CONJUGATES

Rapid Growth in the
ADC Market Drives Strategic
Partnership Interest

result, most pharmaceutical companies
continue to outsource manufacturing of
their ADCs, with approximately 70% of
all ADC manufacturing activities conducted by CMOs.4

The Piramal Advantage
Piramal Pharma Solutions is a global

Continual Improvement

leader in providing integrated ADC

o be successful in the highly

in attracting and retaining talented peo-

At Dalton Pharma Services, quality and

his decade has witnessed

they move from discovery through devel-

manufacturing solutions from develop-

competitive

pharmaceuti-

ple from around the world. This diversity

compliance are the cornerstones for

significant advances in new

opment and into commercialization,

ment through clinical and commercial

cal contract services mar-

and the passion and ability of our people

our business, as we strive to continu-

cancer

espe-

including conjugation chemistry, limited

GMP batch manufacturing and fill/fin-

ket requires the passion to

to deliver unmatched value to our clients

ously improve our facilities and ser-

cially via targeted therapeu-

linkers and cytotoxic agents and chang-

ish. Our facility in Grangemouth, UK

exceed customer expectations and the

have been significant contributors to our

vices. We recently expanded our head-

tic pathways. Antibody–drug conjugates

es in the biological activity of cytotoxic

is dedicated to process and analytical

talent and drive to constantly perform at

success.

count by approximately three dozen,

(ADCs) present such an approach: the

drugs after conjugation. ADC manufac-

development, scale-up and manufac-

implemented a $10 million facility and

antibody component provides specificity

turing requires a cGMP facility designed

turing of bio-conjugates and is forward

capital

fully

for a tumor target antigen, and the drug

with the proper engineering controls to

integrated with our Lexington, Kentucky

automated Sterile Liquid Filling Sys-

confers the cytotoxicity. ADCs or bio-

provide product and personnel protec-

facility for fill/finish activities. Our Riv-

the highest levels.

treatments,

Providing a Great Place to Work

Integrated Services Reduce Project
Timelines

The workplace culture at CDMOs must

Dalton is a cGMP contract service pro-

tem that will become operational in

conjugates are also active in many other

tion from highly potent compounds. This

erview, Michigan facility provides API

encourage the high level of passion and

vider of integrated chemistry, drug devel-

Q3 of 2019 and acquired an induc-

therapy areas.

includes isolators capable of operating

for cytotoxic payloads and linkers. We

commitment to excellence and quality

opment and manufacturing services with

tively coupled plasma mass spectrom-

at very low occupational exposure levels

are pioneers in the field of GMP manu-

required to ensure that projects move

more than 30 years of experience. Our

eter (ICP-MS) system to comply with the

Growth in the ADC Market

(OELs). For ADC fill/finish, a fill line with

facturing of ADCs and have partnered

from development to commercialization

GMP facility is licensed by Health Can-

updated ICH Q3D elemental impurities

ADCs have evolved, and the recent third-

lyophilization capability enclosed in a

with leading ADC technology companies

as quickly and cost-effectively as possi-

ada and was recently audited by the U.S.

regulatory guidelines for drug products.

generation wave has offered reasons for

separate isolator may be an additional

for 15 years. Our experience is reflected

ble, yet with an assurance of high quality.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in

The new fill line allows larger batch

optimism. The technological advances

requirement. Containment at this level

in our record of 880 ADC (lab scale and

sizes (~40 BPM) and a broader range of

have accelerated the development of

is also required to maintain an aseptic

above) and 440 GMP batches manufac-

At Dalton Pharma Services, we have

January 2019.

expansion,

including

a

created a high-trust and high-perfor-

We are experts in medicinal chemis-

filling volumes and container closure

ADCs, leading to a drastic increase in the

biological manufacturing environment

tured, 118 development programs com-

mance culture in which employees are

try; process, formulation and analytical

systems and provides nitrogen purging

number of clinical trials, especially in

to avoid contamination — a challenge

pleted, 180 different conjugates using

valued and professional and personal

method development; route and process

and individual bottle serialization. It will

solid tumors.

given the potent toxins currently under

over 110 antibodies, 55 different toxin/

development is encouraged. Employees

optimization; and cGMP API and solid

increase our capacity by approximately

Nearly 202 ADCs and other bio-con-

development.

toxin-linker systems and six integrated

are recognized for their individual con-

and sterile finish dose manufacturing.

5-fold to 25,000–35,000 vials per batch.

jugates have entered clinical trials, of

An ADC manufacturing and fill/finish

tributions and encouraged to achieve a

We place an emphasis on quality, reli-

The flexibility that this new fill line pro-

which more than 100 are actively pro-

facility is a substantial investment. Addi-

work–life balance. As a result, they are

ability, speed and flexibility — all at one

vides will enable Dalton to extend servic-

gressing.1 Over 20 new ADCs have been

tionally, the supply chain for manufactur-

Better ADCs for the Future

committed to completing even the most

centralized location. We move projects

es beyond the current clinical stage and

introduced over the last year, a 30%

ing ADCs is complex, including linker/

Wisely chosen target antigens, novel

complex and challenging projects on

seamlessly from inception to cGMP

accelerate the development of clients’

increase. Around 70% of these drugs are

toxin manufacture, antibody manufac-

linker technologies and the mode of

time and on budget without compromis-

manufacturing, simplifying client supply

sterile drug products through commer-

in the preclinical/discovery stages. Of

ture,

testing

drug action continue to be investigated

ing quality.

chains and reducing timelines and cost.

cial launch.

the clinical stage candidates, over 12%

and fill/finish. The more operations a

to fully optimize ADC-based targeted

are being developed for breast cancer,

CMO can combine as an integrated ser-

therapy, not only in oncology but also in

of sourcing vendors for a new high-

while ~10% target non-Hodgkin’s lym-

vice, the better for the client, as they pro-

other therapy areas, such as infectious,

Dalton was named one of the Top 50 Best

Recognition in the Form of Industry
Leadership Awards

We are also in the initial stages
throughput, potentially robotically con-

phoma. Candidates targeting AML and

vide some clear advantages: (1) techni-

autoimmune and cardiovascular diseas-

Workplaces™ in Canada by Great Place to

Development of novel medicines requires

trolled sterile powder filling line that

multiple myeloma each represent 7% of

cal expertise in conjugation with robust

es, as pharma companies seek to find

Work®, a global research and consulting

a highly interdisciplinary and technologi-

will increase our current fill range up to

the clinical pipeline.

platforms and processes; (2) reduction

wider uses for ADCs.

firm. For the last four years, we were also

cally sophisticated group of profession-

25,000 vials per batch.

With four approved drugs and nearly

in time to market by integrating multiple

named a Great Place to Work® by Great

als. Delivering for our clients demands a

13 in late stages of clinical development,1

steps, including conjugation, scale-up,

Place to Work® Institute Canada. This

team with deep understanding of science

the ADC therapeutics market is antici-

commercial manufacturing and fill/fin-
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recognition is based on direct feedback

and regulatory compliance, along with

pated to grow at a CAGR of 15% between

ish; (3) reduced sponsor effort associ-

1. Sharma, Vivek. “CPhI Annual Report 2018: ADCs Growth

from employees.

an innovative mindset. Our passionate,

2018 and 2021 and 19.4% between 2017

ated with management of inventory and

and 2030.

logistics by the CMO; (4) flexibility, with

These efforts have been recognized by
independent organizations. In May 2018,

Certification as a Great Workplace

talented and committed employees have

shows our commitment towards provid-

repeatedly demonstrated their ability to

ing a culture of inclusion, diversity and

quickly move projects from concept to

fulfillment and a respectful work envi-

commercialization.

ronment. It has also played a major role
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These efforts have been rewarded for
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Quality and compliance are
the cornerstones for our
business, as we strive to
continuously improve our
facilities and services.

2,3

conjugation/QC/stability

changes made during the process coor-

Need for Integrated CMOs in the
ADC Space

dinated by adept program managers; and

ADCs present technical challenges as

the different units are co-located. As a

(5) lower risk associated with transfers if

ADC programs across Piramal sites.

P

Driven by Lack of In-House Facilities, Oncology and Integrated
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REGULATORY SPOTLIGHT
that are on the market.2 The agency plans
to use this experience using RWD as evidence concerning drug safety to provide
a framework for its further use in informing effectiveness studies. In particular,
the agency is examining the potential of
RWE to support labeling changes, including adding or modifying an indication or

Understanding the
FDA’s Approach to
Real-World Evidence

changing dosing, dose regimens or the
route of administration.
One major caveat to the application
of RWD sources like EHRs and medical
claims data to inform regulatory decisionmaking is the presence of significant gaps
in the kinds of data captured in these
sources. Such sources typically record
significant

BY DAVID ALVARO, Ph.D., NICE INSIGHT

The ubiquity of computers, mobile devices,
wearables and other biosensors is generating
a wealth of health-related data with potential
value in clinical trial design and postmarketing safety and efficacy studies.
A surge in the development of sophisticated data
analytics suggests a realistic path forward for the
integration of these data to inform clinical and
regulatory decision-making. The U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) is seeking to provide
leadership to realize these goals.
Evaluating Real-World Data and Evidence

the agency has outlined its approach to

hospitalization
greater detail, including the use of EHRs

in medical status or potential adverse ef-

to measure drug effectiveness, gaps in

fects (e.g., quality of life issues, changes

sources of RWD and potential strategies

in degree of pain, asthma, depression, or

to address them, the generation of exter-

anxiety) are not reliably and consistently

nal control arms using RWD, determining

documented in these data sources, or in

how to use RWD to design observational

some cases are captured but inaccessible

studies and assessing the fitness of such

or recorded in nonstandard ways. Making

studies to inform regulatory decisions.

the most of these diverse data sources will

Building upon this framework, the FDA

likely require standardization of documen-

is pursuing a number of pilot projects ex-

tation practices for patient-reported and

ploring RWD and RWE to assess the po-

other outcomes, as well as the underlying

tential to exploit available data and the

technology to optimize interoperability of

existing barriers to their pragmatic use.

data from different sources. This will likely

At this stage, perhaps the most essential

and post-approval study requirements.

dence to address the regulatory question

require the establishment of a universal

piece of the initiative is increasing stake-

In our increasingly digitized world, valu-

and (3) whether the study conduct meets

format for RWD with common representa-

holder engagement, both within and out-

able RWD exists in a variety of formats, in-

the agency’s regulatory requirements. The

tion (e.g., terminology, vocabulary, coding

side of the agency.

cluding electronic health records (EHRs),

FDA will use this tripartite approach to

schemes); the FDA is actively developing

claims and billing data, registries, data-

evaluate forthcoming supplemental appli-

data standards to support this effort.

bases and patient-generated data from

cations and to guide their RWE program,

wearables and mobile devices. These ex-

which will involve establishing demonstra-

A Long Road Ahead

tant and underutilized sources of RWD can

tion projects, engaging with stakeholders

The framework established in the current

1. Framework for FDA’s Real-World Evidence Program. U.S.

be leveraged to collect data and support a

and developing additional guidance docu-

guidance merely reflects a skeleton to ori-

Food and Drug Administration. Dec. 2018. Web.

variety of study designs to develop RWE,

ments to help sponsors determine how

ent the agency’s thinking and guide the

including observational studies and ran-

best to use RWE.

development of forthcoming guidances

P
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In our increasingly
digitized world, valuable
RWD exists in a variety
of formats, including
electronic health records
(EHRs), claims and billing
data, registries, databases,
and patient-generated
data from wearables and
mobile devices.
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ETHICAL PRACTICE

Given the ongoing evolution of the
pharma industry today, how does
your organization incorporate ethical
concerns into your business practices?

T

he biopharma sector has been
growing incredibly fast over the
past few years. Biologics are now
the fastest growing class of therapeutics in the world, with the market growing at 7–8% in the United States and Europe
and around 18% in India and China. However, there are still some major challenges
around affordability and access that need to
be tackled before biologics become a realistic treatment option globally. Most of the
manufacturing capacity is still located in the
traditional Western markets, and we need to
develop fast, flexible and cost-efficient manufacturing solutions that spread biologics
production more evenly, as a local presence
has a central role in driving the increased
availability of these treatments.
Due to these requirements, we launched the
first prefabricated, modular manufacturing solution for the manufacture of mAbs
in 2011. This has been successful and, so far,
we have signed and delivered four KUBios to
China, most recently to Lonza. In addition,
we have installed over 50 biomanufacturing
platforms — called FlexFactories — globally.
We have also extended our product portfolio with a ready-to-run “factory-in-a-box” for
viral vector–based therapeutics and a semiautomated, modular end-to-end manufacturing platform for cell therapy.

Olivier Loeillot,
Senior VP, BioProcess,
GE Healthcare
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Transparency is the best policy. I learned
from a consultant that, if you want to set
yourself apart from your competition, you
need to identify what people hate about
your industry, and then find ways to correct
that problem within your organization.
We know people hate negative surprises like
delays and out-of-control costs, and just not
knowing the status of their projects. That
happens a lot with other CMOs.
Our goal is to make sure people feel they’re getting good value from start to
finish. So we decided to focus on delivering transparency. We made our business
model transparent, including costs. We continually improve our process to keep
clients fully informed every step of the way. We come up with solutions before
issues become problems, quickly letting our customers know.
Sometimes clients think CMOs make more money if a project takes longer than
estimated, but that’s not the case with us. Delays hurt us, too. We always have
another client scheduled, and we want to avoid a cascade of delays.
Making our process transparent ensures that we are ethical and keeps us focused
on what clients want and need when they work with us. We’ve
found that is very reassuring to customers.

Ed Price, CEO, SEQENS
North America CDMO
(previously PCI Synthesis)
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T

he pharmaceutical industry is
continually evolving — from laboratory and research advances
in life sciences to the rapidly
expanding use of new technologies such
as artificial intelligence, advanced analytics and robotics. The one thing that has remained constant is our mission — to enable
our customers to make the world healthier,
cleaner and safer. This is the foundation for
all that we do. We offer integrated solutions
that help our customers bring medicines to
the market.
While we focus on accelerating life sciences
research and delivering medicines to the
market utilizing the latest technologies, we
have and always will begin with doing the
right thing. Ethics and integrity are critical
for us at every stage and every step in the
development of new medicines. We maintain a laser-like focus on quality — right first
time, on-time delivery — ultimately, flawless execution.

Franco Negron,
President, Commercial
Operations, Thermo
Fisher Scientific,
Pharma Services

Catalent formally introduced a corporate responsibility
commitment in 2017 that cements our belief that ethical
business practices are essential to fulfilling Catalent’s
mission of helping people live better, healthier lives. Our
corporate values, including integrity and ethics, are at the
foundation of our culture.
Internal initiatives, such as “Patient First” and corporate responsibility, combined
with clear ethics and business conduct policies and procedures, create the holistic
enabling environment to maintain an ethical business.
We put patients at the center of our work to ensure the safety, reliable supply and
optimal performance of our products.
Catalent’s commitment to bettering communities, promoting a healthy environment
and investing in people to help them and our business grow demonstrates our overall
ethical, sustainable business framework.
Catalent has established an Office of Diversity & Inclusion, founded in our belief that
part of being an ethical organization is treating everyone with respect and providing
all our people with opportunities.
Finally, our Standards of Business Conduct, supported by bestin-class reporting and follow-up procedures, clearly guide our
actions. The codes of conduct for our employees and our suppliers help us live up to our vision, mission and values every day,
everywhere we do business.
Shannon Trilli,
Director of Corporate Responsibility, Catalent

As a company, SGS takes ethics very
seriously and conducts itself to the highest
standard of professional behavior. The
SGS Code of Integrity defines the main
principles of professional integrity for
the organization, and all staff — from
the senior management to entry-level
employees — must complete the corporate
integrity training program each year.
In addition to SGS employees, the Code of Integrity is applicable to anyone that acts on behalf of or represents SGS,

including subcontractors and joint-venture partners. This policy
allows the impartiality of SGS to be upheld and business to be
conducted honestly and transparently.
The company also believes that it has a responsibility for its own
operations and practices to ensure that all life is protected and
preserved, in its many forms. The company does not perform animal testing, and seeks to promote alternative methods, as seen in
the recent expansion of in vitro toxicology testing being offered at
the Mississauga, Canada facility. SGS is an award-winning leader
in sustainability as a RobecoSAM Gold Class sustainability award
winner four years in a row and has achieved
an Ecovadis Gold Rating Sustainability
Performance three years in a row and a
CDP Climate A list.
Jessica Martin,
Global Head of Marketing, SGS
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

What do you believe the role of
artificial intelligence and other advanced
technologies will be in driving the
development of the pharmaceutical
industry over the next decade?

W

e are at a pivotal time
in the pharmaceutical
industry — advancing
technologies, including
the use of advanced analytics and
artificial intelligence are transforming
the development and manufacturing
of new medicines. Analytics, using the
enormous data sets generated by drug
development, are being used to develop
systems that have the potential to predict
the properties of new drug candidates.
Artificial intelligence is already in use in the
practice of medicine — improving the speed
and accuracy of diagnosing cancers and cardiovascular disease. Getting to an accurate
diagnosis sooner will lead to patients receiving treatment earlier. And earlier diagnosis
often leads to better outcomes.
We are utilizing the wealth of data we have
collected over the years to get smarter and
enable a better customer experience. We are
using our data to identify trends and anticipate the needs of our customers.
Over the next 10 years, we will see an incredible transformation in the life sciences
industry, leading to greater speed and
accuracy in diagnoses, more personalized
treatment plans/interventions — focused
on prevention, early intervention and cures.

Franco Negron,
President, Commercial
Operations, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Pharma Services
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AI is poised to play an increasingly important role,
as the pharmaceutical industry understands itself
more and more as a data- and knowledge-intensive
enterprise — and as it engages in the full “healthcare
package” of prevention, diagnosis, personalized
treatment and maintenance.
Through tools such as data mining and machine learning, AI will allow the industry to
identify patterns and extract understanding and value from the massive amounts of
data being generated. Effectively, AI will impact the scientific discovery paradigm of
observation, hypothesis generation, testing and knowledge codification. What used
to take multiple years will, in the future, take months, while covering much more of
the “search space” than was previously possible.
AI will also help the industry understand and better leverage what it already knows.
While our collective knowledge of biology is being generated and shared in a highly
distributed and fragmented manner by academic laboratories and scientific journals, human biology is an integrated, self-contained system that exists independently of our understanding of it. AI, including its Augmented Intelligence flavor, will
be instrumental in bridging this gap, by allowing researchers to know what is known
and then to identify non-obvious connections that can generate new questions, new
hypotheses and ultimately new treatments.
Data and knowledge integration will also lead to the creation of new value chains,
catalyzing the restructuring of the broader industry. Finally, itself being subject to
transparency demands, AI will impact corporate decision-making processes as well
as organizational structures.

Andreas Persidis, Ph.D.,
Co-founder and CEO, Biovista Inc. &
President, Hellenic BioCluster
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We believe that artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine
learning will play an increasingly
important role in the diagnosis
and prediction of disease — and
will eventually become part
of routine practice.
AI has already been used to support physician decisionmaking in the reads of CT, X-ray and ultrasound scans.
Examples include the detection and diagnosis of suspicious
lesions and nodules in lung cancer, which allow physicians
to diagnose and give early treatments with greater certainty
— without the need for tissue biopsy testing. AI algorithms
have also been used to prognose skin cancer, allowing
physicians and drug developers to intervene surgically

and pharmacologically much earlier than previously. Also,
treatment plans and monitoring are improving with AIdriven wearables and sensors.
One recent example is our partnership with Vanderbilt
University Medical Center, which focuses on supporting
safer, more precise immunotherapy cancer treatments. We
will be developing diagnostic tools, including AI-powered
applications, enabling identification of appropriate patients
for clinical trials and treatment, reducing unnecessary and
expensive trial failures and speeding up immunotherapy
approvals. We will be analyzing and correlating the
immunotherapy treatment response of thousands of
Vanderbilt cancer patients with their anonymized health,
demographic, genomic, tumor, cellular, proteomic and
imaging data. After that, we will be developing AI-powered
apps that draw on this data.

Ben Newton,
Chief Digital Officer,
GE Healthcare Life Sciences

A

I and robotics will help with
analytics. The science we help
clients with is getting increasingly
complex, which means that the demand
for increasingly sophisticated equipment,
technology and training will continue
to be important. We’re constantly
evaluating new equipment and
approaches to see if they can handle
the complexity, speed up processes
and reduce overall costs.
Artificial intelligence is already playing an important role in
healthcare IT apps, and it will eventually play a significant
role in diagnostics. AI is helping with clinical trials, predicting whether or not a trial will enroll on time. But it’s not yet

sorting through patient data to provide insights that will
help develop new drugs faster, more efficiently and with
more efficacy.
In the shorter term, we’re seeing inroads of another type of
advanced technology. Already, in our business, robots are
helping with analytics. We have robotic arms helping with
auto-sampling. We set up the sequence, and the robotic
arms can do their job for however many hours, consistently, without getting distracted or making a mistake. We still
need human analysts to draw conclusions and approve the
quality. At some point, AI may be able to make things easier
for human analysts — that moment isn’t
around the corner, but we’ll be ready
when it is.

Ed Price, CEO, SEQENS
North America CDMO
(previously PCI Synthesis)
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21159Pharma is a pharmaceutical business
development company focusing on CMC outsourcing support and product licensing that
provides a unique blend of business and technical skills with real world practical experience of
CMC drug development combined with experience of building a business. Together with an
extensive network of contacts in the USA and
Europe, 21159Pharma can be the bridge into and
outside of the USA.

www.21159pharma.com
+1 443 787 8847
1005 Hidden Moss Drive
Cockeysville, MD 21030-5411

Biotechpharma is a CDMO supporting clients
worldwide. They offer fully integrated services,
thus saving clients valuable time and money as
a real one-stop solution. In state-of-the-art R&D/
process development and manufacturing facilities, Biotechpharma performs different projects
at any stage, starting from cell line construction
and process development up to cGMP production of biopharmaceutical products. Biotechpharma has expertise in development and GMPcompliant manufacturing of biotechnological
drug substances as well as drug products.
www.biotechpharma.lt
+370 5255 9140
Mokslininku str. 4
LT-08412 Vilnius, Lithuania

CAI helps clients deliver high-performance
manufacturing facilities and reliable operations to meet the needs of global clients and
patients. With a focus on capital project delivery and operational performance and reliability
improvement, CAI provides technology transfer, concept design, commissioning, validation,
asset performance strategies, owner project
management, regulatory compliance consulting, training and manufacturing process support across a range of industries and sectors.
www.commissioningagents.com
+1 317 271 6082
PO Box 34320
Indianapolis, IN 46234
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Albemarle Fine Chemistry Services provides
custom manufacturing of APIs and advanced
intermediates for the API pharmaceutical,
agrichemicals and specialty chemicals industries. With world-class facilities, exceptional
process development and scale-up capabilities,
and exemplary customer service, Albemarle is
the perfect production partner for your custom
project, offering a range of manufacturing services backed by highly skilled R&D teams to assist
with synthesis route selection, process development and analytical support.
www.albemarle.com
+1 980 299 5700
4250 Congress Street, Suite 900
Charlotte, NC 28209

BioVectra is a North American CDMO specializing in microbial fermentation, complex chemistry, high potency APIs, process and analytical
development, and drug development. With
over 45 years of experience, BioVectra provides
cGMP outsourcing solutions for intermediates
and APIs, which have been used in the treatment
of a myriad of life-threatening diseases.

www.biovectra.com
+1 902 566 9116
11 Aviation Avenue
Charlottetown, PE Canada C1E0A1

CapsCanada is a leading innovator of HPMC
and gelatin-based hard capsules for the pharmaceutical and nutraceutical markets. With 30
years of experience, CapsCanada serves global
markets from facilities in Ontario, Canada
and Barranquilla, Colombia, providing a range
of customization options to support brand
growth for medicine and supplement manufacturers worldwide.

www.capscanada.com
+1 866 788 2888
456 Silver Creek Industrial Drive
Windsor, ON N8N 4Y3, Canada
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Ampersand Capital Partners is a Bostonbased private equity firm with more than 25 years
of experience in healthcare investing. Whether
manufacturing products or delivering services,
Ampersand's professionals bring a rigorous grasp
of healthcare science, technology and operations
to every opportunity. Ampersand’s unique blend
of skills and focused experience has proven beneficial to their portfolio companies time and again.

www.ampersandcapital.com
+1 781 239 0700
55 William Street, Suite 240
Wellesley, MA 02481

Brammer Bio is a cell and gene therapy-focused CDMO providing process and analytical
development, clinical manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, commercial manufacturing and business development services from
state-of-the-art facilities throughout the US.
With more than a decade of experience, Brammer Bio enables large pharmaceutical and biotech companies to accelerate delivery of novel
medicines to improve patient health.

www.brammerbio.com
+1 386 418 8199
250 Binney Street
Cambridge, MA 02142

Capua BioServices is a global provider of highquality services in the field of custom microbial
process development and manufacturing, offering dedicated solutions for proteins, (highvalue) small molecules and microorganisms for
applications in pharma, food, feed and other
bio-industrial markets. Over the past 50 years,
Capua has built a track record based on their
extensive experience in working with a variety
of bacterial, yeast and fungal systems.

www.capuabioservices.com
+39 0823 628111
Strad Statale Appia 46/48 | 81043
Capua (Caserta) , Italy
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Castleford Capital invests in growing pharmaceutical development and tech-enabled
healthcare services companies. Castleford
backs management teams with capital, relationships and operational resources that
empower company leadership to attain new
levels of growth. Castleford focuses on lower
middle-market companies including CROs,
CDMOs, PBMs, pharmacy services, RCM and
tech-enabled healthcare solutions.

www.castlefordcapital.com
+1 917 254 1538
300 Park Avenue, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10022

Dalton Pharma Services is a contract manufacturing company that offers a range of cGMP
services from discovery, development through
manufacturing. Dalton’s service portfolio includes contract research, medicinal chemistry,
formulation development, GMP API manufacturing, custom small molecules synthesis, conjugation, custom peptide synthesis and polymorphic
screening among others. It caters to pharmaceutical, biotechnology and academic institutions.

www.dalton.com
+1 416 661 2102
349 Wildcat Road
Toronto, ON M3J2S3 Canada

Fareva is one of the world’s leading subcontractors in the industrial & household, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals fields. Their story began in 1990, in France, in the heart of Ardèche
region, with a team of passionate enthusiasts
that moved into the world of chemistry and
developed its core business: research, formulation, manufacturing and filling. From the very
beginning, Fareva has focused on creation, innovation and mastering processes to offer its
customers cutting-edge expertise.
www.fareva.com
+1 908 813 8595
24 West 57th Street, Suite 505
New York, NY 10018

 Special thanks to: Biovista, Inc., Catalent, CPhI & P-MEC China, Formulated Solutions, GE Healthcare, SGS
and Thermo Fisher Scientific.

As a leading global corporate finance house,
Clearwater International has built a business
based on listening to their clients. Whether
advising entrepreneurs, corporates or investors, Clearwater International has a great track
record of originating, managing and delivering clearly defined strategies to help clients
achieve their objectives and long-term goals
through M&A, fundraising and refinancing.

www.clearwaterinternational.com
+44 845 052 0300
Brookmount House 65 Chandos Place
London, UK WC2N4GH

Emergent Biosolutions is a contract manufacturer providing fill-finish services to pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. Services
include clinical manufacturing, commercial manufacturing, lyophilization, product testing and
stability testing. The company currently produces 20 commercial products and, since 1990, has
contributed to the development and production
of more than 200 clinical products. Emergent Biosolutions has been inspected and approved by
regulatory agencies in the U.S., Europe and Japan.
www.emergentbiosolutions.com
+1 240 631 3200
400 Professional Drive, Suite 400
Gaithersburg, MD 20879

Federal Equipment Company offers 60 years
of expertise buying and selling pharmaceutical
processing and packaging equipment. We optimize the value you recoup for surplus equipment, while making the removal process easy.
And we ensure you get the equipment you
need quickly when sourced from our broad,
on-hand inventory of reliable used machines.

www.fedequip.com
+1 800 652 2466
8200 Bessemer Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44127

CRB is a full-service network of engineers,
architects, constructors and consultants assisting advanced technology organizations in the
planning, design, construction and operational
support of facilities across the globe. CRB
serves clients in biotechnology, pharmaceutical, science and technology, food, nutraceuticals and consumer products, providing support across the full project lifecycle.

www.crbusa.com
+1 816 880 9800
1251 NW Briarcliff Parkway, Suite 500
Kansas City, MO 64116

Excellere Partners is a private equity investment firm specializing in partnering with entrepreneurs and management teams — building
enduring value with a spirit of partnership and
excellence. Excellere has aspired to build a differentiated private equity firm — one focused on
the unique needs of emerging private companies
with aspirations to build industry leadership and
enduring value. Excellere leverages a buy-andbuild growth strategy empowered by a supportive
culture and a proprietary Value Creation Process.
www.excellerepartners.com
+303 765 2400
3033 E. 1st Avenue, Suite 700
Denver, CO 80206

Founded in 1989, Foster Corporation serves
the specialty polymer requirements of newly
emerging medical device companies. By leveraging its expertise in melt extrusion to serve
the unique needs of the pharmaceutical industry, the subsidiary Foster Delivery Science was
founded over ten years ago. Since its inception,
this subsidiary has become a leader in custom
blending and extrusion of biomedical polymers
additives. Foster Delivery Science operates out
of a 47,000 sq. ft. facility in Putnam, CT, which
serves as the company headquarters.
www.deliveryscience.com
+1 860 630 4515
36 Ridge Road
Putnam, CT 06260
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Globyz is dedicated to the sourcing and supply of commercial medicines/comparators
for clinical trials studies across all therapeutic
areas. Globyz Pharma offers global sourcing,
GMP-compliant storage, packaging and labelling, global distribution and cold-chain supply
solutions. With the broadest service offerings,
Globyz provides complete global support for
their customers’ sourcing strategies.

www.globyz.com
+1 646-391-5774
5155 Spectrum Way Unit 6,
Mississauga, ON L4W5A1 Canada

IRBM is a partner research organization with
decades of experience in translating nascent
research into drug discovery programs, providing support across the drug discovery pipeline,
and offering stand-alone services to our partners. Our collaborative efforts have led to the
successful launch of four therapeutics currently
on the market and over 25 candidates in clinical trials.

www.irbm.com
+39 06 91093692
Via Pontina km 30,600
00071 Pomezia (RM), Italy

Novasep develops manufacturing solutions
and provides custom manufacturing services
and purification processes for the production
of synthetic molecules and biomolecules. The
company operates through two sets of offerings
for seven markets: (1) process development and
contract manufacturing of small molecule API,
chemicals and advanced intermediates, and
biomolecules and (2) process engineering, supply of equipment and related services for food,
feed, bio-based chemical industries, fine chemicals and biopharmaceutical industries.
www.novasep.com
+1 484 361 6031
23 Creek Circle
Boothwyn, PA 19061
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Grifols is a global healthcare company with a
legacy of improving people’s health and wellbeing through the development of life-saving
plasma medicines, hospital pharmacy products
and diagnostic technology for clinical use. The
company is present in >100 countries worldwide,
with headquarters in Barcelona, Spain. Grifols
Partnership is a business-to-business contract
development and manufacturing platform for
sterile solutions and lipid emulsions with over 75
years’ experience in producing intravenous solutions for the pharmaceutical industry.
www.grifols.com
+1 34 93 5710200
Avinguda de la Generalitat, 152 Parc Empresarial
Can Sant Joan 08174 Sant Cugat del Vallès,
Barcelona Spain

KBI Biopharma is a biopharmaceutical contract development & manufacturing organization that accelerates the development of
innovative discoveries into life-changing biological products and expands global access of
medicines to patients in need. From early-stage
biotech to academic/non-profit organizations
to many of the world’s largest pharmaceutical
companies, KBI has served 300+ clients globally
to accelerate and optimize their drug development programs.
www.kbibiopharma.com
+1 919 479 9898
2 Triangle Dr.
Durham, NC 27709

PharmaBioSource is a life sciences advisory
and consulting firm specializing in global facilities and product transactions for pharmaceutical, biotech, and Life Sciences companies. They
also consult with healthcare investors to support
life sciences investment due diligence and risk
analysis. PharmaBioSource offers an extensive
collection of expert pharma advisory services
and solutions that are designed to help your
company make strategic decisions and improve
how you do business.
www.pharmabiosource.com
+1 610 293 0900
121 West Wayne Avenue
Wayne, PA 19087
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Hovione is an international company focused
on the development and compliant manufacture
of active pharmaceutical ingredients and drug
product intermediates. With four FDA-inspected
sites in the U.S., China, Ireland and Portugal and
development laboratories in Lisbon and New Jersey, the company focuses on the most demanding customers in the most regulated markets.
The company also offers branded pharmaceutical customers services for the development and
compliant manufacture of innovative new drugs
and is able to support highly potent compounds.
www.hovione.com
+1 609 918 2600
40 Lake Drive
East Windsor, NJ 08520

Marken maintains the leading position for
direct-to-patient services and biological sample
shipments, and offers a state-of-the-art GMPcompliant depot network and logistic hubs in 45
locations worldwide. Marken manages 50,000
drug and biological shipments every month at all
temperature ranges in more than 150 countries.
Additional services, such as biological kit production, ancillary material sourcing, storage and
distribution, and shipment lane qualifications,
add to Marken’s unique position in the pharma
and logistics industry.
www.marken.com
+1 800 627 5361
4307 Emperor Boulevard, Suite 210
Durham, NC 27703

Piramal Pharma Solutions is the contract
development and manufacturing arm of Piramal
Healthcare, a part of Piramal Enterprises Limited. Piramal Pharma Solutions provides a comprehensive range of services across all phases of
the drug life cycle, including drug discovery and
development, manufacturing and packaging of
clinical trial supplies, and delivering commercial
volumes of APIs and finished dosage products.

www.piramalpharmasolutions.com
+859 977 8600
1500 Bull Lea Road, Suite 250
Lexington, KY 40511
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Founded in 2005, Porton Pharma Solutions
Ltd. is a top-tier, China-based external manufacturing partner and strategic supplier of custom drug intermediates and active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) to many of the world’s
leading pharmaceutical companies.

www.porton.ch
+86 23 8608 3200
Fangzheng Avenue,
Shuitu, Beibei District,
Chongqing, China

SEQENS is an integrated global leader in pharmaceutical synthesis and specialty ingredients.
SEQENS develops custom solutions and ingredients for the most demanding industries such
as healthcare, electronics, cosmetics, food and
homecare. Driven by a culture of excellence and
a strong entrepreneurial spirit, SEQENS is committed to providing its customers with the highest level of service and product quality while acting ethically in the frame of its Corporate Social
Responsibility program.
www.seqens.com
+04 81 65 07 20
21 chemin de la Sauvegarde (21 Ecully Parc)
Ecully, Cedex 69134 France

UPM Pharmaceuticals is a Bristol, Tennessee–
based, independent drug-development and contract manufacturer serving the pharmaceutical
and biotechnology industries. The company provides pharmaceutical drug development services
— including formulation development, cGMP
manufacturing, analytical methods development
and stability testing — from concept to commercialization. UPM’s focus is on drug development
for dosages with oral routes of administration, in
solid dosage forms such as capsules and tablets,
and semisolid creams and ointments.
www.upm-inc.com
+1 423 989 8000
501 5th Street
Bristol, TN 37620

Rentschler Biopharma SE is a leading contract
development and manufacturing organization
(CDMO), focused exclusively on clients' projects. Rentschler Biopharma offers process development and manufacturing of biopharmaceuticals as well as related consulting activities,
including project management and regulatory
support. Rentschler Biopharma's high quality
is proven by its long-standing experience and
excellence as a solution partner for its clients.

www.rentschler-biopharma.com
+49 7392 701 0
Erwin-Rentschler-Str. 21
88471 Laupheim, Germany

Servier’s provides fully integrated manufacturing and supply chain services for small molecules
& drug product, from development and clinical
supply up to commercial launch. Servier possesses 11 state-of-the-art facilities, a proven track
record in chemical synthesis, pharmaceutical
formulation, development and manufacturing,
and a complete range of services offering full
flexibility. Services include process and analytical
development, pilot production and industrialscale production, and regulatory dossier, in collaboration with the Servier network.
www.servier-cmo.com
+33 1 55 72 60 00
50 Rue Carnot
92284 Suresnes, France

WuXi AppTec is a leading global pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical, and medical device
open-access capability and technology platform company with global operations. The
Advanced Therapies business unit of WuXi
AppTec is a global contract development and
manufacturing organization (CDMO) dedicated
to accelerating and transforming development,
manufacturing, and commercialization of cell,
gene, and other advanced biopharmaceuticals.

www.wuxiapptec.com
+1 609 799 2295
107 Morgan Lane
Plainsboro, NJ 08536

Results Healthcare is a leading global corporate advisory firm focused on public and private
healthcare and life sciences companies. Based in
London and New York, the company has completed over 75 healthcare transactions to date.
The company was established in recognition of
the clients' need for a specialist team with dedicated skills in healthcare, pharmaceutical and
biotech sectors. Results Healthcare serves an
international network. The company focuses on
three highly complementary sectors, characterized by innovation, growth and disruption.
www.resultshealthcare.com
+1 646 747 6500
80 Broad Street, Suite 3203
New York, NY 10004

SPI Pharma, an ABF ingredients company,
provides formulation innovation, technical
assistance, and troubleshooting support to
pharmaceutical clients in more than 55 countries. Its products include antacid actives, excipients, taste-masking and fast-dissolve technologies, drug delivery systems for tablets,
and a variety of other innovations for patientfriendly dosage forms.

www.spipharma.com
+1 800 789 9755
503 Carr Road, Suite 210
Wilmington, DE 19809

Yourway is an integrated biopharmaceutical
supply chain solutions provider offering a full
range of primary and secondary packaging,
comparator sourcing, logistics, storage and distribution services for the global pharmaceutical
and biotech industries. Headquartered in Allentown, Pennsylvania, with additional strategic locations worldwide, Yourway specializes in timeand temperature-sensitive clinical drug product
and biological sample shipments.

www.yourwaytransport.com
+1 610 395 9198
6681 Snowdrift Road
Allentown, PA 18106
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nce upon a time in a far off land
Where mystery and complexity went hand in hand
Came a presence that invigorated all those around
With an urge to rise up and stand out from the crowd.

www.thatsnice.com

